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Abstract 

The llama is able to generate a unique class of antibody. The heavy chain 

immunoglobulins consist only of two heavy chain polypeptides and bind antigen 

specifically through single protein domains. Although the mechanisms by which such 

an antibody interacts with antigen has been studied at some length the manner in 

which the heavy chain antibody is generated within the llama is unknown. 

In this study a number of components of the llama immune system have been 

characterised. The isolation of genes encoding the variable domain of the heavy chain 

antibody indicates that specific genetic elements within the llama genome are 

responsible for the generation of the heavy chain antibody. The discovery of constant 

region genes that encode the heavy chain antibody provides an explanation for the 

absence of a major immunoglobulin domain from the final, secreted gene product. 

The lack of this domain within the expressed antibody is believed to be the result of a 

single nucleotide splice site mutation. 

In order to investigate the process of llama antibody generation further additional 

components of the llama immune system, the recombination activating genes (rag) 

were isolated. One such llama rag gene (rag-i) was cloned, expressed and utilised in 

an in vitro assay system to investigate recombination events taking place during 

antibody generation. This assay involved the use of specific signal sequences derived 

from variable domain gene sequence data and represents, to our knowledge, the first 

examination of non-murine RAG activity. Through the use of this system distinct 

differences between llama and mouse recombination signal sequences (RSSs) were 

uncovered. These differences, located within a specific region of the RSS known as 

the coding flank, may play an important role in llama antibody generation. 

These results have led to the proposal of a number of models for the mechanisms 

involved in llama antibody generation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The camelid family has been found to possess unique antibodies with the ability to 

specifically bind antigen by virtue of a single protein domain (1). The discovery of 

these novel heavy chain molecules has led to the intriguing possibility that such 

antibodies may, in the near future, be engineered so as to provide inexpensive, highly 

soluble antigen-binding units for use in combating a wide range of diseases (2). 

While a number of studies have investigated the physical and chemical properties of 

these novel antibodies (3), the mechanisms by which such structurally unconventional 

molecules are generated remain poorly defined. 

In order to set this project in an appropriate framework the introduction firstly 

provides a broad discussion detailing the reasons for investigating the generation of 

immunoglobulins in the llama (section 1.2-1.6). This chapter goes on to defme and 

describe the subclass of antibodies to which the heavy chain antibody and 

conventional llama immunoglobulin gamma are closely related (section 1.7). 

Subsequent sections (sections 1.8-1.10) discuss the established mechanisms of 

antibody generation utilised in species as diverse as the human and the goldfish. 

Particular attention is paid to novel and unusual examples that may provide clues to 

and precedents for, the process of camelid antibody fonnation. Finally the objectives 

of this project are set in context by provision of a brief description of the camelid 

family and review of the current state of heavy chain antibody research (section 1.14-

1.15). Throughout this work the novel antibody type found in the camelids and 

lacking the light chain is referred to as the heavy chain antibody. The conventional 

heavy and light chain immunoglobulin is referred to as the classical or conventional 

antibody. 

1.2 The Commercial Potential of Llama Immunoglobulins 

The discovery of llama heavy chain antibodies comprising only a single variable 

domain provides a new minimum antigen-binding unit. This is the first naturally 

occurring example of an interface for antigen interaction that does not require the 

participation of a light chain variable domain. Not only is this single domain smaller, 

and therefore more soluble than conventional antigen binding domains, but the llama 
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single domain also provides the opportunity to express an antigen binding domain as a 

single continuous heavy chain variable polypeptide, rather than a combination of light 

and heavy chain sequences. This ensures that heavy chain antibody domains can be 

expressed simply and rapidly, and that a broad range of antigen binding specificities 

can be generated through a single cloning step. The commercial potential of llama 

immunoglobulin gamma was confirmed in the 1990's by the filing of a patent (Patent 

number EP584421 (4)) providing Unilever Research with sole rights for commercial 

exploitation of these antibodiesin consumer products. This has led to intensive 

research that has identified both naturally and synthetically derived llama antibody 

molecules specific to a wide range of commercially relevant antigens. An example of 

this is the production of a heavy chain antibody specific to buccal bacteria that 

provides a targetted mechanism for the reduction of dental decay. Such an antibody 

was considered for inclusion within toothpaste. 

Although the current emphasis in pharmaceutical research is on the use of human 

antibodies, the key features of the single-domain heavy chain immunoglobulin (5-7) 

may ultimately lead to applications in human disease therapy. Indeed, the small size 

of the variable domains provides the potential for excellent tissue penetration. The 

possibly toxic nature of such antibody therapies may also be reduced by the use of 

heavy chain antibody domains. The small size of such a domain would also ensure 

rapid clearance from the body. Clearly a greater understanding of the mechanisms by 

which such antibodies are generated and utilised by the llama would be beneficial 

before therapeutic strategies are considered. 

1.3 Possible Roles for the Heavy Chain Antibody in the Llama 

The llama produces both classical and heavy chain antibodies. The unique structure 

of the l1ama heavy chain antibody is highly suggestive of novel roles for such 

immunoglobulins within the llama immune system. It is difficult to imagine how 

such structural modifications could have evolved without providing any advantage to 

the animal. The discovery of the heavy chain antibody, not only in the llama but also 

within close evolutionary relatives such as the dromedary, leads to the possibility that 

the harsh environments that make up the natural habitats of the camel and llama might 

somehow be responsible for the development of this unusual antibody class. 
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However, there is no firm evidence that this is the case and no suggestions have been 

made as to the nature of such benefits. The recent finding that heavy chain antibodies 

are superior enzyme inhibitors (8) may be physiologically relevant. Indeed it has 

been noted that camelids have unusually high resilience to a number of viral and 

bacterial infections that afflict evolutionarily close, but non-heavy chain antibody 

producing species (3, 9). It is possible, although by no means certain, that the heavy 

chain antibody may assist in the successful combat of such infections, perhaps 

utilising enzyme inhibitory characteristics during resolution of the infection. 

1.4 Potential Mechanisms of Heavy Chain Antibody Generation 

Given the current understanding of the processes involved in antibody generation 

within the developing human and murine B-cell, it is possible to speculate as to the 

mechanisms involved in heavy chain antibody formation. Any of the following could 

contribute to the generation of such antibodies: 

1) The novel sequence and structure of the llama antibody could result through 

affinity maturation. This mechanism, involving the process of somatic 

hypermutation (section 1.9.1) leads to the gradual increase in the affinity of an 

antibody to a particular antigen after initial antigen exposure (10). 

2) The unique composition of the heavy chain antibody may be the result of 

specific, heavy chain antibody-encoding genetic components within the llama 

genome. 

3) The smaller size of the heavy chain antibody (by comparison to conventional 

antibodies) may be the result of the deletion of specific genetic information 

from the llama genome. 

4) A novel mechanism (or mechanisms) of recombination may be responsible for 

the unusual sequence and structural features of the llama antibody. 

5) The recombination mechanisms utilised during human and murine antibody 

generation may have been subtly refined by the llama in order to generate 

heavy chain antibodies. 

6) Even after heavy chain antibody-encoding sequences are derived (by any or all 

of the processes described in points 1-5), the generation of biologically active 

heavy chain antibodies may be modulated at any number of levels including 

transcription and translation. 
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1.5 Aims of Study 

The llama heavy chain antibody represents an unusual and potentially valuable 

adaptation of the conventional immunoglobulin gamma antibody fonn. Two separate 

but equally compelling reasons led to the examination of the mechanisms by which 

such an antibody is generated. Firstly it was considered important to understand how 

an antibody with such unique structural characteristics (section 1.15.1) could be 

generated from gennline immunoglobulin sequences. Does the generation of the 

novel heavy chain antibody involve entirely novel genetic mechanisms? Could such 

antibodies be generated by somatic events alone? Does a single immunoglobulin 

locus generate both heavy chain immunoglobulin and the conventional 

immunoglobulins? The reconstitution of events involved in heavy chain antibody 

generation make up Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis. 

A second motive behind the examination of llama immunoglobulin generation was the 

possibility that a greater understanding of the llama immune system could ultimately 

lead to the manipulation of immune responses, so that production of the heavy chain 

antibody, that typically comprises only 10-30% of the llama serum immunoglobulin 

gamma could be regulated. Higher levels of heavy chain antibody generated through 

immunisation would be of considerable commercial benefit. Speculation as to 

possible mechanisms by which llama immunoglobulin serum levels may be regulated 

is discussed in Chapters 3,6 and 7. 

1.6 Research Strategy 

The investigation of a biological process in a little-studied species such as a llama 

presents a number of difficulties. Almost no biological research has been carried out 

on the llama other than studies into the breeding and raising the animal. Studies into 

human and murine antibody generation are able to take a detailed map of the antibody 

genetic loci and sequence of other immunological components for granted. In this 

study no such infonnation was available. This meant that before the mechanisms of 

antibody generation could be investigated it was essential to isolate the components of 

the llama genome that may ultimately be responsible for generating these novel 

antibodies. 
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The research strategy was therefore as follows: 

1. Isolate relevant components of the llama Immune system (using a genomIC 

library) (sections 3.3.3, 4.5-4.6 and 6.4) 

2. Analyse these components for clues into possible mechanisms of antibody 

generation (sections 3.5-3.13,4.7-4.13,5.5-5-12 and 6.6-6.7) 

3. Develop hypotheses to explain the manner in which heavy chain antibodies may 

be generated (sections 3.21, 4.16,5.14,6.9 and Chapter 7) 

4. Test these hypotheses through reconstruction of antigen generation processes in 

vitro (sections 5.5-5.12) 

1. 7 Classical Immunoglobulin Gamma 

Immunoglobulins are a group of multifunctional serum glycoproteins essential for the 

prevention and resolution of infection. The highly variable structure of these 

molecules enables interaction with a diverse range of invading pathogens and 

pathogenic products. Classical IgG is the predominant immunoglobulin of the 

secondary immune responses that follow repeated exposure to an antigen. Once 

bound to an antigen the protective function of the immunoglobulin is detennined by 

its ability to activate any number of effector mechanisms, leading to the 

neutralisation, and elimination of invading micro-organisms. Each immunoglobulin 

molecule can be structurally divided into an antigen-binding region (fragment antigen 

binding or Fab) and a portion responsible for effector functions such as interaction 

with cells of the immune system (Fc, so-called because it readily crystallises) (figure 

1.1). Immunoglobulins are classified by virtue of their overall structure into a number 

of functionally distinct classes or isotypes including immunoglobulin gamma (IgG), 

immunoglobulin epsilon (IgE) and immunoglobulin alpha (IgA). 
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Figure 1 . 1 Basic s tructure of a generalised IgG mole cule . The relative positions of heavy and light 
chain domains are illustrated. Also shown are the functional antibody fragments Fab, Fc and Fv . Fab 
fragments are responsible for antigen interaction and are comprised of an Fv and CHl domain. The Fc 
portion is responsible for interaction with both adaptive and innate arms of the immune system 
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1.7.1 The Structure of the Classical Immunoglobulin Gamma Protein 

All classical IgG molecules consist of two identical light polypeptide chains linked by 

disulphide bonds to a heavy chain polypeptide dimer, with a combined molecular 

weight of around 146 kilodaltons (kD). Both light and heavy chain polypeptides 

consist of a series of repeating immunoglobulin domains each of which fold 

independently into a globular motif of 60-70 amino acids in length. The secondary 

and tertiary structure of these domains is highly conserved and typically consists of 

several straight polypeptide segments running parallel to the axis of the domain. 

Heavy chains consist of four domains while the light polypeptides are composed of 

only two such regions (figure 1.1). Within each heavy chain the single variable (VH) 

region and first constant domain (CHI) together provide the heavy chain contribution 

to the Fab. Two further constant domains, CH2 and CH3 comprise the Fc portion. A 

hinge region of between ten and sixty amino acids separates the CH 1 and CH2 domains 

and allows a degree of flexibility between the two antigen binding sites and the Fc 

region. Light chains are concerned only with Fab formation. The single variable 

domain (vd and single constant domain (Cd interact with VH and CHI domains 

respectively to complete each antigen binding site (11). In summary, therefore, VH, 

VL, CHI and CL make up the antigen binding Fab while the CH2 and CH3 comprise the 

effector-related Fc region. 

1.7.2 The Functional Domains of Classical IgG 

As described previously the classical immunoglobulin can be divided into two 

functional domains, the principal characteristics of which are as follows: 

(a) Fab 

Within the Fab portion variable (VH and Vd and constant (CHI and CL) domains 

interact to generate a specific antigen-binding interface. It is the association of V H 

and V L chains that provides the surface at which antigen is encountered by classical 

antibodies. During association a number of loop structures within both light and heavy 

chain variable domains are brought together. Antibody/antigen association is 

typically the combined result of non-covalent electrostatic, van der Waals and 

hydrogen bond interactions. 
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• Variable Domains 

The variable domains of both heavy and light chains (VH and VL respectively) provide 

diversity within immunoglobulin Fab regions enabling recognition of a broad range of 

antigen encountered by the immune system. Although exceptions have been reported 

(12) VH and VL domains together typically represent the minimal antigen-binding unit 

of the antibody. Each dimerised heavy and light variable domain is often referred to 

as an antibody variableftagment (Fv) region. 

Heavy and light chain V domains are structurally similar and share a common protein 

subdomain organisation. Both V H and V L domains are approximately 110 amino 

acids in length and from amino to carboxyl ends respectively, comprise framework 

region 1 (FRl), complementarity-determining region 1 (CDRl), FR2, CDR2, FR3, 

CDR3 and FR4. These regions were originally determined by the analysis of 

variability within immunoglobulin cDNA sequences (13). Framework regions were 

assigned due to an overall lower level of sequence variability when compared to the 

CDRs. It has subsequently been shown that FRs typically correspond to regions of 

polypeptide p-chain while CDRs represent loops linking these p-chains. Three 

hypervariable heavy chain loops (HI, H2, and H3) correspond to their similarly 

numbered CDR (14) and interact during heavy/light chain dimerisation with 

corresponding light chain Ll, L2 and L3 hypervariable, CDR-derived loops. 

Structural studies have shown the CDR3-encoded H3 loop to be situated within the 

centre of the antigen-binding groove formed by V L and V H interactions and therefore 

to be key to immune recognition (15, 16). The CDR3s of both light and heavy chains 

are generally found to possess greater sequence diversity than either CDRI or CDR2 

(17). Amino acid diversity is therefore highest within the centre of the antigen

binding groove. 

Differences between VH and VL structure include specific motifs within their 

respective FR2 enabling interaction of heavy and light chains. In addition, V H 

domains tend to have longer FRI and CDR2 regions but shorter FR2 and CDRI 

regions than their light chain counterparts. Overall, the composition of the Fv domain 

can be seen as a compromise between the requirement to maximise antibody 
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variability and the need for lightlheavy chain association that is essential for the 

fonnation of the antigen-binding groove. 

• Constant domains 

The first constant domains of the light and heavy chains (CHI and Cd lie immediately 

C-tenninal of the variable domains that fonn the antigen-binding cleft. The constant 

domain of the light chain pairs with the first constant region domain of the heavy 

chain (CHI) through hydrophobic and disulphide interactions that stabilise heavy and 

light chain association. The CHI domain is also important in immunoglobulin 

synthesis, providing a region for Binding Protein (BiP) association, an interaction that 

prevents heavy chain secretion in the absence of light chain synthesis (section 1.10 

and 7.6). 

(b) Fc 

In contrast to the Fab portion of the antibody, the Fc region is comprised only of 

heavy chain domains (CH2 and CH3). While the functional significance of the Fab 

region has been intensively studied in recent years, the Fc domains await more 

comprehensive characterisation. Although not directly relevant to antigen binding, 

defmition of the role of components of the Fc region may enable the engineering of 

antibodies able to interact with the immune system in more restricted and tightly 

regulated ways. By studying the effect of domain-shufiled antibody variants (18) the 

CH2 region has been shown to have a crucial role in Fc function. Mutagenesis has 

identified crucial sites responsible for binding of complement proteins and the Fe 

receptor within the CH2. To our knowledge no other such studies have been 

conducted to examine the roles of the CH3 domain. Recently the three-dimensional 

structure of the interaction between the F c portion of the antibody and an F c receptor 

has been published (19). This should provide a greater understanding of the manner 

in which effector mechanisms are activated by the IgG molecule. 
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1.7.3 The Structure of the Classical Immunoglobulin Gamma Heavy Chain 

Gene 

In order to set in context the study of llama heavy chain immunoglobulin generation 

reported in this thesis, the remainder of this introduction deals only with the genetic 

organisation of the heavy chain locus and the generation of heavy immunoglobulin 

chains. Classical immunoglobulin light chains are encoded at a separate locus of 

similar organisation. The classical immunoglobulin gamma genes are comprised of a 

number of elements that, through the process of V(D)J recombination, combine to 

provide separate exons encoding variable, hinge and constant domains. Separate loci 

containing multiple variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (1) gene segments are 

found within the heavy chain locus of all vertebrates. Together these provide a 

diverse range of coding sequences from which V H domains can be encoded. 

Downstream of these genes, relatively short introns (typically 100-500bp in length) 

separate hinge and constant region exons. The distance between the variable domain 

exon and that of the flrst constant domain is dependent not only on the choice of 

variable region elements during V(D)J recombination, but also on the antibody 

isotype chosen through the process of isotype switching (section 1.11). This equates 

to a minimum of approximately 7kb in the murine locus. An example of heavy chain 

gene organisation is given in flgure 1.2. The relationship between the position of 

germline sequence elements within the heavy chain locus and the components of the 

three dimensional variable domain structure is illustrated in figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1 . 2 
Structure of The MUrine Immunoglobulin He avy Chain Locus . This consists o f a large number of Variable , Diversity and Joining gene s e gments arranged in tandem 
(a reduced number are shown for illustrative purposes), d ownstr eam of which lie constant region genes corresponding to each isotype. The top of the figure 

shows the layout of these genes and an indication of approximate distances between the different components. Below close ups of the sequences flanking each 
variable , diversity and j oining gene are shown and a more detailed diagram i l lustrating the typical exon/intron structure of a constant region gene 
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1.7.4 Germline Components of the Heavy Chain Variable Domain 

Within the overall heavy chain locus organisation described above, particular sets of 

gene elements (or gene segments as they are usually referred to) make different 

contributions to the final variable region domain sequence. Each type of gene 

segment, and its contribution to the antibody, is here discussed in turn. 

(a) The Classical Variable Gene Segment and Promoters 

'Variable' or VH gene segments are situated at the 5' most end of conventional heavy 

chain loci. Upstream of each V segment lie promoters and enhancers responsible for 

regulating heavy chain transcription. Most V gene promoters contain a TAT A box 

approximately 25bp 5' of the transcription start site. Also conserved between all 

heavy chain V H gene sequences is the presence of an octamer sequence (consensus 

ATGCAAA T), the inverted complement of which lies upstream of light chain V gene 

segments (20). This octamer region has been shown to be crucial to B-cell specificity 

and is required for optimal in vitro transcription in B-cell nuclear extracts, while 

having no effect on HeLa nuclear extract-based transcription (HeLa nuclear extracts 

are derived from a human non-B-cell line and therefore contain all ubiquitously 

expressed nuclear proteins but none found specifically in B-cells) (21). Two proteins, 

Oct-l and Oct-2 are known to bind the octamer motif and there is some evidence that 

Oct-2 alone may provide B-cell-specificity (22,23). Unlike many VL promoters, the 

VH promoters often contain additional functional elements. For example, the 

heptamer CTCATGA is commonly found 2-22bp upstream of the octamer motif, and 

is thought to playa role in co-operative Oct protein binding (24, 25). Upstream of 

this heptamer, a polypyrimidine tract also plays a role in optimal promoter function 

(26). Of possible significance in immunoglobulin heavy chain transcriptional control 

is the presence of an Aff rich element 125-250bp upstream of the transcription site in 

a particular murine VH gene segment (VHSI07) (27) a region that can mediate 

increased transcription in the presence of increased interleukin-5 (IL-5). This region, 

designated the B-ceU regulator of immunoglobulin heavy chain (1gB) transcription 

(Bright), has not, however, been found in association with the majority of known VH 

genes. The variations in V H gene promoter content may be crucial in differential 

regulation of V region sterile transcription, a process whereby variable gene 

sequences are transcribed prior to V(D)J recombination and immunoglobulin 

expression. Sterile transcription is thought to alter the accessibility of the DNA such 
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that specific V regions are more readily utilised during subsequent rearrangement (28, 

29). 

Human V H region genes consist of a leader (L) peptide exon, a short intron of 

approximately 200bp and a second exon completing the leader peptide and also 

encoding FR1, CDR1, FR2, CDR2 and FR3 (figure 1.4). The FRI region typically 

encompasses the first 90bp of coding V H sequence downstream of the leader peptide. 

The CDRI is the result of the next 15 or so bases, FR2 the subsequent 42 nucleotides, 

CDR2 roughly 45 bases and FR3 the final 83-87bp (30). 3' of the second exon lies a 

specific motif, including highly conserved heptamer and nonamer sequences 

separated by either 12bp or 23bp nucleotide spacers (23bp spacers are associated with 

V gene segments). This motif is involved in somatic rearrangement of 

immunoglobulin genes and known as the recombination signal sequence or RSS 

(section 1.8.3). The typical composition of a VH region gene RSS is illustrated in 

figure 1.2. 

The total size of the human V H locus is thought to be about 1.2Mb and the locus 

contains 123 V H segments in total, of which 79 are pseudogenes (31). The most 3' V H 

gene is approximately 77kb upstream of the nearest J segment while the most 5' V H 

segment is located only a few kilobases from the telomeric sequence at the end of 

chromosome 14 (32). VH segments are grouped into families within each species. For 

example human V H genes can be divided into seven families based on overall 

homology and similarities within framework and complementarity-determining 

regions. 

(a) Classical D region gene segments 

Located downstream of the variable gene segments, the human immunoglobulin locus 

contains 27 'diversity' or ~ gene segments, most arranged in four clusters of 

approximately 9kb each (33, 34). Comparisons between human, mouse and germline 

immunoglobulin sequences of other species demonstrates a high level of 0 and ] 

sequence conservation between species (35). ~ gene segments are typically between 

11-37bp in length (36) and in general one reading frame provides hydrophilic 

residues, the second hydrophobic residues while the third often contains stop codons 
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Figure 1.4 Basic intron/exon structure of a classical heavy chain variable gene segment. 
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(37). DH gene segments are flanked, both 5' and 3', by 12bp-spacer RSSs that playa 

role in ~-JH and VR-~JH joining (figure 1.2). A number of extended diversity 

gene-like (DIR) sequences are also found within the diversity gene locus (36) (section 

1.8.6 and 7.5). 

(b) Classical J region gene segments 

The most 3' elements to make a contribution to variable domain composition are the 

'joining' or JH gene segments. The human JH locus consists of 9 JH segments of 

which 3 are pseudogenes. The JH gene segments are sandwiched between ~ gene 

segments and the constant region genes with the nearest 5' DH segment approximately 

100bp upstream of the first functional JH (38) (this distance is similar in the mouse 

locus) (figure 1.2). Each JH segment not only contributes to CDR3 formation during 

the initial DR-JH joining event but also contains the FR4 coding sequence that adjoins 

the heavy chain hinge in the completed antibody (figure 1.1). The JH segment also 

provides a 5' 23-spacer RSS crucial for ~-JH joining and a 3' splice site for post

transcriptional splicing to the hinge exon (figure 1.2). 

(c) Classical Constant Region Genes 

The previous sections have discussed the regions responsible for the structure of the 

heavy chain variable domain. The final components of the classical heavy chain 

immunoglobulin locus are the constant region genes. Constant genes are responsible 

for encoding the invariant regions of the antibody including CH 1 and F c regions of the 

heavy chain. The murine constant heavy (CH) locus covers approximately 200kb of 

germline DNA (39). The most 5' constant gene encodes the Fc portion of IgM (Cp) 

and is located roughly 8kb downstream of the nearest J gene segment. The constant 

region genes are arranged as discrete, tandem sets of exons encoding each isotype 

(from Cf.J, Co, Cy3, Cyl Cal, Cy2, Cy4, Ccto Ca2 moving 5'-3' through the human 

loci). The genes encoding each isotype are separated by distances of between 6-60 

kilobases (40). Within each isotype separate domains (typically of 100-110 amino 

acids) are generally encoded by individual exons and flanked by introns of 100-300bp 

(41-43) (figure 1.2). For example, the mouse IgG2b constant region consists of three 

domains, CH 1, CH2 and CH3 as well as a short hinge domain with the following 

germline gene organisation: 
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CHI - intron - hinge - intron - C H2 - intron - C H3 

(292) (314) (64) (106) (328) (119) (322) 

where the number of nucleotides in each exon/intron is given in parenthesis. A 

number of exceptions to this gene structure have been found and these are discussed 

in section 1.12.1 

1.8 Controlling Classical Immunoglobulin Generation 

While an understanding of the protein structure and gene organisation of classical 

heavy chain immunoglobulins (section 1.7) is crucial in order to understand and 

attempt to predict the nature of the genes involved in llama heavy chain antibody 

generation, it is the understanding of the generation of the expressed heavy chain 

antibody that remains the ultimate goal of this thesis. The mechanisms involved in 

controlling classical immunoglobulin generation are therefore given consideration 

below. 

1.S.1 The Levels of Regulation of Classical Antibody Generation and 

Expression. 

The processes involved in the generation and expression of immunoglobulin proteins 

combine a number of ubiquitous mechanisms such as transcription, translation and 

post-translational modification (the relationship between these mechanisms is 

depicted in figure 1.5) with mechanisms unique to immunoglobulin formation and 

consequently concerned with diversity generation. It has been proposed that the 

somatic recombination events that take place during the generation of combinatorial 

diversity are closely linked to transcription (44). Transcription may, therefore, playa 

role not only in the generation of RNA encoding the fully rearranged 

immunoglobulin, but also influence the rearrangement of the immunoglobulin genes 

through the process of sterile transcription (44, 45). It is thought that the generation 

of RNA transcripts from promoter regions upstream of the variable gene segments 

may alter the local DNA conformation such that proteins involved in recombination 

can preferentially access, and interact with those variable genes undergoing sterile 

transcription. It is not thought that any products of sterile transcription undergo 

translation. Key elements described in section 1.7.4 may therefore play roles not only 

in regulating levels of antibody production, but also in preference of 
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Figure 1.5 
Processes Involved in the Regulation of Classical Immunoglobulin Gamma Generation and Secretion. Generation o f 
Immunoglobulins is a complex multi - step process. Sterile transcription may prepare a particular gene element 
for rearrangement. V (D) J recombination then brings together V, D and J elements t o form a single variable 
region exon . This V(D)J unit and downstream constant exons are then transcribed as a single RNA and spliced t o 
~orm a complete immunoglobulin heavy chain transcript. Alternatively V (D)J recombination may be foll owed by 
~Sotype switching in which c onstant region genes encoding particular antibody isotypes are removed from the DNA 
o enable expression of differing immunoglobulin classes. 
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V gene segment undergoing recombination. Any or all of these levels of control may 

playa role in heavy chain antibody generation. 

I.S.2 The Process of V(D)J recombination in ClassicalIgG Generation 

The camelid family, while exhibiting novel and functionally significant heavy chain 

antibody production, is closely related to other vertebrates (section 1.14.1) and it is 

therefore reasonable to assume a degree of similarity, if not considerable overlap, 

between the mechanisms of generation of heavy chain and classical antibodies. 

Indeed the existence of classical antibodies within camelid sera provides confirmation 

of the importance of 'traditional' recombination mechanisms within the Camelidae. 

Any study of heavy chain antibody generation must therefore consider the systems 

characterised in, and common to a wide range of organisms such as the mouse and ,-- / 

human. It is estimated that the mammalian immune system is able to generate in 

excess of 108 different immunoglobulin specificities. The task of generating such a 

diverse range of antibody proteins falls to a set of genetic mechanisms, the most 

significant of which is thought to be the process ofV(D)J recombination (figure 1.6). 

In 1965 a theoretical model was put forward (46) whereby two separate genes encode 

single polypeptide chains of each immunoglobulin molecule, one gene encoding the V 

region, and the other the C region. It was proposed that these two genes come 

together by some unknown mechanism to form a continuous stretch of DNA from 

which the mRNA required to encode a light or heavy chain can be transcribed. This 

model went on to predict the existence of multiple V -region genes within the germline 

from which the required diversity could be generated. In addition, the presence of 

single germline copies of C-region class genes was predicted. It was not until almost 

a decade later that this hypothesis was verified directly. Verification came when the 

DNA of embryonic cells and that of lymphoid myelomas was compared by restriction 

endonuclease digestion and hybridisation through the use of immunoglobulin mRNA 

probes. This showed the transposition of DNA specific to antibody genes from two 

separate loci within the embryonic material to a single locus in myelomic material 

(47). 
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Figure ~.6 Steps involved in the process of V(D)J recombination . V(D)J recombination is a somatic process restricted to T and B-cell progenitors , 
and occurring only at T-cell receptor (TCR) and immunoglobulin loci. The first step in immunoglobulin heavy chain V(D)J recombination is the removal 
of DNA lying between specific diversity and joining gene segments to form a DJ recombination unit. During this process Nand P nucleotide addition 
may also occur (not shown , for P nucleotide addition see figure 1.9) . The next step (Step 2) is the excision of DNA between this DJ unit and a 
specific variable gene segment to form a complete VDJ unit. Again Nand P nucleotide addition may occur at this step. Together these two discreet 
steps lead to the generation of a complete complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) prior to transcription (Step 3) 
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The recombination events leading to the assembly of functional genes encoding 

immunoglobulin polypeptide chains are the only known example of site-specific DNA 

rearrangement in vertebrates. Generation of complete, functional heavy-chain 

immunoglobulin genes requires the contribution of two separate rearrangement 

events. Classical V(D)J recombination involves the joining of a DII gene segment to a 

JH segment, the product of which is then rearranged to lie adjacent to a V H segment 

thereby generating a full VHDIIJH unit encoding the complete variable region. This 

unit consists of a short leader peptide (L) exon, an intron, the completed VDJ 

segment, a second intron and fmally a series ofC exons (figure 1.6) 

1.8.3 Classical Immunoglobulin Gene Recombination Signal Sequences 

Two closely related and highly conserved sequences within variable region germline 

DNA provide the key to V(D)J recombination specificity. Recombination signal 

sequences or RSSs flank each germline V, D and J gene segment such that a single 

RSS lies 5' of each V segment and 3' of every J region while each D gene segment is 

sandwiched between two such sequences. Each RSS contains a conserved 

palindromic heptamer (consensus CACAGTG) and a conserved nonamer sequence 

(consensus ACAAAAACC) separated by 12 or 23 intervening base pairs 

corresponding to a single or double turn in the DNA helix respectively (48) (figure 

1.2). This suggests that protein interactions with these signal sequences may be DNA 

conformation dependent. The signal sequences associated with the VH and JH 

segments contain a 23bp spacer while those flanking the diversity gene segments are 

of a single turn (12bp) only. Recombination, catalysed largely by two proteins, or 

recombination-activating gene products (RAG-l and RAG-2), leads not only to 

joining of coding sequences (a coding joint) but also the fusion of the two heptamer 

regions of each signal sequence to form a signal joint and circular excision product 

(figure 1.7). This process normally occurs between gene segment RSSs of differing 

lengths (a phenomenon known as the 12/23 rule) (49) and is actively targeted by the 

RSSs even when the two signal sites are separated by distances in excess of a 

megabase (50). It is possible to examine the biochemistry of such events by 

generation of artificial recombination substrates (section 1.8.5). 
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Figure 1.7 
Cleavage o f a V(D)J recombination signal by RAG proteins. Lines represent single strands 
of DNA while triangles are recombination signal sequences . Note that these are only the 
i nitial steps in V- DJ o r D-J recombination . Full recombination r equires the synaps i s of 
two such recombina tion signal sequences. See figure 5.3 f or mo re specific details of in 
vitro cleavage . 
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1.8.4 Components of the Classical Immunoglobulin Gene RSS. 

Mutational analysis of the l2bp-spacer and 23bp-spacer RSSs in human and mouse 

has identified crucial sequence elements. These analyses involved the testing of 

plasmid and retroviral substrates containing mutated RSSs in pre-B-cell lines actively 

undergoing V(D)] recombination (51-53). It is important to distinguish these studies 

from previous work, which examined the frequency of particular RSSs found in 

germline loci. While the earlier studies enabled determination of a consensus RSS, 

they did not directly determine the ability of such sequences to recombine (52). The 

most crucial nuc1eotides in the heptamer and nonamer sequences are shown in table 

1.1. In general the heptamer is found to be the most important region, in particular the 

first three nuc1eotides (typically CAC). This work has demonstrated that a diverse 

range of signal sequences can be utilised, often deviating significantly from the 

consensus, and that these may be relevant to biased gene segment usage (54-56). 

1.8.5 Molecular Machinery Involved in V(D)J Recombination 

The signal sequences described previously act as targets to direct a number of proteins 

to carry out the complex biochemical events involved in V(D)J recombination. The 

key proteins in this process are described below: 

(a) The RAG Proteins 

The RAG proteins were identified through the design of a retroviral construct, capable 

of conferring antibiotic resistance on a cell only after recombination of V and J gene 

segments engineered into the viral genome. Transfection of cells containing this 

construct with random fragments of pre-B-cell DNA led, through restoration of 

antibiotic resistance, to the isolation of two such genes, recombination-activating gene 

1 and 2 (rag-1 and rag-2) (57, 58). During lymphoid development the expression of 

the RAG-l and RAG-2 proteins parallels the process of gene rearrangement. RAG-l 

and RAG-2, like the adaptive immune system they assist in generating, are found only 

in jawed vertebrates possessing a thymus (an evolutionary group known as the 

Gnathostomata). In all species examined the rag genes are closely linked on the 

chromosome and are convergently transcribed (that is to say transcription of the rag-} 

gene takes place 5'-3' on one strand, while transcription of the rag-2 gene occurs 5'-
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Table 1.1 Crucial residues within human recombination signal sequences, (From (52, 
53». Note: Recombination levels shown are for 12-spacer RSSs, however similar 
results were obtained for 23-spacer sequences. N is any other nucleotide 

Recombination 
Substitution(s) from consensus sequence frequency 

(100 is 
unmutated 

Heptamer Non_er level) 

C A C A G T G A C A A A A A C C 
N <2 

N <2 
N <3 

C 6 
T 29-33 
G 77 

C 6 
A 85 

A 40 
C 87 

C 52 
A 74 

A C A 26 
T G G C G A T <1 

G 120 
G 61 
T 13 
A 3 

G 44 
G 27 

C 10 
T 87 
G 80 

G 25 
G 14-17 

T G T C T C T G A 5 
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3' on the opposite strand). The two proteins possess a transposase-like ability that 

allows in vitro excision and insertion of RSS-containing DNA into unrelated target 

DNA (59, 60), an ability that not only implicates the proteins in immune diversity 

generation, but may also have been significant in evolution of the immune system and 

the generation of subsets of V gene segments within the heavy chain locus. Indeed 

the RAG-l protein shows sequence homology to bacteriophage lambda integrase (61). 

It is thought that the RAG proteins originated as a component of a retrovirus capable 

of integrating into the host genome as a transposable element (59). This theory is 

strengthened by the similarity of the RAG protein mode of action to that of IDV 

integrase. 

RAG-l and RAG-2 act in concert to introduce a double-stranded break (DSB) at the 

interface between RSS and coding DNA (57). These DSBs have been detected in cells 

actively undergoing V(D)J recombination (62-64). This two-step process begins with 

the introduction of a nick at the 5' end of the heptamer element, followed by 

nucleophilic attack on a phosphodiester of the opposite strand by the ensuing 3' 

hydroxyl (65) (figure 1.7). The initial nicking event is thought to playa significant 

role in generation of junctional diversity (66). This reaction generates two products, a 

signal end terminating in a blunt 5' phosphorylated DSB (67) and a coding end 

terminating in a DNA hairpin via a transesterification mechanism similar to that used 

in strand transfer by IDV integrase (63, 67-69). The remainder of the recombination 

reaction is less well understood but is believed to involve not only RAG proteins, but 

also a number of proteins previously identified as members of the double stranded 

break repair protein family (70). 

• In Vitro Studies of Murine RAG Protein Activity 

In vitro studies have assisted in the definition of the combined function of RAG-l and 

RAG-2. However, the insolubility of full-length RAG-l initially hindered 

development of an in vitro model for V(D)J recombination. Deletion analysis 

eventually led to the isolation of smaller, truncated, and therefore more soluble RAG 

protein derivatives or 'core' proteins (71). It was shown that purified, truncated 

RAG-l and RAG-2 proteins are able to specifically cleave single RSSs present on an 

artificial oligonucleotide substrate (65). The proteins form a protein-DNA complex 

(or stable cleavage complex (SCC» on this single RSS (72). The extent of RAG-
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1/RAG-2 activity in vitro is dependent on the divalent cation available for cleavage 

such that full cleavage and generation of hairpins requires the presence of Mn2+ when 

single RSS oligonucleotides are processed, while Mg2+ is needed for complete 

processing of a paired 12/23 signal complex (72). Divalent cations associate with the 

RAG-1 and RAG-2 proteins during formation of the sec. In the absence of RAG-2 

the RAG-1 protein demonstrates poor binding specificity for RSSs (73, 74) although 

there appears to be some interaction with the nonamer (74-77). In addition, RAG-1 is 

known to make direct RAG-2-dependent contact with recombination signal sequences 

at the conserved heptamer (78). The coding sequence that flanks recombination signal 

sequences is also thought to affect RSS mediated recombination in vivo (79-82). 

Recombinant purified RAG proteins show sequence specificity similar to that 

identified by in vivo mutational RSS analysis (83) (table 1.1). The first three bases of 

the heptamer are thought particularly crucial to in vitro cleavage with these purified 

RAG proteins. By contrast, substrates lacking a nonamer motif have been found to be 

competent for cleavage and full recombination (although the level of recombination is 

significantly reduced). 

• Structure of the Rag Genes 

The two RAG genes are unusual in that they are closely linked within the genomes of 

all species examined (57, 84). Approximately 7kb separate the RAG-1 and RAG-2 

genes of the mouse. The two genes are also convergently transcribed in all species 

studied. The coding sequences of both human and murine RAG-1I-2 proteins are, 

unusually, encoded by single exons. 

• Structure and Function of the RAG Proteins· 

Several functional domains and essential 'core' regions required for recombinase 

activity have been identified within the RAG proteins by mutagenesis studies. The 

approximate position of such domains within the RAG-1 protein is indicated in figure 

1.8. Most in vitro studies of the RAG-1 protein have been performed with a 

biologically active but more soluble truncated form lacking residues 1-383 and 1009-

1 Numbering in this section is with respect to the murine RAG-l amino acid sequence 
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Figure 1.8 
Major Domains of the Human RAG-1 Protein. 
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1040. However it is thought that the amino tenninal region may be of importance to 

catalytic activity in vivo (85, 86). A zinc-binding domain within the core protein is 

believed important to RAG-1 dimerisation (87-89) (figure 1.8). The central region of 

RAG-l contains an evolutionarily conserved domain recognising the nonamer 

sequence of the RSS (75, 77). This domain anchors the RAG-1/RAG-2 complex to 

the RSS allowing subsequent cleavage of DNA. There is also a second conserved 

domain within RAG-1 related to a prokaryotic integrase as described above. In 

addition a broad RAG-2 interacting domain has been located between amino acids 

504-1008 (87). Although the RAG-2 protein shows considerable evolutionary 

conservation along its full length the carboxyl-terminal region (at least 145 residues) 

is apparently dispensable so that the core active region is located within the first three

quarters of the protein (90). 

In addition to the identification of broad functional domains, mutational studies, 

combined with the in vitro assays described previously have identified a number of 

sites crucial to murine RAG-1 function. Certain RAG-1 mutations cause sensitivity to 

changes in the coding sequence flanking the RSS, indirectly suggesting a role for 

RAG-l in heptamer interaction. Of particular note, two mutant RAG-1 proteins have 

been described (91, 92) which show greater (by comparison to wild-type RAG-I) 

sensitivity to coding flank sequence adjacent to the heptamer of the RSS than the 

wild-type RAG-I. More recently several groups have undertaken more thorough 

examinations of potentially significant RAG-1 mutations (93, 94) and uncovered a 

number of acidic residues that are thought crucial to RAG-I catalytic activity (95). 

(b) Additional Processes Complementing V(D)J Recombination 

Although V(D)J recombination alone provides a high level of variable domain 

diversity during B-cell development, additional processes taking place at coding ends 

during V(D)J recombination add to this diversity. These are described in the 

following sections. 

• N Nucleotide Addition 

Non-germline (or N) nucleotide addition is the addition of random nucleotides to the 

3' ends of coding ends during V(D)J recombination. The enzyme terminal 

deoxyribonucleotidyl transferase (TdT) mediates the random integration of a few 
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(typically less than ten) nucleotides (N diversity) to coding ends during V-(D)J and D

J joining thereby contributing to junctional diversity within the CDR3. TdT catalyses 

the addition of nucleotides onto the 3' end of DNA strands, preferentially adding dG 

residues. Lymphocytes with defects in their TdT genes produce rearranged variable 

exons containing virtually no N additions (96, 97), consequently reducing 

immunoglobulin variable domain diversity. There is limited evidence that N 

nucleotide addition and recombination site choice is linked (98). 

• P Nucleotide Addition 

P (or palindromic) nucleotides are added at the undeleted ends of V, D and J coding 

sequences during V(D)J recombination and as such contribute to the CDR3 sequence. 

These additional nucleotides are so named, as they are palindromic to the end 

nucleotides of the coding sequence (99). P nucleotide additions are typically only 1-2 

nucleotides in length although longer (up to 15 bases) P regions have been identified 

in severe combined immune deficient (or scid, DNA-dependent protein kinase 

mutant) mice. Palindromic nucleotide addition is believed to result from the 

resolution of RAG-generated hairpins containing palindromic nucleotides derived 

from the two complementary strands of the coding end (figure 1.9). Completion of 

recombination requires the resolution of such hairpins, presumed to be the result of 

single or double-stranded nicking of the hairpin. Nicking of the hairpin at a position 

other than that at which initial RAG-mediated nicking takes place results in the 

insertion of palindromic nucleotides (66) (figure 1.9). This coding end processing is 

conducted in a coding end-specific manner such that sequence motifs within the 

coding end are thought to influence the degree and nature of P-region formation 

(100). 
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~i~r~ 1.9 The Process of Palindromic Nucleotide Addition During Coding Flank Hairpin Resolution. Initial 
a~rp~n formation by RAG proteins must be resolved to bring DJ and V-DJ sequences together. If hairpins 

are, nicked assymetrically, as shown, DNA repair machinery will fill in single stranded DNA with 
~a~~n~romic sequence derived from the hairpin. A nick is introduced (Step 2) and the single stranded 
a~rp~n DNA opened out (Step 3). Once open the single stranded region is 'filled in' with complementary 

nUcleotides (Step 4 and 5). 
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1.8.6 Aberrant V(D)J Recombination during Classical Antibody Generation 

Although it is clear that the majority of rearranged, functional immunoglobulin 

sequences can be generated by the mechanisms described above, it has been 

hypothesised that these mechanisms alone cannot account for the entire antibody 

sequence repertoire. The presence of extended germline IlH genes (or DIR genes 

(36» containing irregular spacer signals interspersed between functional D gene 

segments has led to the suggestion that such elements, being flanked by multiple 12bp 

and 23bp spacer RSS may also be incorporated into the CDR3-derived H3 loop of the 

variable domain (36, 101) during some immunoglobulin rearrangements. It is possible 

that these, and conventional D regions may also occasionally use their 5' RSS in J 

segment joining, a process that would result in the presence of an inverted D segment 

within the CDR3 (102, 103). Another suggested mechanism is D-D recombination, 

between two 23-spacer RSSs, therefore flouting Tonegawa's 12/23 rule (104-106). 

Despite PCR-based evidence that inversions and D-D recombination do occur at very 

low frequency (103, 107), an analysis of a database of approximately nine hundred 

rearranged human sequences, made in an attempt to identify the presence of DIR 

segments, D-D joining and so forth within recombined V(D)J units has yielded little 

evidence that the expressed human antibody repertoire actively utilises such 

mechanisms (34). 

1.9 Other Processes Involved in Classical Immunoglobulin Generation 

1.9.1 Somatic Hypermutation within the Classical IgG Genes 

V(D)J recombination is an ordered process introducing diversity to a discrete region 

of the variable domain sequence during a particular period ofB-cell development. By 

contrast somatic hypermutation may affect the sequence encoding the entire variable 

domain and may occur throughout the lifetime of the B-cell. Somatic hypermutation 

leads to changes in DNA sequence within the rearranged V(D)J gene of the B-cell 

heavy chain locus. Hypermutation is restricted to approximately 1 kb of sequence 

encoding the V, D and J segments. The C genes remain unmutated and there appears 

to be a sharp 5' boundary of mutation, probably within the leader intron. Within these 

thousand or so bases there are large variations in the frequency at which mutations are 

found. The CDRI is particularly prone to hypermutation (108, 109). Mutational 
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'hotspots', presumed to be the result of peculiarities of DNA structure such as 

repeated sequences (110-112), palindromes and particular motifs such as TAA, 

RGYW (R=A or G, Y=C or T, W= A or T) (112), CAGCT/A and AAGTT (113) have 

also been described. 

The process occurs primarily within B-cells located in the germinal centres of the 

lymphoid tissues (114, 115). Both the molecular mechanism of somatic 

hypermutation and the manner in which mutation is targetted to the rearranged V(D)J 

gene remain obscure. 

Hypermutation is responsible for affinity maturation, whereby the average affinity of 

antibodies produced by an individual increases with the length of time during which 

the individual is exposed to the antigen. The rate of point mutation occurring within 

the V regions of immunoglobulins prior to antigenic stimulation is estimated to be 

between 103 and 104 times greater than the rate of spontaneous mutation elsewhere in 

the genome (116-118). It is estimated that for every mutation that improves antigen 

binding, three or four neutral mutations also occur. 

1.9.2 The Process of Classical IgG Post-Transcriptional Modification 

Generation of heavy chain antibodies not only relies on specific mechanisms of 

recombination such as those described in section 1.8. The expression of 

immunoglobulin heavy chains also relies on conventional processes that are required 

prior to the expression of any eukaryotic gene product. Subsequent to V(D)J 

recombination and any isotype switching events (section 1.11), both of which occur at 

the DNA level, transcription of pre-mRNA containing completed V(D)J coding 

elements and the exons containing constant region domains takes place. Before 

translation of the heavy chain polypeptide can commence a number of post

transcriptional modifications of the pre-mRNA must take place. These include 5' 

capping of the RNA, 3' polyadenylation of the transcript and splicing of the intronic 

RNA that separates the various domains of the heavy chain. This latter process 

provides an additional level of possible alteration of the final gene product that may 

be significant to the generation of the immunoglobulin (section 1.9.3-1.9.4). 
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1.9.3 The Role of RNA Splicing in Classical IgG Generation. 

The pre-mRNA of most immunoglobulin isotypes contains four introns (non-coding 

RNA) which must be removed before successful translation of the sequence can be 

achieved. The removal of introns from the primary transcript of such a discontinuous 

gene occurs through splicing. These mRNA splicing events are each the result of a 

two step mechanism whereby specific recognition sites, initially at the 5' and later the 

3' end of each intron are recognised by small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles 

(snRNPs) to form a spliceosome (119, 120) (figure 1.10). Cleavage at the 5' 

recognition site (or splice donor) is followed by covalent linkage of the free 5' end of 

the intron to an intronic adenosine residue typically 20-450 nucleotides upstream of 

the 3' recognition site (or splice acceptor). This results in the formation of a loop (or 

lariat) of intronic RNA followed by cleavage at the 3' acceptor site and ligation of the 

two exons. A two step process is believed to be involved in exonlintron 

discrimination. The first step, 'exon defmition', involves splice site recognition, 

while the second step involves binding of accessory splicing faCtors to additional 

enhancer sequences, usually located in or in the vicinity of exons (121-123). The 

mechanisms by which donor and acceptor splice sites are selected are not fully 

understood and although splice site consensi have been established there are no hard 

and fast rules governing usage of one splice site over any other (124, 125). The 

significance of splice site preference and alternative splicing are discussed in more 

detail in section 1.12.1 

1.9.4 Specific Sequences Involved in Splice Site Selection 

Each sequence element involved in the splicing reaction is thought to play multiple 

roles. The relative positions of these sequences are indicated in figure 1.10 

(a) Splice Donor 

The 5' end of the intron to be spliced contains the strongly conserved AGGVAAGV 

sequence, where the internal GV represents the beginning of the intron. The VI 

snRNP initially binds to the 5' splice site through intermolecular basepairing with the 

consensus sequence (126-128). Later in the process the VI snRNP is replaced by the 

V6 snRNP (129). 
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Figure 1.10 
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(b) Branch Point Sequence 

The branch point sequence contains the binding site for the U2 snRNP and lies close 

to the polypyrimidine tract upstream of the 3~ acceptor splice site (typically 18-40 

nucleotides upstream of the 3' splice junction) (130-132). Recognition of the branch 

point is detennined not only by the presence of the adenosine residue and surrounding 

consensus (UACUAAC in yeast) but also by the composition of the polypyrimidine 

tract. 

(c) Splice Acceptor 

The 3' end of each intron comprises a polypyrimidine tract (typically of 12bp length) 

followed by a pyrimidine residue directly preceding the AG dinucleotide at which 

spliceosome catalysed cleavage occurs (133~ 134). Splice site cleavage generally 

occurs at the first AG downstream of the branch point (135~ 136). 

(d) Exon Sequences 

In vitro splicing studies using pre-mRNA substrates containing competing 5' and 3' 

splice sites have revealed the importance of exon sequences in splice site selection. 

Of these, the most studied are purine-rich exon enhancers, most of which are found in 

alternative exons and operate by activating weak. r acceptor splice sites (121). 

1.10 Classical Antibody Secretion and the Role of the Heavy Chain in B-

Cell Development. 

Even after successful translation of the spliced immunoglobulin heavy chain transcript 

fmther processes within the B-cell regulate the secretion of correctly folded, 

functional antibody. Functional IgG secretion from B-cells generally requires the 

association of light and heavy chains, a requirement that is believed to be regulated by 

a member of the heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) molecular chaperone family known 

simply as binding protein (BiP) (137). In the absence of functional light chain 

synthesis BiP binds to the heavy chain polypeptide preventing the pre-B-cel1 receptor 

(pre-BCR) complex (consisting of functional heavy chains coupled to pseudo-light 

chains) from leaving the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (figure 1.11). BiP has. been 

shown to associate with immunoglobulin heavy and light chains during their folding 

and assembly (138-142) but the exact location and nature of the immunoglobulin 
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Figure 1.11 
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sequences recognised by BiP is not well characterised. Indirect evidence suggests 

~ while the CHt domain is required for BiP association (139~ mutant heavy chains 

lacking CH2 or CH3 domains. remain within the ER. Studies. have also shown that 

association with BiP is also dependent on sequences within the VH domain (143). In 

vitro studies have identified a possible heptameric BiP binding motif of 

HyXHyXHyXHy where Hy is a hydrophobic or bulky aromatic amino acid (144). It 

is thought that the ability of the llama heavy chain antibody to leave the ER is a result 

of the absence of specific regions within the immunoglobulin that prevent BiP binding 

and allow transport to the B-cell surface «145), figure 1.11, section 7.6). 
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l~ll The Process of Iso type Switching~ 

While the processes described thus far would allow functional antibodies to 

successfully reach the B-cell cell surface, regulation of immunoglobulin expression 

does not end as the B-cell reaches maturity. Indeed, another novel somatic process, 

isotype switching, can vary the properties of the immunoglobulin considerably. 

The initial assembly of light and heavy immunoglobulin chains during B-cell 

development leads to the expression of an IgM molecule on the cell surface. B-cells 

then migrate to encounter antigen within the peripheral lymphoid organs leading to 

proliferation of particular B-cells and differentiation into plasma cells that actively 

secrete antibody. Activated B-cells are able to secrete not only IgM but also other 

isotypes (such as classical IgG) by changing the constant regions of the expressed 

heavy chain, a process known as isotype, or class switching (figure 1.12). The 

production of various heavy chain isotypes directs the immune system along different 

functional pathways. The production of heavy chain antibody of the llama may well 

represent a separate functional pathway available to the camelid immune system,. and 

therefore the possibility that isotype switching plays a role in heavy chain antibody 

generation must be considered. 

Isotype switching was first observed when the different immunoglobulin classes 

within serum were characterised after antigenic stimulation (146). During a primary 

response IgM levels. are found to drastically increase, while secondary and subsequent 

responses are characterised by an increase in IgG secretion and reduction in IgM 

generation. Experiments have shown that isotype switching occurs at the antigen

dependent stage of B-cell differentiation and that a single clone of B-cells is able to 

switch to multiple isotypes (147) via the process of switch recombination. 

Furthermore. it has been shown that V -region specificity is. retained during the 

switching process (148). 
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Switch recombination takes place within regions composed of tandem repetitive 

sequences known as switch or S regions located 5' of each CH gene (other than Ca) 

(149-152) rather than at specific sites (153, 154). However, isotype specificity of 

recombination is not determined by the nucleotide sequences of the S regions 

themselves (155). These switch regions typically vary from between 1-10kb in length. 

1.12 Evolution of Classical JgG 

Having described both the organisation of the heavy chain immunoglobulin locus and 

the mechanisms of classical immunoglobulin generation in detail attention now turns 

to the evolutionary development of the immunoglobulin gene locus and the 

immunoglobulin molecule. Similar evolutionary events may well have led to the 

generation of the heavy chain antibody within the llama. 

Members of the immunoglobulin superfamily have been characterised in organisms as 

primitive as the Porifera (Sponges) (156). While V domains conferring specificity to 

immunoglobulin-like proteins are present within insects (157) and snails (158) there 

are no examples of immunoglobulin-type gene rearrangement found below the 

Gnathostomata. 

1.12.1 Constant regions 

The immunoglobulin heavy chain constant genes are not well conserved in evolution 

(159). A number of exceptions to the typical constant region gene structure have led 

to speculation that the evolution of heavy chain genes may have included mutations 

that created or destroyed RNA splice sites, converting exons into introns and vice

versa (42, 160). A well-characterised example of this is the startling level of 

similarity between the intron 5' of the mouse r2b hinge exon and the CHi sequence of 

the same locus (41). This suggests that the hinge may have originated from a 

complete Ig domain in which a form of splice site modification took place. The use of 

alternative splice sites (section 1.9.3) is a common feature of IgM constant genes in 

many species. Cp genes typically consist of exons encoding membrane and secretory 

IgM variants, the processing of which is regulated by varying splice site preference. 

In teleost fish splicing is responsible for the absence of a complete constant domain 

(CH4) in the membrane form (161) and holostean fish contain motifs within their CH4 
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domain that may act as cryptic splice donor sites (162). These examples provide 

precedents for the use of splicing as a mechanism for varying Fc composition. Splice 

site mutation, rather than alternative splicing results in hinge deletion within the Ca 

gene locus of the pig (163). 

1.12.2 Variable Regions 

There is considerable conservation of framework region sequences encoded by V 

gene segments between species. In addition all Gnathostomata variable domains 

contain conserved canonical CDR! nucleotides. While the immunoglobulin variable 

domains of all species are assembled by joining of germline V, D and J gene 

segments, the number of V, D and J regions present within the germline vary 

considerably between species ranging from 700 VH elements in the turtle (164) to 

only four associated with the nurse shark antigen receptor (section 1.15.3) (165). 

1.13 V Gene Assembly in Other Species 

Although the overall mechanism by which variable domains are generated does not 

vary greatly between species, the layout of the gene elements. involved and the 

relative usage of each element vary considerably. Although mammals have very 

similar heavy chain gene layouts differences exist in the manner in which these genes 

are utilised. For example rabbits and chickens have a single VH family of which only 

a few (and sometimes only a single gene segment) are functional. In the chicken 

V(D)J recombination occurs at a single V gene segment. Somatic gene conversion 

events subsequently lead to the formation of a unique rearranged gene by 

recombination with a pool of otherwise non-viable pseudogenes (166). This 

rearranged gene then encodes all expressed immunoglobulin heavy chains. Although 

the chicken demonstrates no combinatorial joining diversity it is still able to mount a 

highly diverse immune response due to multiple rounds of this gene conversion within 

different regions of the V gene segment. In the rabbit the most D-proximal V H gene 

segment is preferentially rearranged and accounts for the majority of heavy chains 

expressed. Variability is brought about largely as a result of gene conversion events 

between this and other V gene segments (167). Another unconventional example of 

Variable gene usage occurs within the heavy chain locus of the shark which consists of 
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many gene clusters (typically of -10kb in length) each containing V, D, J and C 

elements. Rearrangement occurs exclusively within a single cluster (168). 

1.14 Lamagiama 

The full understanding of any unique biological mechanism or phenomenon such as 

the generation of heavy chain antibody requires an appreciation of the physiological 

context in which the phenomenon has developed. It is important therefore to provide 

an introduction to the species in which heavy chain antibodies have developed. 

The llama (Lama glama) is a long-haired ruminant native to South America. Although 

principally domesticated as a beast of burden the llama has more recently been farmed 

for its fur and ability to guard sheep against predators. 

1.14.1 Evolution oftbe family Came/idae 

The llama is a member of the came lid family, which comprises four South American 

llama-like species: llama, alpaca, guanaco and vicuna, in addition to Asian 

dromedaries and bactrian camels. The Camelidae family is a ruminating member of 

the suborder Tylopoda or cud-chewing Artiodactyls (169). The order Artiodactyl 

includes hoofed mammals such as the pig, giraffe and hippopotamus (none of which 

are known to express heavy chain antibodies). Came lids are thought to have 

originated in harsh glacial conditions in North America approximately 9-11 million 

years ago. Although they gradually migrated apart, llamas and camels were not 

completely separated until the beginning of the glacial Pleistocene period (or epoch) 

approximately 1.6 million years ago when llamas migrated into South America and 

camels moved across the Bering Strait land bridge into Asia (169, 170). 

Given that both Asian and South American came lids express heavy chain antibodies it 

is likely that the mechanism of their generation therefore evolved at least 1.6 million 

years ago (assuming that the two species did not develop the novel antibodies 

independently). 

As a ruminating mammal the llama may have an immune system similar to that 

characterised in other ruminants such as the sheep. Initial sheep B-cell production is 

the role of gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) where immunoglobulin 

rearrangement is thought to originate, in an antigen-independent manner, from a 

relatively small pool of variable gene segments in such mammals. Such 
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immunoglobulin generation may utilise different mechanisms from those described 

above for human and murine antibody production. 

1.15 Heavy Chain Immunoglobulins 

The remainder of this. introduction considers. the current state of research into the 

properties of the heavy chain antibody and related proteins. 

The heavy chain antibody that has evolved within the camelid family was discovered 

in 1993 when Hamers-Casterman and c(}-workers discovered protein A and protein G

binding molecules of around 100 kilodaltons within the serum of the camel (Camelus 

dromedarius) (l). The group went on to demonstrate the presence of heavy chain 

antibodies within all members of the camelid family including the llama (Lama 

glama) and to show that the novel immunoglobulins have an extensive antigen

binding repertoire. 

1.15..1 Structure of the Heavy Chain Only Antibody Protein 

The two principle structural characteristics of cameIid heavy chain antibodies that set 

them apart from classical IgG are the lack of associated light chains, so that the 

antibody unit consists only of a heavy chain dimer, and the complete absence of a CH 1 

domain (l, 145). Three types of heavy chain are classified according to their differing 

hinge lengths (section 1.15.2) (figure 1.13). Heavy chain immunoglobulin-derived 

variable domains (V HH) isolated from cameIids have been found to contain relatively 

long CDRJ regions, by comparison to both came lid and human/murine antibodies 

(171). This extended CDRJ is believed to have a crucial effect on antibody/antigen 

interaction (2). The ill loop encoded by the CDRJ has been shown through X-ray 

crystallography (172) to loop out of the immunoglobulin variable domain rather than 

form an antigen-binding cleft typical of conventional antibodie~ This may lead to the 

inhibitory effects of the heavy chain antibody on enzymes (section 1.3 and (8». The 

CDR3 of the camelid heavy chain antibody frequently contains a cysteine residue 

While a further cysteine is commonly found within the CDR1, second framework 

region (FR2) or CDR2. As a result of these additional cysteine residues heavy chain 

antibodies are thought to contain additional disulphide bridges that may stabilise the 

longer CDR3 loop" 

The heavy chain immunoglobulin CDR1 also differs from that observed in 

conventional antibodies (172-174 ). Four of the seven highly conserved residues vital 
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'~gure 1.13 B&S~d .ttu~tur. of Camelid IgG ~sotype. (After (i». 
Two major hinge types are found. B()th heavy chain antibodies are Characterised by the absence of the Cil1 
d()main 

(a) 'ClasSical' or 
'conventional' 
camelid IgG 
consisting of light 
and heavy chains. 

(c) Short 
hinge heavy 
chain camelid 
IgG (!gG2c or 
IgG3) lacking 
both light 
chain and the 
CRl domain. 

(b) Lonq hinqe heavy 
chain camelid !gG 
(!gG2a and IgG2b) 
lacking both light 
chain and the CRi 
domain. 
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to the hydrophobic association of classical heavy chain variable domains with their 

corresponding light chains (at positions 37, 44, 45 and 47 by Kabat numbering) are 

changed to more hydrophilic residues. In addition camels (but not llamas) have a 

leucine rather than serine residue at position 11 (145). Serine11 is a residue that 

conventionally interacts with the CHI domain (2, 3). The cameIid heavy chain 

immunoglobulin variable domain is referred to as the V HH (in order to distinguish the 

domain from the classical VH). 

1.lS.2 Subclasses of Camelid IgG 

Three subclasses of cameIid IgG have been defmed, IgOl, Ig02 and Ig03. IgOl 

comprises the conventional antibody of two light and two heavy chains. In llamas this 

class can be further subdivided into IgG 1 a and IgG 1 b corresponding to long hinge (19 

residues) and short hinge (l2 residues) variants respectively. The IgG2 class 

comprises two hinge variants of the heavy chain antibody form. IgG2a contains a 

long hinge of29 amino acids while Ig02b has an even longer 35 residue hinge. Ig03 

includes heavy chain antibodies with a short hinge of 12 amino acids (175). In the 

llama the IgG3 form is classified as IgG2c. 

1.15.3 Other Heavy Chain Immunoglobulins 

Antibodies lacking light chains have also been described in human serum. These 

occur during the Iymphoproliferative heavy chain disease. The antibodies are not 

functional due to extensive deletions within the V H - hinge region (176). The deletion 

of this region prevents interaction with light chain. It is this deletion that leads to 

exclusion of the CHt domain and failure to associate with light chains. Hwnan heavy 

chain antibodies do not include the amino acid differences found in camelid 

antibodies that allow binding of antigen in the absence of a light chain. 

Since the discovery of camelid heavy chain antibodies further "antigen receptorsu 

also composed of a single heavy chain dimer and thought to bind antigen in a similar 

manner have been characterised in the shark (known as the nurse shark antigen 

receptor (NAR» (177, 178). In contrast to the camelid heavy chain antibody, such 

molecules are composed of a dimer of two single variable domains followed by five 

Constant domains. The NAR is therefore the only other known example of a heavy 

chain only antigen-binding immtmoglobulin-like molecule. 
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1.16 Srope of Thesis 
Through the study of the mechanisms involved in the generation of the heavy chain 

antibody in the llama it was hoped to discover not only the nature and 'context of the 

sequences responsible for encoding the novel antibody type, hut also to dissect the 

mechanisms by which such antibodies are generated. If heavy chain antibodies are to 

fulfil their commercial potential in the future, an Wlderstanding of the mechanisms by 

which they are generated in the developing B-cell may provide important clues as to 

the optimum manner in which commercially and therapeutically relevant llama 

immunoglobulins can be produced. 

1 .. 17 Contents of Thesis 
This thesis describes frrstly the isola:1:ion ofa number of components of a llama heavy 

chain locus (or loci) responsible for encoding the variable domain of the antibody. 

(Chapter 3). Analysis of these sequences suggests the active utilisation of a number 

of levels of control during heavy chain immunoglobulin generation by the developing 

llama B-cell. 

In subsequent sections attempts to reconstitute the process of llama V(D)J 

recombination in vitro are described. Firstly through the isolation and expression of 

components of the llama recombination machinery (Chapter 4) and secondly through 

the development of an assay system to test the ability of recombination proteins to 

interact with specific signal sequences derived from isolated germline variable gene 

data (Chapter 5). 

Chapter 6 reports the isolation of a number of the constant region genes responsible 

for encoding both classical and heavy chain immWloglobulins in the llama. This 

chapter goes on to provide an explanation for crucial absence of the CH 1 domain 

within heavy chain antibodies. 
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Chapter 2 Methods 

2.1 Overview 

The generation of a llama genomic library was crucial to the isolation of components 

of the llama immune system described in Chapters 3~ 4 and 6. This chapter considers 

both the strategy and methodology underlying the generation of this library, 

baculovirus expression and recombination assays in addition to other techniques used 

throughout the thesis, such as polymerase chain reaction (peR) and probe generation. 

2.2 General Methods 

A number of methods were utilised repeatedly throughout this project. These 

methods include basic molecular biological techniques involving manipulation of 

DNA to generate probes and PCR products for cloning and characterisation of 

components of the llama immune system. This chapter begins with the description of 

these supporting protocol~ the use of which is referred to not only in subsequent 

strategy-specific sections, but also in table 2.1. Where any significant deviations are 

made from the general methods described here, the nature of the deviation is 

described in the relevant section. Supporting protocols are followed in this chapter by 

description of library generation techniques (section 2.3), library screening protocols 

(section 2.4) and sequencing strategies (2.5). The description of sequence isolation 

techniques leads on to the discussion of recombination assay protocols (section 2.6), 

baculovirus expression techniques (section 2.7.1-2.7.9) and protein purification 

methods (section 2.7.10-2.7.11). The chapter concludes with a description of 

sequence analysis techniques used within the thesis (section 2.8). Reagents used in 

Chapter 2 were from Gibco-BRL~ Paisley, UK unless otherwise stated 

2.2.1 Summary of Techniques Employed in this Thesis. 

Before describing the various techniques employed in this report, the steps involved in 

the molecular biological strategies used are summarised in table 1.1. 
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Tab~e 2 .1 Summary of Techniques Employed in this ~e$is. Major Molecular Biology Strategies are shown in the left column while 
the techniques employed are described in columns to the right . 

MethOd Pfu- :raq-ba8ed Aqaros. Gel Agaros. Gel ROIstrictiort Ligation I Heat shock Hirti/Hidi Prep of Generation of Prilllars Used 
based PCR' Viaulllisatiort PUrification Dig.stion TransformatiOn DNA ~ltipl. for 
PCR' Alig'nlllartt 

. 
Saquetldirtg' 

Library No No Yes No Yes Yes No Preparation of DNA No No 
Generation Integrity of Partial Into Bacteri ophage by PEG precipitati on 

Purified DNA and Lambda DASH vector 
Partial Digestion arms 
Integri ty using High Concent r ation 
0.6\ Agarose/TBE Ligase (Roche 
gel at lSV Biochemicals , Lewis 
overnight OK) 

Generation of No Yes Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes No NO No NO No"' No 
Variable and 
Constant Region 
Probes 
Generation of Yes No Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes RAG- 1 A+B 
RAG-l Probe Blunt ended Chemically competent 

pBluescript cut XL-1 Blue. Plated 
with SI1Jd I onto LB Tet/Amp 

plates 
J region Yes No Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes No NO Cloned using Yes - TOP 10 Yes No J Sequencing 
subcloning and Tapa - Blunt Vector competent cells 1+2 
sequencing (Iovl trogen , (Invitrogen) . 

Carlsbad, OS) Plated onto LB Kan 
plates 

RAG-1 Sequence Yes No Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes No Yes - Blunt Yes Yes Yes RAG- 1 SeqGen 
Generation peR - Blunt TOP 10 competent A+B 

cells. Plated onto 
LB I<an plates 

RAG-2 Sequence Yes No Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes No NO Yes Yes Yes RAG-2 A-F 
Generation Cloned using TOPO - TOP 10 cOmpetent 

Blunt Vector cells. Plated onto 
LB !<an plates 

Generation of Yes No Yes 1% Agarose/TBE Yes Yes Yes Yes into DHIOSac , Yes - Midiprep Yes - in order t o Trunc RAG- 1 A+B 
truncated RAG-l XbaI Rapid Ligation Kit plated onto prior to identify points of 
sequence for (Roche selective plates transfectioh with truncation 
baculovirus Biochemnicalsj OK) Cellfectin reagent 
expression 

' peR conditions are described in table 1 . 2 below 
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2.2.2·. Polymerase Chain Reaction 

The amplification of specific regions of DNA by polymerase chain reaction was a 

technique essential to the successful sequencing and cloning of isolated llama immune 

system components described in Chapters 3-6 of this thesis. All PCRs conducted in 

this work utilised either Taq or Plu (Stratagene, California, USA) polymerase. 

Differences between these enzymes are shown in table 2.2: 

Cha:r:acte:r:istic · f'aq Polyme:r:ase . pfa Polyme:r:ase 

Fidelity . Low High 

· Speed of DNA High Low 

• Synthesis 

· Natu:r:e of PCR p:r:oduct · Poly-T ended Blunt-ended 

Cost · Low High 

Table 2.2 S_zy of COfttraatl.ftq pZ'op4trtl._ of 2'aq and Ph thermostable DNA 
polytlleraa.a (Data derived from manufacturer literature) 

(a) Taq-based peR 

The lower fidelity of Taq polymerase makes Taq'-based PeR ideal for generating 

products were a degree of sequence degeneracy is beneficial (for example when 

generating a variable region probe, section 2.4.1). For the duration of this project 

Taq-based PCR was typically better able to generate specific PCR products than other 

commercially available enzymes such as Pfu. Sequences reported within this thesis 

derived from Taq-based PeR are the result of the generation of a consensus sequence 

from at least three separate PCR clones (in order to account for sequence errors 

resulting from the low fidelity of the Taq enzyme). Taq-based PCR was used in the 

experiments indicated in table 2.1. Conditions for PCR including annealing 

temperature and number of cycles are indicated in table 2.3. 

Taq peR reactions were set up in 500J,Jl thin-walled microfuge tubes as described in 

table 2.3 
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Table 2.3 Summary o~ PCR reactions used in this study. A description of the PCR reaction is given on the left with the nature of the template DNA, 
amplification conditions and primer sequences given in subsequent columns 

Experiment Template DNA NUJIIber of Annealing Sequence of Primers Used (all shown 5'-3') 
Cycles ex) Temperature eY"C) 

Generation of Llama Peripheral 40 57 Variable 1 
Variable Region Probe lymphocyte DNA AGGT(C/G) (A/C)A(A/G) CTGCAG (C/G) AGTC (A/T) GG 

Variable 2 
ACAGTAATA(G/A)ACGGCCGTGTC 

Generation of Llama Peripheral 40 57 Constant 1 
Constant Region Probe lymphocyte DNA CCCTGAGCTCCT (T/G) GGAGGGCC 

Constan t 2 
GAGCTTTGTTGTTGACCTTGC 

Generation of RAG-I Llama Genomic DNA 40 59 RAG-l A 
Probe AGAGGAGAGGAAGAGATGGCA 

RAG-l B 
GGTCATAAGCTTCCTGGCGAA 

J region Sequencing Impure 25 59 J Sequencing 1 
J Region Clone DNA2 TGGGGCCAGGGGACCCAGG 

J Sequencing 2 
CTGATGAGACAGTGACCA 

RAG-I Sequence Impure 30 57 RAG-l SeqGen A 
Generation RAG-l Clone DNA2 GTTCCCAGGTACTTCAGCCAGCATG 

RAG-l SeqGen B 
TCTAACTTCATTATTGAAAAACCCATG 
Partial sequence was also obtained by direct sequencing 

RAG-2 Sequence Llama Genomic 30 59 RAG-2 A 
Generation DNA! GCC(C/G)AA(A/G)AGATCCTG(C/T) CCCAC (T/G)GG 

RAG-2 B 
GG (A/T)GGGAAAACACC (A/T)AACAATGA 
RAG-2 C 
GGAGATGT(C/T)CC(A/T)GAA(G/C)C(C/T)AGATA 
RAG-2 D 
CCATC(C/T) TGAAG(C/T) TCTGG (A/G)AG 
RAG- 2 E 
ACAGA (T/C/A) ATTCC (C/T) CCTGGCAA 
RAG-2 F 
TC (A/T) TCTTCATCATCTTCATT 

Truncated RAG-I For Impure 20 55 Trunc RAG-l A 
E:ll:pression RAG-l Clone DNA2 GGGGGTCTAGAGTACATATCAATAAAGGAGGC 

TrUnc RAG-l B (includes 6xHis tag) 
CCCGGTCTAGATCAATGGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGATGCGCATTATGAGCATTCATAAACTTCTGC 

-The short length of the J regions led to the generation of only short peR Primers. In order to maintain high sequence specificity a high annealing temperature was used 
'For DNA preparation method see section 2.3 . 2 
' For DNA preparation method see section 2 . 4 .13 

: 
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Reaqant volume 

lOx Taq Buffer (including MgC12 } (Gibco-BRL, UK) lOlll 

25mM dNTPs (25mM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP) (all Amersham- 2111 
Pharmacia, UK) 

lOIlM 5' primer (all synthesised by MWG-Biotech,Milton Keynes, UK) 5j.11 

lOIlM 3' primer (all synthesised by MWG-Biotech, Milton Keynes, UK) 5111 

Taq Polymerase (SO/Ill) (Gibco-BRL,Paisley UK) 0.5111 

Template DNA (lOOng/ill} 1111 

MilliQ deionised water to total volume 10 o III 
Tabl. 2. ~ Component. of a Taq-balJed PCR raact10n 

Tubes were then placed in a heated lid 'Touchdown' thermocyc1er (Hybaid~ Ashford~ 

UK) and incubated at 94°C for three minutes to denature the template DNA. X cycles 

ofPCR amplification were performed as follows: 

Denature 94°C 45 seconds 

Anneal

Synthesis 

30 seconds 

90 seconds 
·Consult table 2.3 for value of X and Y in particular experiment 

A further 10 minute incubation at 72°C aIIows completion of PCR product synthesis. 

peR products were generally visualised as necessary on a 1.0% agaroseffBE gel at 

15V /ern on horizontal gel apparatus. 

(b) Pfu-based peR 

By contrast with Taq polymerase the fidelity of Pfu polymerase is extremely high 

(particularly over low numbers of cycles). Pfu-derived PCR product sequences of less 

that lkb in length resulting from PCRs of 25 cycles and less are published within this 

thesis from single clones. Larger PCR products, or those resulting from greater 

numbers of amplification cycles are shown after confirmation of the sequence from 

two separate clones. Pfu-based peR reactions proved less robust than Taq-based PCR 

throughout this report with non-specific PCR products a common problem. For this 

reason Pfu-based peR was used when suitable (as indicated in table 2.1), but not 

throughout this study. Pfu-based PCR reactions were set up in 500J.11 thin-walled 

microfuge tubes as detailed in table 2.4. 
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Reagent . Volume 

lOx Pfu Polymerase Buffer (Stratagene, UK} 10Jll 

25mM dNTPs (25mM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP) (all Amersham- 0.8111 
Pharmacia, UK) 

lOj.IM 5' primer (all synthesised by MWG-Biotech, Milton Keynes, UK) 5/.11 

lOIili 3' primer (all synthesised by MWG-Biotech, Mil ton Keynes, UK) 5111 

Pfu Polymerase (5U/111) (Stratagene, UK) 2111 

Template DNA (lOOng/ill) 1111 

MilliQ deionised water to total volume lOO!J.l-

Table 2.5 Components of a Pfu-based PCR react~on 

Tubes were then placed in a heated lid 'Touchdown' thermocycler and incubated at 

94°C for three minutes to denature template DNA. X cycles of PCR amplification 

were performed as follows: 

Denature 

Anneal-

Synthesis 

45 seconds 

30 seconds 

600 seconds 
-Consult table 2.3 for value of X and Y in particular experiment 

A further 10 minute incubation at 72°C was performed to allow completion of PCR 

product synthesis. PCR products were visualised, when necessary on a 1.0% 

agaroseITBE gel at 15V/cm using horizontal electrophoresis apparatus. 
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2.2.3 Other General Methods 

(a) Restriction Digest Preparation 

Restriction digestion was used throughout this study to prepare both plasmid and 

bacteriophage vectors for acceptance of insert DNA and to prepare insert DNA when 

blunt or TA ligation (section 2.2.4 (i» and cloning techniques were not utilised (more 

specifically during library generation (section 2.3) and pre-protein expression cloning 

(section 2.7.3». Restriction digestion was also used to check for the presence of 

cloned DNA inserts after plasmid DNA preparation. Restriction digests were set up 

in a total volume of 20f..l1 as described in table 2.6 and incubated in a waterbath at 

37°C for 2 hours unless otherwise stated. 
Reag_nt Vol_ 

React Restriction Buffer (lOX} } 2111 

Restriction Enzyme (lOU/ill) 0.5111 

DNA sample (ll1g} 1-4111 

dH20 to final volume 20111 

Table 2.6 Components of a Restriction D~gest React~on 

(b) Agarose Gel Electrophoresis 

Resolution of discrete bands of DNA was achieved using horizontal agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Unless otherwise stated agarose gels were prepared at 1 % (appendix 

I) containing ethidium bromide (sOOng/mI) and run in Ix Tris Borate EDTA (TBE) 

Buffer (appendix n for 45 minutes at 80V and visualised using a GelDoc 1000 

(BioRa~ Hemel Hempstead~ UK) imaging system. 

(c) Gel Purification of DNA 

The cloning of a number of DNA sequences within this thesis relied on the removal of 

DNA bands of known size from agarose gels. This was achieved using a QIAquick 

gel purification kit (Qiagen Ltd~ Crawley~ UK) as per manufacturers instructions. 

(d) Purification of DNA by Phenol/Chloroform Extraction 

PhenOl/Chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation were used to purify DNA 

from the components of various enzymatic reactions such as restriction digests. An 

equal volume of Tris-EDTA (TE)-buffered phenol/chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich~ Poole. 

UK) was added to the DNA to be purified and the sample vortexed thoroughly. The 

sample was then spun at 13,00Oxg for 10 minutes and the upper aqueous phase 
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transferred to a clean tube. The DNA was then precipitated by the addition of 0.5 

volumes of ammonium acetate solution (7.5M) and 2 volumes of absolute ethanol. 

After gently mixing and a 30 minute incubation at -20°C the DNA was pelleted by 

centrifugation at 13, OOOxg for 30 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the 

DNA pellet rehydrated by washing with 70% ethanol before a further 5-minute spin. 

After removal of the 70% ethanol the pellet was allowed to air dry before 

resuspension in distilled water and storage at 4/-20°C until required. 

(e) Vectorllnsert Ligation 

The crucial step in cloning of novel llama sequences was the ligation of llama-derived 

DNA into plasmid and bacteriophage vectors. DNA ligation reactions were set up as 

described in table 2.7 unless otherwise stated. As suggested in the literature (179) a 

molar excess of insert to vector ~ giving a molar ratio of between 3: 1 and 1: 1 ~ was 

utilised. 

Reagent Volume 

. Vector DNA 100ng 

Insert DNA 200-500ng 

T4 DNA Ligase (10/Jtl) 1Jtl 

5x Ligase Buffer 2111 

ciH20 to final volume 10111 

Table 2.7 Components of a vector/~nsert ligat~on react~on 

Reactions were incubated at 4°C overnight 

(f) Transformation of Chemically-Competent E.coli 

The uptake of successfully ligated insertlvector DNA by E. coli-derived bacterial 

cells, for subsequent propagation and large-scale DNA preparation was achieved by 

heat-shock at 42°C. A volume of a vector/insert ligation reaction (3J.d) was added to 

chemically (CaCh) competent E.coli cells (lOOJ,ll) (for strains used see appendix J) 

and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The transformation mix was then incubated at 

42°C for 45 seconds and returned to ice for a further 2 minutes. Pre-warmed (37°C) 

2xTY (O.8m1) was added to the cells which were then incubated at 37°C with shaking 

for 1 hour. Cells were then plated out at a range of dilutions onto 2xTY selective 

plates (appendix I) (for details of selection see table 2.1) and incubated overnight at 

3rC. 
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(g) Preparation of Plasmid DNA from overnight cultures 

Preparation of sufficient quantities of cloned DNA for sequencing or subsequent 

downstream manipulation was performed by a modified alkaline lysis method.. 

Positive transformants were picked from a 2xTY selective plate and used to inoculate 

volumes of 2xTY liquid media (5ml). The culture was then grown up overnight at 

30°C with shaking (l8Orpm). Cells were then centrifuged at 4000xg for 10 minutes 

and the supernatant discarded. Subsequent plasmid DNA purification was performed 

using the QIAprep mini spin kit (Qiagen Ltd~ Crawley~ UK) as per manufacturers 

instructions. Briefly cells underwent alkaline lysis and neutralisation before treatment 

with RNase, and binding and washing on a spin column. DNA was eluted into 10mM 

Tris-CI (PH7). The quantity of DNA recovered was calculated by UV 

spectrophotometry (U1traspec 2000, Amersham-Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) at 

OD260 using the formula described in the appendix I. 

(h) Preparation of DNA and Oligonucleotide Primers for Sequencing 

DNA template was diluted to a concentration ofO.5J.lg/J.ll. 5J.Ll of template was used 

per reaction. Sequencing primers (see appendix I) were diluted to a concentration of 

1 pmol/J.ll. Sequencing was conducted using an automated sequencer 373A DNA 

Sequencer (Applied Biosystems~ Warrington UK) and the 'BigDye Terminator~ DNA 

sequencing kit (Applied Biosystem~ Warrington, UK). 

(i) TAlBlunt-End Cloning 

To clone peR products two cloning kits were used throughout this study. The first, 

the TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, US). PCR products generated with 

Taq polymerase (section 2.2) have a single overhanging deoxyadenosine (A) on each 

strand at the 3' end. The linearised T A cloning vector contains single overhanging 3 t 

deoxythymidine (T) residues at each end~ to which topoisomerase I molecules are 

bound. Topoisomerase I allows efficient ligation of the insert DNA without the need 

for addition of a separate DNA ligase. The Zero Blunt cloning kit (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, US) utilises a similar linearised vector, again with topoisomerase I bound to 

the vector ends. The vector ends are, however, blunt-ended in order to ligate PeR 

products that lack 3' deoxyadenosine overhangs (for example, PCR products 

generated with Pfu polymerase). 
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2.3 Genomic Library Construction. 

2.3.1 Overview oflibrary generation 

The aim of the generation of a genomic DNA library was to provide a collection of 

clones sufficient in number to include all the genes of a particular organism. Such 

libraries are prepared through the purification of total cell DNA followed by partial 

restriction digest resulting in DNA fragments for cloning into a vector that can, not 

only maintain large~ stable inserts., but can also be propagated easily and provide easy 

access to the genomic sequence through some form of screening. Bacteriophage 

libraries fulfil all of these criteria through their ability to maintain DNA inserts in 

excess of 15kb and to readily infect specific E.coli strains. Screening of such libraries 

is achieved by infection of bacteria with large numbers of phage prior to plating out. 

Discrete regions of bacteriophage-induced lysis (plaques) resul4 allowing the transfer 

of viral DNA onto solid nylon membranes (the process of plaque lifting). The nylon 

membranes can then be treated to remove all contaminating material leaving only 

library DNA. Large numbers of discrete library DNA molecules can then be screened 

by DNA hybridisation. DNA hybridisation relies on the ability of radiolabelled single

stranded DNA probes (derived from sequences of interest) to anneal to viral DNA 

containing llama genomic sequence on the membrane. The position of the 

hybridisation signal, and consequently the relevant clone, can then be determined by 

autoradiography. 

During this work two llama genomic libraries were constructed using either testicular 

or leukocyte-derived llama DNA. These libraries were therefore intended to represent 

both non- and partially rearranged DNA respectively. The same genomic DNA was 

also used to obtain a custom-made non-rearranged genomic library (Stratagene~ La 

Jolla~ USA). Both non-rearranged libraries were utilised during the screening process. 

Initial screening of the partially rearranged library did not indicate the presence of 

Partially recombined llama immunoglobulin sequences and therefore was not 

considered further in this study. 

2.3.2 Preparation ofHigb Molecular Weigbt Llama DNA 
The preparation of cIean~ high molecular weight non-rearranged llama DNA was 

essential to the generation ofa high quality genomic library. DNA was obtained from 

testicular material (kindly donated by The Ashdown Llama Farm, Surrey, UK) which 

was snap frozen on liquid nitrogen before crushing by pestle and mortar and overnight 
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proteinase K digestion. Proteinase K digestion and cell lysis was set up as described 

in table 2.8 and incubated at 37°C for 12 hours with gentle agitation. 
Reagent Mass/VollDlltl 

. Proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Img 

Ground testicular tissue 19 

10% SDS (0.5%} (Sigma-Aldrich, UK} O.5ml 

5M NaCl (lOOmM) O.2ml 

O.5M EDTA pHS (25mM} • O.5ml 

dH20 to final volume lOmI 

Table 2.8 ComposJ.tJ.on of a proteJ.nase K dJ.gestJ.on reactJ.on. 

Digestion was followed by phenol/chloroform extraction and ammonium 

acetate/isopropanol precipitation using the method described by Maniatis et at (179) 

(section 2.2.3) with the following modifications to prevent DNA shearing. Rather than 

vortexing after phenol-chloroform addition the digested tissue sample was mixed 

gently for 30 minutes using an orbital shaker at low speed. After gently mixing and 

a 30-minute incubation at -20°C, DNA was removed by gentle spinning and 

attachment to a glass rod. After washing with 70% ethanol the DNA was then 

allowed to dry and resuspended in dH20. DNA quality was determined by agarose 

gel electrophoresis. 

2.3.3 Partial Digestion of Genomic DNA 

a) Small-scale reactions 

In order to determine the ideal digestion conditions to generate pseudo-random 

genomic DNA fragments of the correct size for library generation small-scale 

reactions were set up as described in table 2.9 

Two initial buffers were prepared as follows: 

Dilution Buffer Volume 

lOx React buffer 4 (Gibco-BRL,Paisley, UK) l50lll 

dH20 to final volume l5OOll1 

Aa •• y Buffer 

lOll9 high molecular weight DNA IOIlI 

lOx React buffer 4 (Gibco-BRL,Paisley, UK) 45111 

dH20 to final volume 450111 

Table 2.9 ComposJ.tJ.on of PartJ.al DJ.gestJ.on Buffers for Library GeneratJ.on 
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Restriction enzyme dilutions were then set up on ice as described in table 2.10 

'l'ube Preparation Overall Dilution 

1 10",1 Sau3A I + 140,,1 dilution 1/15 

2 10",1 1/15 dilution + 90,,1 dilution 1/150 

3 10",1 1/150 dilution + 10,,1 dilution 1/300 

4 10",1 1/150 dilution + 30,,1 dilution 1/600 

5 10",1 1/150 dilution + 50,,1 dilution 1/900 

6 10",1 1/150 dilution + 70,,1 dilution 1/1200 

7 10",1 1/150 dilution + 90",1 dilution 1/1500 

9 10",1 1/150 dilution + 110,,1 dilution 1/1900 

9 10,,1 1/150 dilution + 190,,1 dilution 1/3000 

10 10",1 1/150 dilution + 290",1 dilution 1/5000 

Table 2.10 Small Seale Part1al dig.at reaot10na. 

Small·scale restriction digests were then set up by addition of assay buffer (45 J.lI) to a 

small volume of each dilution (5J.ll) and incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes. Reactions 

were stopped by addition ofO.5M EDTA (lJ.lI) (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK). 

Digests were then analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis on a 0.6% gel, running at 

1.4V/cm overnight with high molecular weight markers (High Molecular Weight 

Marker 'XV', Roche Biochemicals, Lewis, UK). The optimum amount of enzyme 

was then estimated by eye from the agarOse gel (figure 2.1) as half of that used to 

produce maximum UV fluorescence on the gel within the required size range (9-

16kb). 
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Figure 2 . 1 Aqarose Gel o f partial digest of high molecular weight llama tes ticular 
DNA cut with Sau3A restricti on endonuclease . A range of enzyme concentrations 
were used in order to ascertain the optimum DNA size for bacteriophage library 
generation . The intensity of DNA fluorescence by ethidium bromide staining is 
related to mass distribution of DNA so that half the concentration of enzyme 
required to generate maximum fluorescence was used for large- scale partial 
digest i on . Inserts of approximately 15kb were required and so half the 
concentration used in Lane 4 (Refer to table 2 . 10) was used in large- scale 
preparation Decreasing restriction enzyme concentration 
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b) Large-scale partial digestion 

Using the optimum enzyme concentration as determined above (in this case 0.0125 

units of Sau3A I per Ilg DNA) lOOllg of DNA was partially digested as described 

above. The DNA was then purified by phenol/chloroform extraction (section 2.2.3) 

and concentration determined by ultraviolet spectrometry at OD26o using the formula 

described in the appendix II. 

c) Dephosphorylation of Insert DNA 

To prevent insertion of multiple genomic DNA fragments into the bacteriophage 

vector during the subsequent ligation reaction, partially digested DNA was treated 

with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (ClAP, Roche Biochemicals, Lewis, UK) to 

remove S' phosphate groups. A reaction was set up as described in table 2.11. 
Reagent Volume 

CIAP lOX reaction buffer 10111 

CIAP lU/lll (Roche, UK) 2 III 

Partially Digested Llama Genomic DNA 21lg 
dH20 to final volume 10Qgl 
Table 2.11 Components of a daphosphorylat1on reaction used 1n l1brary construct1on 

The reaction was incubated for 60 minutes at 37°C and stopped by addition of O.SM 

EDT A (2111) (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK). 

2.3.4 Ligation of Genomic DNA into Phage Arms 

Library construction was achieved using the Lambda DASH IIJBamffi vector kit 

(Stratagene, La Jolla, US) as per manufacturer instructions. The optimal ligation 

conditions were as set out in table 2.12 
Reagent Volume 

Lambda DASH II pre-digested with BamBI (1 Ilg) 1.0 III 

Partially digested genomic DNA (0.4 Ilg) 1.0 III 

lax Ligase buffer (Stratagene, UK) 0.5 III 

10mM rATP (pH 7.5) 0.5 III 

T4 DNA Ligase (Stratagene, UK) 2 U 

dH20 to final volume 5 III 

Table 2.12 Components of a bacteriophaqe vector qenom1c l1brary 11gation r .. ction 

The ligation was incubated at 4°C overnight. 
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2.3.5 Packaging of Phage DNA 

Packaging of phage DNA involves the incubation of DNA with components of the 

bacteriophage viral coat, allowing synchronised assembly of viable virus particles 

containing the DNA of interest. The Lambda DASIDI ligation was packaged using 

Gigapack XL packaging extracts (Stratagene, La Jolla, USA) optimised to maximise 

insert size as per manufacturers instructions. Extracts were thawed rapidly before 

addition of the ligation reaction (l-4J.lI). The packaging reaction was then mixed 

briefly before incubation at room temperature (22°C) for 2 hours. The completed 

packaging reaction was diluted in SM Buffer (500J.ll) containing chloroform (20J.lI) 

and stored at 4°C. 

2.3.6 Library Titreing 

The packaged library was pooled, titred and plated out as quickly as possible to 

prevent the inactivation of phage particles which occurs gradually with time during 

storage. A culture of XLI-Blue MRA (P2) (Stratagene, La Jolla, USA), the host 

strain for Lambda DASH II infection was grown up in appropriate media (appendix I) 

to an OD6OQ of approximately 0.8 and pelleted by centrifugation at 500xg for 10 

minutes. The cells were then gently resuspended in sterile MgS04 (1 0mM) to a 

spectrophotometer absorbance at OD6oo of 0.5. Dilutions of the packaging reaction 

were prepared so that 1 JlI of the reaction and 1 J.lI of a 1: 1 0 dilution of the packaged 

phage were each added to 200JlI of cells. The phagelbacteria mix was then incubated 

at 37°C for 15 minutes to allow phage attachment. Molten, pre-warmed (48°C) LB 

top agarose (3ml) was then mixed with the cells and plated immediately onto pre

warmed (37°C) 90mm diameter LB agar plates. Plates were then incubated overnight 

at 37°C and the number of plaque forming units (Pfus) determined by counting the 

number of plaques formed in the bacterial lawn. The titre of the pooled genomic 

testicular library (containing three packaging reactions) was 1.4 x 106 prior to 

amplification. The leukocyte derived genomic library had a significantly lower titre of 

1 x lOS. The lower titre of the leukocyte derived library may have been due to any 

number of factors including reduced efficiency of ligation and packaging perhaps 

resulting from lower quantities of pure DNA of the appropriate size within the 

reactions. 
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2.3.7 Library Amplification 

Library amplification involves the mUltiplication of the specific bacteriophage clones 

within the original packaged library. Excessive amplification can lead to over and 

under-representation of particular clones within the library. For this reason libraries 

were amplified only once during library generation described here. The libraries were 

amplified in order to generate a stable, high-titre stock of library. A fresh stock of 

host cells (00600 of 0.5) were prepared in MgS04 solution and approximately 5x 104 

pfu (infecting 600/-11 of host cells) were plated onto large (150mm) LB agarose plates 

(section 2.3.6) with molten LB top agarose (6.5m1). Phage plaques were allowed to 

grow until plaques made contact with each other at which point each plate was 

overlaid with sterile SM buffer (lOml) and incubated overnight at 4°C with gentle 

rocking. The bacteriophage suspension was recovered from each plate and 

chloroform added to a 5% (v/v) final concentration. The phage solution was then 

spun for 10 minutes at 500xg to remove cell debris and the library stored in a sterile 

polypropylene container with 0.3% (v/v) chloroform. Amplified titres of 

approximately 5xl09 pfu/ml were achieved from both libraries. 
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2.4 Screening of a Llama Genomic Library 

Attempts to isolate genomic variable domain sequence components were based on 

proprietary sequence information generated at Unilever Research, Colworth. This 

comprised a large (209 member) database of heavy chain immunoglobulin cDNA 

sequences derived from non-immunised llama leukocyte RNA (180). Determination 

of a consensus sequence from the variable domain of the cDNA sequences using 

mUltiple alignment software (table 2.20) allowed the synthesis of specific 

oligonucleotides to generate a mixed (containing many different variable sequences) 

species variable probe during PCR of llama leukocyte cDNA (sections 2.4.1-2.4.3, 

3.3.1 and figure 3.1). While this technique enabled the isolation ofa small number of 

variable gene segment clones, it did not allow isolation of the significantly smaller 

diversity (0) or joining (J) mini-genes, nor did it allow for differentiation between 

classical and heavy chain variable sequences at the level of screening. Smaller 

oligonucleotide probes were generated for these purposes (sections 3.4.2-3.4.3 and 

figure 3.1). 

2.4.1 Generation of a Variable Gene Segment Probe by Polymerase Chain 

Reaction 

Variable gene segments are, by virtue of their nature, heterologous in sequence. 

Degenerate primers were therefore designed using consensi derived from a database 

of cDNA VHH sequences (180). These oligonucleotides (designated variable 1 and 

variable 2, table 2.3) were designed to span the framework 1 (FR1) to framework 3 

(FR3) regions of the variable gene segments. 

2.4.2 Design of Separate Classical and Non-Classical V Region Oligonucleotide 

Probes 

While initial rounds of library screening enabled isolation of a small number of 

Variable region-containing clones, these gene segments were found to be exclusively 

of a classical nature. That is, all contained sequence that would lead to formation of 

classical V H domains. In order to screen the genomic library specifically for non

classical and classical variable gene segments two oligonucleotide probes were 

derived from analysis of 22 classical and 179 non-classical variable domain cDNA 

sequences. The sequence of these probes is given in table 2.13. 
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2.4.3 Design of a J Region Probe 

A single oligonucleotide probe was designed by reference to a database of llama 

immunoglobulin gamma cDNA sequences (corresponding to position 102-113 (30, 

180». Heavy chain locus J segments are typically very short (between 49-63bp) (38) 

and encode approximately 12 amino acids within the CDR3 and FR4 of variable 

cDNA sequences. In order to minimise the potential problems associated with somatic 

hypermutation and possible additional recombination-related mechanisms, the probe 

was designed with modest degeneracy exclusively to the FR4 coding sequence (table 

2.13). 

Ol~onucleotide Probe Name Probe Generated Oligonucleotide Sequence 
VCLASS Variable (Va) TGGGTGCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGGCTCGAGTGG 

Region 
Oligonucleotide 
Probe 

VNCLASS Variable (VHH ) TGGTACCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGCAGCGCGAGTTG 
Region 
Oligonucleotide 
Probe 

JOINING J Region TACTGGGGCCAGGGGACCC(A/T)GGTCACCGTCTCCTCA 
Oligonucleotide 
Probe 

Table 2.13 Sequence of ol~gonucleotide probes used dur~ng l~brary screen~ng for 
variable gene components. 

2.4.4 Generation of a Constant Region Probe 

The constant region probe was generated by PCR of llama cDNA (kind gift of Dr K. 

Cromie, Unilever Research, Colworth) with primers (Constant and Constant 2, table 

2.3) specific to the CH2 region of llama immunoglobulin gamma (sequence not 

shown). PCR was performed using Taq polymerase for the number of cycles 

indicated, and at the annealing temperature detailed in table 2.1 as per the protocol 

described in section 2.2.2. The relevant band was gel purified and radio labelled by 

random priming (sections 2.4.7). 

2.4.5 Generation of a RAG-l Specific Probe 

Generation of a llama RAG-l specific probe required first the amplification of a small 

region of the llama RAG-I gene from genomic DNA. This was performed by 

generating consensus primers derived from a multiple alignment of previously 

characterised RAG-l gene sequences from other species (data not shown). The 

subsequent 100bp Pfu-derived PCR product was subsequently gel purified (section 

2.2.3) and cloned into pBluescript (appendix III) by a blunt end ligation strategy 

employing the Sma I restriction endonuclease (section 2.2.3) and heat shock 
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transformation (section 2.2.3). A probe was then generated by redigestion of large 

quantities of the pBluescript DNA with Sma I, agarose gel purification (section 2.2.3) 

and radiolabelling (section 2.4.7). 

2.4.6 Synthesis of peR Generated Probes 

PCR was performed with Taq Polymerase as described in table 2.3 and section 2.2.2. 

Product size was checked on a 1% agarose gel against standard markers (lkb plus 

DNA marker) and the reaction products purified using a gel extraction kit (section 

2.2.3) . 

2.4.7 Radiolabelling ofPCR-Derived Probes for Library Screening 

PCR-derived probes were labelled using the Megaprime DNA labelling system 

(Arnersham-Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) coupled with a)2p dCTP (Amersham

Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden). The 5'-3' primer used previously in PCR product 

synthesis was used in the labelling reaction, in order to provide a specific priming site 

for polymerase extension. Otherwise labelling was carried out as per the 

manufacturers instructions. Briefly the reaction was set up in a 1.5ml microtube as 

detailed in table 2.14. 
Reagent Volume 

PCR product to be labelled (20ng/lll) 21ll 

Labelling Buffer lOlll 

PCR Primer (5'-3' ) (50ng/~l) 2~l 

MilliO deionised water to volume 31lll 

Table 2.14 Initial Components of a MegaPrime~ Radiolabell~ng react~on 

The reaction components were then boiled for 5 minutes before being placed on ice. 

Each unlabelled nucleotide solution (dATP, dTIP and dGTP) was added (3 x 4~1) 

followed by a_32p dCTP (5~1 of isotope at a concentration of 3000Cilmmol) and 

Klenow enzyme (2~1 of 1 U/~l enzyme). The reaction was mixed briefly and 

inCUbated at 37°C for 3hrs. 
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2.4.8 Radiolabelling of Synthetic Oligonucleotides 

Synthetic oligonucleotides were utilised during both recombination assays and library 

screening (in the case of JH region and VHHNH specific probes). Sequence details are 

given in table 2.13. 

Kinase reactions were set up to label the 5' end of each oligonucleotide as detailed in 

table 2.15. 

Reagent Volume 

T4 Polynucleotide Kinase 10U/~1 
Hitchin, UK) 

(New England Biolabs, 1~1 

Oligonucleotide to be labelled (lOI!M) l~l 

lOx Kinase buffer (New England Biolabs,Hitchin, US) l~l 

y32p_ATP (5 pmol/~l) 3~1 

dH20 to final volume 10~1 

Table 2.15 Components of a T4 k1nase o11gonucleot1de end-rad10labell1ng react10n 

Reactions were incubated at 37°e for 1 hour and the reaction stopped by addition of 

0.5M EDTA (lJ..lI). Reactions were then diluted to a total volume of 40J..lI by addition 

of 30J..lI dH20. A Sephadex G-25 spin column (Amersham-Pharmacia, Uppsala, 

Sweden) was prepared by brief centrifugation before addition of diluted kinase 

reaction. Unincorporated nucleotides were removed from the reaction by brief 

spinning through the G-25 column and purified, labelled oligonucleotide collected. 

2.4.9 Plaque Lifting 

To generate library filters, large LB agarose plates were prepared containing 

approximately 5 x 104 pfu per plate using the phage infection and plating methods 

described previously (section 2.3.6). These plates were pre-cooled to harden the top 

agarose prior to plaque lifting. Hybond N+ filters (Amersham Pharmacia, Uppsala, 

Sweden) were carefully placed onto the agarose surface and both plate and membrane 

marked for orientation. After 30 seconds the filter was removed from the plate 

surface with forceps and placed plaque side up on filter paper. A second duplicate 

filter was then placed onto the plate for 5 minutes. The lifted filters then proceeded 

through a series of saturated filter paper (Whatman, Maidstone, UK) washes with the 

plaque side up. Initial washing with denaturation solution (appendix I) for 5 minutes 

liberated DNA from the bacteriophage. This was followed immediately by 5 minute 
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washes in neutralisation buffer (appendix I) and 2 x SSC solution (appendix I) to 

wash away cell debris. The DNA was then cross-linked to the filters (Spectrolinker 

XL-lOOO, Spectronics Cotporation, Westbury, US) and the filter allowed to air dry. 

2.4.10 Hybridisation 

The hybridisation procedure used during screening consisted of four steps 

1) Prehybridisation 

2) Hybridisation 

3) Stringency washing 

4) Autoradiography 

Methods vary slightly for oligonucleotide probes compared to PCR probes as the 

shorter length probes exhibit different hybridisation kinetics. 

1) Prehybridisation 

Prepared filters were incubated m prehybridisation buffer (or oligonucleotide 

prehybridisation buffer, appendix I) containing heat-denatured, sheared salmon sperm 

DNA (to a final concentration of SOJ-lg/ml (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK» at 6SoC with 

agitation for between 3-14 hrs in an airtight sandwich box. 

2) Hybridisation 

Prior to hybridisation (PCR-derived probes only) the labelled probe was denatured at 

100°C for 5 minutes before cooling on ice. Labelled probe (approximately one 

complete oligonucleotide or PCR labelling reaction per sandwich box containing 

100ml prehybridisation buffer) was then added to the prehybridisation solution and 

filters to be screened. Hybridisation with both oligonucleotide and PCR probes then 

took place at 6SoC overnight with agitation. 

3) Stringency Washing 

Stringency washes were carried out in prewarmed SSC/SDS solutions as shown in 

table 2.16 for oligonucleotide hybridisation and table 2.17 for PCR probe 

hybridisation. 
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Number of Wash Buffer Stringency of Wash 
Repetitiona and Used (Detergent concentration 

DUration of Each and wash temperature) 
Wash Step 

2 x 15 minutes 6 x sse 0.1% SDS at 65°e 

1 x 2 minutes . 6 x sse 0.1% SDS at 600 e 

Table 2.16 Post-hybr1d1sat10n wash1ng cond1t1ons for ol1gonucleotide-based 
• hybridisation 
denotes optional wash used only if filter remains highly radioactive as determined by 

Geiger counter monitoring. 

Number of Wash Buffer Stringency of Wash 
Repeti tiona and Used (Detergent concentration 

Duration of Bach and wash temperature) 
Wash Step 

2 x 15 minutes 2 x sse 0.1% SDS at 65°e 

1 x 30 minutes 1 x sse 0.1% SDS at 65°e 

1 x 10 minutes' 0.1 x sse 0.1% SDS at 65°e 

table 2.17 Post-hybr1d1sat1on wash1ng cond1t10ns for peR probe-based hybridisation 
denotes optional wash used only if filter remains highly radioactive as determined by 

Geiger counter monitoring. 

4) Autoradiography 

Filters were covered in Saran Wrap and placed in an autoradiograph cassette complete 

with intensifying screen and Biomax MS autoradiography film (Kodak, Hemel 

Hempstead, UK). Exposure took place overnight at -70°C before developing in 

standard manual developer and fixer (Kodak, Hemel Hempstead, UK). Positive 

clones were displayed on the autoradiograph as small, discrete black dots (figure 2.2). 

The position of positive clones was determined by reference to the plate from which 

the plaque lifting was performed. 

2.4.11 2nd and 3rd Round Clone Isolation 

Positive clones identified through the first round of screening were removed from LB 

agarose plates as an agarose plug using the narrow end of a glass pasteur pipette. The 

plug containing the relevant clone was subsequently suspended in SM buffer (500J.lI). 

The plug was then vortexed and stored at 4°C overnight to allow diffusion of 

bacteriophage particles from the plug into the buffer. SM Buffer containing positive 

bacteriophage was then plated out on small (90mm diameter) LB agarose plates after 

infection of host bacteria. Approximately 50 pfu were plated per plate. The screening 

process was then repeated from plaque lifting, hybridisation and autoradiography in 

order to confirm the positive, uncontaminated nature of the original positive clones. 
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Figure 2.2 Example of autoradioagraphs generated during progressive rounds of library screening 
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Round 3) Replating of a 2nd round candidate 
clone (approximately 30 plaques per 90mrn 
d i ameter plate) . Al l plaques at this stage 
should r epresent the clone of interest . 
Clones isolated after this round of 
hybridisat i on are used for generation of 
p l ate lysates (section 2 . 3 . 6) 
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Two rounds of screening were typically required after the initial screen in order to 

isolate pure clones. 

2.4.12 Generation of Plate Lysates 

Large titres of bacteriophage are required in order to purify large quantities of 

bacteriophage DNA containing clones of interest. Two established methods for 

bacteriophage propagation are commonly used (179). The method used in this thesis 

(plate lysates) involved the plating out of approximately 5xl04 pfu infecting host 

strain bacteria per 140mm-diameter LB agarose plate. Typically 10 plates were 

required per phage, and consequently, DNA preparation. Bacteriophage plaques were 

grown at 37°C until they reached confluence. Plates were then overlaid with SM 

buffer (IOmI) and incubated overnight with gentle agitation to allow diffusion of 

bacteriophage particles into the buffer. Phage-containing SM buffer was then 

removed and the plates washed with further SM buffer (2mI). This buffer was then 

combined with the initial 10ml of phage-containing SM buffer removed. Chloroform 

was then added (2% (w/v» and the buffer centrifuged at 10,00Oxg for 10 minutes to 

remove residual agarose. Supernatant was then used directly for DNA preparation. 

2.4.13 PEG Precipitation and DNA Extraction 

Phage DNA was prepared from plate lysates using a QIAGEN Lambda Midi 

bacteriophage lambda DNA preparation kit (Qiagen, Crawley, UK). Briefly this 

involved separation of phage from media with polyethylene glycol (pEG) a long 

polymeric compound which in the presence of salt, absorbs water causing 

bacteriophage to precipitate. This was followed by binding of DNA to an anion

exchange resin under low-salt conditions. Washing of the resin-bound DNA was 

followed by a high-salt elution and isopropanol precipitation. 

2.S Characterisation of Clone Sequences 

Direct sequencing of bacteriophage DNA was typically performed using specific 

primers designed initially to probe sequences, and later through 'walking' along 

known clone sequence. 1 J.1g of DNA was used per sequencing reaction and 

sequencing performed using automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems DNA 

Sequencer 373A, Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK ) and the 'BigDye 
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Terminatort DNA sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) in-house at 

Unilever Research, Colworth. 

2.5.1 An Alternative Strategy For J Region Sequencing 

High sequence homology between multiple J gene segments in heavy chain 

immunoglobulin loci of most species make direct sequencing of clone DNA with 

primers specific to J segment cDNA sequences impossible. Successful sequencing 

was only possible through the use of primers specific to flanking non-coding regions 

surrounding J segments. However, such sequences were not present within the cDNA 

library and therefore not immediately available. In order to determine the nature of 

such flanking sequences a novel PCR strategy was employed. Phage clone DNA was 

amplified using a single primer (J sequencing 1) and its reverse complement (J 

sequencing 2) (table 2.3). Both primers were specific to the FR4 consensus from the 

Unilever cDNA library and therefore corresponding to the region that would typically 

be encoded by J gene segments. Amplification of the bacteriophage clone DNA used 

25 cycles at 50°C annealing and Pfu polymerase in order to maintain sequence fidelity 

as detailed in table 2.3. This strategy is outlined in figure 3.9. Two major PCR 

products were generated of approximately 500bp and 300bp in length. 

peR products were cut out of an agarose gel and gel purified using the Qiaquick gel 

extraction kit (Qiagen, Crawley, UK, section 2.2.3) before cloning using the Zero 

Blunt™ blunt end peR product cloning kit (Invitrog~ Carlsb~ USA) and 

sequencing using M13 primers. This strategy allowed the determination of non

coding sequence lying between homologous I gene segments and led to successful 

direct sequencing of J gene segment clone DNA. Sequencing of the D-J locus was 

made possible by design of overlapping sequencing primers to 'walk· across the 

locus. 

2.5.2 An Alternative Strategy for RAG-I Gene Sequencing 

In order to obtain the full-length llama RAG-l gene sequence. peR primers (table 

2.3) were designed to known sequence both within the gene itself and within 

surrounding sequences defined during sub-cloning. These primers were then used to 

amplify the remaining gene sequence (figure 2.3 and 2.4). peR products were then 

cloned into a blunt-end cloning vector (table 2.1) and sequenced. 
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Figure 2 . 3 PCR of RAG-l clone DNA with Pfu polymerase in order to generate the full 
length RAG- l sequence . Subcloning o f Phage DNA had previously generated partial 
sequence of the RAG- l 3 ' UTR . Primers to this sequence and derived from our 
original RAG- l hybridisation probe were used to PCR phage DNA and generate a band 
spanning the majority of the RAG- l sequence for subsequent cloning and sequencing 

-0 ...... ····· ...... · .. · ..... · ... · .... · ....... 0-
RAG- l partial 
sequence from 
original probe 
generation 

Subcloned RAG-l 
3 ' UTR Sequence 

l550bp -+ 
lOOObp -+ 

Specific Pfu PCR band 
of approximately 
l200bp in length 

Figure 2 . 4 PCR of RAG-l clone DNA with Pfu polymerase in order to generate the full 
length RAG- l sequence . Primers specific to bacteriophage lambda arm sequence were used in 
conjunction with primers derived from our original RAG-l hybridisation probe. Bands were 
generated using b o th arm primers , however the weak band seen with the 3 ' to 5 ' phage arm 
primer was a non-specific unrelated PCR product . Both bands were cut and gel purified 
prior to cloninq usinq a TOPO Blunt cloninq kit (Invitroqen, Carlsbad, USA ) 

--. +-

1'--------'1 ............................ · ................... 0-
Phage Arm Primer Subcloned RAG-l 

Partial Sequence 

3 ' to 5 ' Phage Arm Primer 5 ' to 3 ' Phage Arm Primer 
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2.6 Recombination Assays 

Recombination assays provide a method of reconstructing the recombination events 

that take place within developing B-cells during the generation of immune diversity. 

A number of the individual steps involved in V(D)J recombination can be dissected in 

vitro, through the incubation of short, radio-labelled double-stranded oligonucleotide 

substrates in the presence of recombinant RAG proteins under the correct ionic 

conditions and in the presence of a suitable buffer. 

2.6.1 Design of Oligonucleotide Substrates 

Oligonucleotide substrates for utilisation in RAG cleavage assays were derived from 

the recombination signal sequences of the variable gene segment clones reported in 

Chapter 3. Sequences were chosen as those most likely expressed by the llama in vivo 

by comparison to expressed cDNA sequences (section 3.18), so as to provide the most 

accurate recreation of the in vivo recombination system. The principal 

oligonucleotide sequences used in these assays are summarised in table 5.2 

2.6.2 Gel Purification of Oligonucleotides 

The nature of the RAG cleavage assay is such that the presence of incomplete labelled 

oligonucleotides, present during visualisation, often as a ladder of bands, may obscure 

the cleaved products of the RAGIDNA interactions. In order to remove such bands 

oligonucleotides were purified on a 20% polyacrylamide sequencing gel (Sequagel, 

National Diagnostics, Hull, UK appendix I). On migration of the loading buffer to the 

base of the gel, the polyacrylamide gel was exposed to long wave UV light, allowing 

visualisation of the single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide. The uppermost portion of 

the oligonucleotide band, containing the major, correct length DNA product was 

excised and crushed into elution buffer (3ml, appendix I). Oligonucleotides were 

eluted overnight at 4°C with gentle agitation, before retrieval using Sepak C60 HPLC 

columns (Waters Chromatography, Milford, US). Columns were prewet with 

methanol (lOml) and then dHzO (lOml). Eluted oligonucleotides were then passed 

through a 0.45J..Un filter syringe prior to capture on the prewet column. The column 

Was subsequently washed twice with dHzO (2 x 5ml) and the purified 

Oligonucleotides removed from the column by elution in 60% methanol (2 x 1ml). 
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Oligonucleotides were then dried down using a Rota Yap (Sartorius, Roettingen, 

Germany) vacuum dryer for 3-4 hours. 

2.6.3 Labelling of Oligonucleotides 

Oligonucleotides were labelled with 32p by a 3' kinase reaction (section 2.4.8). 

2.6.4 Annealing of Complementary Oligonucleotides 

101lM labelled top-strand oligonucleotide (1 JlI) was added to 1OJ.1M unlabelled 

reverse complement oligonucleotide (3JlI (excess)) in a fmal volume of 50Jll. The 

oligonucleotides were incubated at 95°C for 3 minutes, 65°C for 10 minutes and 37°C 

for 10 minutes to anneal the two complementary strands. A test gel of 

oligonucleotides was then run to identify any labelled truncated oligonucleotides (data 

not shown). 

2.6.5 Cleavage of Oligonucleotide Substrates by Recombinant RAG Proteins 

Cleavage of oligonucleotide substrates by RAG proteins recreates a number of stages 

of the V(D)J recombination process in vitro (sections 1.8.5 and 5.4). RAG cleavage 

reactions were set up in 1.5ml microfuge tubes as described in table 2.18 
aeagent 

Radiolabelled double-stranded oligonucleotide substrate 

250rnM MOPS 

10rnM DTT 

1mg/ml BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) 

Recombinant RAG-1/2 Protein 

Divalent Cation (either MgC12 or MnC12) (10~) 

High Motility Group 1/2 Proteins' 

dH2 0 

!able 2.18 Components of an in v~tro recombination assay 
Either Mouse RAG-1/Mouae RAG-2 or Llama RAG-1/Mouse RAG-2 

'Optional 

Volu.me 

1111 

1111 

1111 

1111 

2111 

1111 

1111 

to total volume 10111 

The role of each of these components is discussed in some detail in section 5.4.2. 

Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 

2.6.6 Visualisation of Cleavage Products by PAGE 

Polyacrylamide sequencing gels were prepared for visualisation of RAG cleavage 

reactions at either 12% or 15% using the SequaGel system (National Diagnostics, 

Hull, UK). The volumes for preparation of a 12% gel are given in the appendix I. 

The gel was allowed to set for 25 minutes before washing and pre-running at 25 W for 

1-2 hours prior to loading. After loading the gel was run at 25W for 2 hours before 
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transfer of the gel to filter paper (Whatman, Maidstone, UK) and dried at 80°C for 2 

hours in a vacuum gel drier (Sartorius, Roettingen, Germany). The gel was then 

exposed overnight in a phosphoimager cassette before reading in a phosphoimager 

(Typhoon 8600) and processing using ImageQuant™ image processing software. All 

phosphoimager equipment and software was from Amersham-Pharmacia, Uppsala, 

Sweden. 

2.7 Baculovirus Expression and Protein Purification 

2.7.1 Overview of the Bac-to-Bac™ Baculovirus system 

The in vitro infection of insect cells by baculovirus differs from the in vivo infection 

in that the polyhedrin gene from the naturally occurring baculovirus genome is 

replaced by the sequence to be translated and expressed. In this study the Bac-to

Bac™ expression system (Gibco-BRL, Paisley UK) was utilised. This system is 

based on the site-specific transposition of an expression cassette into a bacmid or 

baculovirus shuttle vector which can be grown up in E.coli. The sequence of the 

protein to be expressed is first cloned into a donor (pFastBac™, appendix III) plasmid 

containing a baculovirus specific promoter in a region surrounded by transposition 

elements (Tn7). Successful transposition results in the transfer of the gene into the 

mini-attTn7 attachment site within the bacmid, an event that can be selected for 

through the disruption of the bacmid lacZa gene through blue/white selection. The 

bacmid contains the complete baculoviral genome so that preparation of bacmid DNA 

through propagation of E.coli can be followed immediately by transfection of insect 

cells in the presence of a lipid-based transfection agent (in this case Cellfectin TM). 

This strategy is outlined in figure 2.5 

2.7.2 PCR Amplification of Llama RAG-l Sequence From Clone DNA 

The 'core' region of the llama RAG-l gene was identified by comparison to the 

murine form by pairwise alignment (data not shown). Primers containing suitable 

restriction sites and an in-frame 6xHis tag were synthesised (table 2.3). PCR was 

performed on purified phage clone DNA (section 2.2.2) using these primers and the 

Plu polymerase for 25 cycles (table 2.2). 
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Figure 2 . 5 OVerview of Bacu~oviruB E~re.Bion (Modified From Gibco- BRL Techni caL ManuaL 10359). Transposition sequences a re LabeLLed 
(Tn 7R+Tn 7L) 
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2.7.3 Gel Purification and Digestion of Llama RAG-l PCR Product 

The PCR product was run on a 1 % agarose gel and visualised before gel purification 

(section 2.2.3). Eluted DNA was subsequently sUbjected to a double digest with the 

restriction enzyme XbaI in order to generate staggered ends for cloning. The digest 

was then cleaned up by phenoVchloroform extraction (section 2.2.3). 

2.7.4 Preparation ofpFastBac For RAG-l Cloning 

A modified form of the pFastBac vector (Gibco-BRL, appendix III) containing the 

sequence of the maltose binding protein was digested with Xba I and cleaned up by 

phenoVchloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. 

2.7.5 Ligation of RAG-l into pFastBac and Transformation into DH5a 

The prepared pFastBac-MBP vector and llama RAG-l insert DNA were ligated 

together using the rapid ligation kit (Roche Biochemicals, Lewes, UK) in the molar 

ratio of 3:1 insert to vector. The ligation reaction (2J..lI) was subsequently used to 

transform chemically-competent DHI0Bac E.coli by heat shock at 42°C (section 

2.2.3). Transformants were then selected on LB ampicillin plates (appendix I). A 

map of the RAG-IIMBP fusion vector is included in the appendix. 

2.7.6 Confirmation of Insert Orientation 

In order to determine the orientation of the cloned llama RAG-l insert DNA, positive 

DHIOBac clones were picked and grown up in LB ampicillin (Sml, appendix I) before 

plasmid DNA preparation using the QIAGEN miniprep kit (Qiagen, Crawley, UK, 

section 2.2.3). Plasmid DNA was then cut with the Sad restriction enzyme (section 

2.2.3). Clones containing inserts orientated in the suitable direction for expression 

generated a 170bp fragment, as confirmed by agarose (1 %) gel electrophoresis (figure 

2.6). The fidelity of the cloned Pfu PCR products was also confirmed at this point 

through sequencing. No PCR errors were identified. 
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Figure 2.6 Confirmation of direction of cloned llama RAG-l PCR product by digest of pFastbac 
:~~ XhaI . Clones releasing a 170bp fragment are in correct o rientation for translation 
Th~ e those releasing a -400bp fragment are in the reverse , out - of- frame orientation. 
1 7~refore clones in lanes 1, 4 , 5 , 7 and 12 were i n the correct orientation . Note that the 
c bp fragment is not visible on this 1% agarose gel . The presence of the 170bp band was 
onf~rmed bv runn i na the diaestion products on a polYacrylamide mini - ael (data not shown) 
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2.7.7 Transformation into DHIOBac and Confirmation of Transposition into 

Bacmid 

Plasmid DNA containing correctly orientated insert was transformed into competent 

DHIOBac competent cells by heat-shock at 42°C (section 2.2.3). Cells were allowed 

to recover in SOC for 1 hour with shaking. Positive transformants were selected by 

plating onto selective LB agar (appendix I) plates. Colonies were allowed to grow for 

48hrs at 37°C. White colonies represented successful transposition of the expression 

cassette into the bacmid DNA. The transposed phenotype was subsequently 

confirmed by restreaking of white colonies onto fresh plates and incubation at 37°C 

overnight. 

2.7.8 Preparation of Bacmid DNA 

A single verified white colony was subsequently picked and grown up at 37°C in LB 

medium (appendix I) supplemented with kanamycin (50J.!g/ml), gentamycin (7J.!g/ml) 

and tetracyclin (IOJ.!g/ml) (all from Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK). Bacteria were then 

centrifuged at 4000xg for 10 minutes and the supernatant discarded. Bacmid DNA 

was then prepared using a Qiagen plasmid mini-prep kit (section 2.2.3) and eluted into 

40J.!1 Tris-HCI pH 7.5. 

2.7.9 Transfection ofSf9 Insect Cells With RAG-l Bacmid 

Approximately 9 xlOs Sf9 cells from a mid-log phase culture were placed in a flat

bottomed 25ml flask and allowed to settle for one hour at 27°C. At the same time 

serum-free media (SFM) (lOOJ.!I) was mixed with previously prepared bacmid DNA 

(approximately 5J.!1) while further SFM (I00J.!1) was mixed with Cellfectin 

transfection agent (6J.!1). The two SFM mixes were then pooled and left to stand for 

45 minutes at 27°C. 

After allowing the insect cells to settle media was drawn off and the bacmid 

DNAICellfectinlSFM mix added to the cells with an additional 2ml of SFM. The 

cells were then left at 27°C for 5 hours. The SFM was then drawn off and replaced 

with complete media (2ml) (appendix I). Cells were then grown for 72 hours. 
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2.7.10 Preparation of High Titres of Recombinant Baculovirus through 

Secondary and Tertiary Amplification. 

To generate large titres of recombinant baculovirus the initial virus generated through 

transfection with bacmid DNA was used to reinfect larger quantities of Sfl) cells. 

Typically reinfection takes place twice to generate a sufficient infected cell population 

for protein expression. 

After transfection of the cells and 72 hours of cell/viral growth the media containing 

primary virus was removed and 1ml of primary virus used to inoculate further Sfl) 

insect cells (SOml at 1 xl06 cells/ml). The cells were then grown for a further 3-4 

days to yield secondary virus. Tertiary virus was then achieved by infection of further 

Sf9 cells (SOml), at the same concentration with secondary virus (2ml). 

2.7.11 Expression and purification of Llama RAG-lIMurine RAG-2 

Purification of llama RAG-1 protein in combination with murine RAG-2 was 

successful after co-infection of insect cells with tertiary virus containing both llama 

RAG-l and murine RAG-2. The results of the purification of insect celllysates, first 

through an affinity column containing Talon™ Superflow resin (Clontech, 

Basingstoke, UK) for purification of the expressed RAG-l and RAG-2 proteins by 

virtue of their 6xHis tags resulted in protein bands on SDS-PAGE of acceptable purity 

(figure 4.9). Subsequent purification of the relevant RAG-containing fractions on a 

column containing amylose resin purified the protein further through interaction of the 

amylose with the maltose binding protein elements present within the expressed 

proteins. The high purity of the resulting protein was demonstrated by SDS-PAGE 

(figure 4.9). 

a) Co-Infection of Sf9 with Recombinant Llama RAG-l and Murine RAG-2 

Baculovirus 

Co-expression of llama RAG-l and murine RAG-2 proteins was achieved through co

infection of Sfl) cells with Iml each of tertiary stocks of both llama RAG-l and 

murine RAG-2 encoding virus. 
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b) Preparation of Llama RAG-IlMouse RAG-2 Protein For Downstream 

Purification 

Tertiary viral stock (50ml) was centrifuged at 500xg for 10 minutes and the 

supernatant removed. The RAG protein-containing insect cell pellet was 

subsequently resuspended in nickel buffer A (20ml) (table 2.19) on ice. The 

resuspended pellet was then sonicated on ice for 2 minutes to lyse the insect cells. 

The resulting supernatant containing recombinant proteins was then poured into 

ultracentrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 40 OOOxg for 40 minutes to remove insoluble 

protein and cell debris. 

• Initial Purification on Cobalt Resin Affinity Column 

Purification on a cobalt affinity column separated the 6xHis tagged recombinant RAG 

proteins, which include a 6xHis tag from other insect cell proteins. The recombinant 

protein demonstrated an affinity for the cobalt resin at low imadazole concentrations 

(Le. during binding and washing). Once the column was washed the recombinant 

protein was removed and collected by passing cobalt buffer B, containing a 

significantly higher imidazole concentration, through the column. The higher 

imidazole concentration leads to disassociation of the His-tagged protein from the 

column. 

Prior to loading the column was initially washed through with cobalt buffer A (with 

open loading valve) for 10 column volumes (at a flow rate of 10mllmin for 1 minute). 

The resultant supernatant from the ultracentrifugation step was loaded onto a 9 mm 

diameter 'K' affinity column (Amersham-Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) containing 

approximately 1.5m1 (corresponding to 150mm depth) Talon™ Superflow Metal 

Affinity Resin (Clontech, Basingstoke, UK). Loading of the proteinaceous 

supernatant took place at O.5mllmin. The column was then washed with a further 10 

column volumes until a baseline UV reading was restored. Cobalt buffer B (table 

2.19) levels were subsequently increased from 0% to 75% over a IOmI volume to 

elute the His-tagged proteins. 
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• Secondary Purification on an Amylose Affinity Column 

To further purify the recombinant RAG proteins a second column containing amylose 

resin (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK) was prepared using column apparatus as 

described previously. The maltose binding protein sequence expressed as part of the 

recombinant protein allowed high affinity interactiom between the amylose within the 

column and the recombinant RAG proteins. 1ml of resin was used to prepare the 

column. The protein-containing fractions collected during initial purification were 

loaded onto this column in the presence of amylose buffer A (table 2.19). The column 

was then washed in 10 column volumes of amylose buffer A before elution of the 

protein through washing in 100% amylose buffer B containing maltose. 

Buffers used during affinity purification (volumes for 500ml buffer in parenthesis) are 

given in table 2.19 
Binding and W.ahinq on Elution trom Cobalt Binding and w •• hing on Elution trom Amylo •• Dialyaia 

Cobal t Column Column Amylose Column column 
(for 2 litre. ) 

Cobalt Buffer A Cobal t Buffer B Amylose Amylose Dialysis Buffer 

Buffer A Buffer B 

TriS - HCl 20mM Tris - HCl 20mM K- P pH 7 . 2 2SmM K-P pH 7.2 2SmM Tris - HCl 2SmM 
(pH7.S) 

(lOml 1M Tris - HCl (10m1 1M Tris-HCI (12Sml ° . 1M K,HPO. / (12Sml ° . 1M K,HPO. / (SOmi of 1M) 
(pH 7.5» (pH 7 . 5» KH,PO. ) KH,PO. ) 

KCI O. SmM KCl O. SmM KCI O.SM KCI O. SM KCI l S0mM 

(18 .69 KCl) (18 . 69 KCI) (18.69 KCI) (18 . 69 KCI) 
(22 . 369) 

Imidazole SmM Imidazol e 1M Maltose 10mM 

(O . 17g Imidazole) (3 .4g Imidazole) (Sml 

1M Mal t ose Soluti on) 

Glycerol 10\ Glycerol 10\ Glycerol 10\ Glycerol 10\ Glycerol 

(SCml Gl yce rol ) (SCml Glycerol) (SCml Glycerol) (SCmI Glycerol) 
(200ml) 

~-mercaptoethanol 2mM· ~-mercaptoethanol 2mM· OTT 2mM OTT 2mM OTT 2mM 

( xg OTT) ( xg OTT) 

0 .1\ Triton 0 . 1\ Triton 0 .1\ Triton 0 .1\ Triton 

(Sml 10\ Triton) (Sml 10\ Triton) (Sml 10\ Triton) (5ml 10\ Triton) 

Table 2 . 19 Buffers used durIng affInIty purIfIcatIon of recombInant RAG proteIns 
(All reagents in this table from Sigma-Aldrich, Poole , UK) 

·Add immediately prior to use 

c) Confirmation of Collection of Purified Recombinant RAG proteins 

To confirm successful purification of the recombinant proteins, 20111 samples from 

0.5ml fractions collected off the affmity columns were run on precast 6% SDS - Tris 

Glycine minigels using minigel vertical electrophoresis apparatus (both from 

InVitrogen, Carlsbad, US). Prior to loading protein samples 5x SDS loading dye 

(appendix I) was added and the samples boiled for 20 minutes to denature the protein. 

Gels were run at 120V for approximately 1.5 hours (figure 4.9) 
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2.8 Sequence Analysis 

All sequence analysis was performed using the GCG Winsconsin package or readily 

available web-based sequence analysis tools such as the Multalin multiple sequence 

alignment interface and a Transfac, transcription factor binding motif database search 

tool. The sequence analysis tools used in this report are outlined in table 2.20. 
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Analysis Type Function Program Used Settings References 

Splice Site Determination of b oundaries Splice Site Detect i on by Neural Network ' Human ' Sequences (181) 
Detection of intron/exons (http : //www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/spli 

ce .html 

Transcription Determine the nature of MatInspector~ in combination with the Core and matrix s i milari ty (182, 183) 
Factor Binding Site possible transcript ion Transfac database thresholds of 1.0 and 0.90 (a 
Determination factors binding upstream of (http : //genomatix.gsf .de/products/index measure of similarity t o the 

promoter sequences _mat.html) established transcription factor 
binding motif sequence, 1.0 being 
identical) were used to filter 
out non-significant matches 

Global MIll tiple Comparison between families Clustal W, a component of the GCG DNA weight matrix: IUB (184) 
Alignment of related genes and Winsconsin Package , accessed thro ugh Protein weight matrix Blosum 62 

equivalent genes within the eBioinformatics server Gap opening penalty: 10 
different species (http :/ /www.bionav igator.com) Gap extens i on penalty: 0.05 

End gap separation penalty: yes 
Gap separation distance: B 

Phylogenic Tr_ Provide a graphical Programs from the Phylogeny Interface 'DNADIST' (185) 
Generation representation of the Progr am (PHYLIP) , i n combination with 

Distance method : Kimura 
approximate evolutionary the Clustal W mult iple alignment 

Transition/ transversion ratio : 2.0 
relationship between a prog ram accessed through the 

Base frequencies: empiri cal 
number of genes or proteins eBioinformatics server 

Coefficient of variation 1 
(http://www .bionavigator.com) 

: 

'NEIGHBOR' 
Tree building method: UPGMA 
Outgroup: 0 
Subreplicates: no 
Number o f jumbles: 0 

Local Pairwise Comparison of regions of Blast 2 . 0 Default ( 186, 187) 
Analysis homology between two genes 

o r pro teins 

Table 2.20 Outline of Sequence Analysis Tools used throughout this study. 
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Chapter 3 Germline Components of the Llama 

Immunoglobulin Rearrangement Process 

3.1 Abstract 

The identification of high affinity antibodies consisting only of heavy chain variable 

domains not only led to the possibility of small single domain antibody fragments 

being engineered for use in a wide range of biotechnological applications, but also 

posed a variety of questions regarding the process of immunoglobulin rearrangement 

within the camelid family. The subsequent elucidation of heavy chain antibody 

structure and cDNA sequence only served to make these questions more pertinent. 

How are the structural differences between classical and heavy chain came lid 

antibodies encoded? Are heavy chain antibodies merely a result of antigen receptor 

selection or are they specifically encoded in the germline sequence? Does somatic 

hypermutation take place during camelid B-cell development? Are there specific 

regulators of heavy chain antibody expression? Is the same set of D and J segments 

utilised in the generation of both antibody types? 

This chapter addresses a number of these issues, using sequence information obtained 

through screening of a llama genomic phage library. Data generated through this 

screening not only indicates that heavy chain antibodies are specifically encoded in 

the germline, hut also provides evidence for the utilisation of the process of somatic 

hypermutation during antibody development, the presence of specific transcription 

binding sites that may he key to the regulation of particular antibody families and the 

use of a closely linked D-J gene locus during both heavy chain and classical antibody 

generation. 

3.2 Introduction 

The multiple biological mechanisms involved in classical antibody generation 

described in Chapter 1, hint at the plethora of complex, highly regulated processes 

that take place within a developing B-cell prior to the production of immunoglobulin. 

The understanding of the generation of antibodies in well-characterised systems such 

as human and mouse has been highly dependent on the characterisation of the genetic 
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elements within the germline that are ultimately responsible for encoding the 

antibody. This is not merely because such sequences reveal much about the amino 

acid composition, size and nature of the immunoglobulins generated. Indeed it is 

arguable that the genetic context in which such genetic elements are found within the 

germline, rather than the composition of the elements themselves, provides greater 

clues to the mechanisms of antibody generation as a whole. 

The isolation of cDNA sequences that represent the sequence that encodes the final 

products of antibody generation in the llama (145, 180) suggests considerable overlap 

between the classical recombination pathways such as those well characterised in the 

human and mouse, and those of the Camelidae. cDNA sequence analysis clearly 

demonstrates the presence of conventional framework and complementarity

determining regions within the llama heavy chain variable domain. 

Work described within this chapter has led to the identification of the crucial sequence 

elements responsible for encoding the final, recombined, processed and expressed 

llama antibody. Such information allows not only the determination of the degree of 

similarity between the sequence elements of the llama and those of better

characterised species but also enables a number of questions to be addressed 

regarding the llama heavy chain locus, in particular, regarding the formation of the 

unique heavy chain antibody. Sequence data also provides a platform from which the 

mechanisms of antibody generation can be explored in more detail. 

The benefit of isolation of such sequences is not limited to increasing the 

understanding of the processes involved in llama antibody formation. Germline 

sequence information provides a scaffold of framework region sequences onto which 

diverse CDR repertoires can be grafted in order to construct large libraries of llama 

antibody fragments for screening against a wide range of commercially relevant 

antigens by phage display. This technique has previously proved successful in the 

generation of artificial human antibody fragment libraries (188, 189). 
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3.3 Aims of Library Screening 

Llama heavy chain antibodies contain numerous amino acid sequence differences 

with respect to their conventional IgG counterparts (145, 175). Elucidation of the full 

sequence of V gene segments therefore provides the opportunity to determine whether 

these sequence differences are encoded in the germline or are the result of other post

transcriptional processes. The relatively large size (-300bp) of the coding sequence 

of the variable region segments also made these regions ideal first targets for genomic 

library screening, therefore allowing: 

1. The determination of the degree of similarity between camelid and murinelhuman 

V segments. 

2. Confirmation of the existence of separate heavy chain only and classical V 
segments. 

3. Examination of the nature ofRSSs associated with the sequences. 

4. Comparison of germline sequences with known llama cDNA sequences to give an 

indication of the level of somatic hypermutation taking place during antibody 

generation. 

Although the V segment sequences comprise the majority of the variable domain 

sequence, the major antigen-binding interface is largely the result of H3 loop 

composition, which in turn is due to the sequence composition of the CDR3. The 

formation of the CDR3 sequence is, as previously discussed (section 1.8.5), the result 

of the juxtaposition of D and J gene segments and associated processes. The isolation 

of germline D gene segments provides the complementary 12-spacer recombination 

signal sequences that combine with 23-spacer RSSs derived from V and J gene 

segments. Together these RSSs form the targets for synaptic cleavage complex 

formation by the RAG proteins (chapters 1, 4 and 5). The J gene segments provide, in 

addition to further 23-spacer sequences, the donor splice sites that interact with 

acceptor splice sites adjacent to the constant region genes (chapter 6). 

3.3.1 Screening Strategy 

The heavy chain loci of well-characterised species such as the human and mouse 

Contain considerable information beyond coding sequence alone. The sequence of 

Variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) elements that together encode the principle 

antigen-binding loop of the antibody is complemented by other sequence elements. 

The recombination signal sequences guide sequence-specific V(D)J recombination, 

promoter and enhancer motifs recruit various transcription factors leading to 
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transcription of specific gene elements both prior to and post-recombination, while 

splice sites determine the manner in which the rearranged transcripts are processed 

before translation. All of these sequence elements therefore play key roles in guiding 

the processes that will lead to functional immunoglobulin production by the mature B

cell. 

Isolation of bacteriophage clones described in this, and subsequent chapters utilised 

both the library constructed and described in section 2.3 and also a custom-made 

library constructed by Stratagene (La Jolla, California, US). A table summarising the 

number of clones derived from each library after each round of screening for each 

target gene is given in the appendix (Appendix VI). The production of the genomic 

library described in Chapter 2 provides a tool that enabled the isolation of 

immunologically relevant genetic elements from within the llama genome. The 

screening of genomic libraries pivots on the ability of small, labelled oligonucleotide 

probes to hybridise to specific clones within the library that contain this sequence. 

Therefore library screening provides a method for isolating large (5-15kb) regions of 

the llama genome provided the sequence of small regions is known. 

The initial information used to design probes for library screening was obtained by 

careful analysis of cDNA sequences of llama classical and heavy chain 

immunoglobulin gamma sequences isolated previously within Unilever (180). The 

relationship between germline sequences and rearranged immunoglobulin sequence 

present within the eDNA database has been found to adhere to certain rules within 

other species. For example, the FRI, CDR I , FR2 and CDR2 sequence present within 

murine cDNA sequences is always derived from variable gene segments. The 

corresponding region of the llama eDNA sequence was therefore used to design a 

probe to isolate llama V gene segments (section 2.4 and figure 3.1). eDNA was 

amplified by PCR during probe generation (figure 3.2). Similarly, downstream 

regions of the cDNA sequence are generally derived from the D and J gene segments 

and these were used for probe generation in order to isolate these components. 

However the short length of the D and J regions (typically IO-15bp and 35-45bp 

respectively) (31) and the high levels of somatic hypermutation that are typical of 

classical immunoglobulin cDNA sequences made screening for D regions impossible, 

and screening for J regions challenging. The technical details of probe generation and 

Screening methodology are described in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.1 Strategy for Variable Domain Probe Generation. Llama cDNA sequences (209 
in tot al) we r e a ligned for comparison and a consensus sequence derived . Regions of 
the consensus corresponding to framework and CDRs were determined and V, and J region 
probes designed accordingly 

1) Large database of llama variable domain cDNA sequences 

OVOLQQSGGELVQPGGSLKLSCAASGLTFTNYSMGWFRQAPGYDREAVAAISWSGDNT'fYVSSVKGRFTISRDNAKNTVYLCl'!NSLKPODTAVYYCAVKPDDGWWDYWGQGTOVTVSSEPKTPKPQ 
... . .... . . . ........... . . ... ..... .... . .. . . . . .. .. . .. ..... . .. . . . .... .. . .. ... ... . . , . .......... . .................... . ...... .. ..... . 

. ... . . . .. . . . . . . . .... . .. .. . ..... . ... . .. .... .............. .. . . . ..... . . .. .. . .... . .. . ... .... . . . ........ .. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 

1 
2) Generation of consensus and identification of variable domain components 

.... OVOLOQSGGELVQPGGSLKLSCAASGLTFTNYSMGWFROAPGVDREAVAAISWSGDNTYYVSSVKGRnISRDNAKNTVYL(J.{NSLKPODTAVYYCAVKPDDGWWDYWGOGTOVTVSSEPKTPKPQ 

.. /.l" .... ,l/ /:/ I I \. ..... ,... . ....... '" 
. / i " 

FR 3 FR 4 and hinge 

1 
3) Estimation of component genomic sequences using human/murine information 

Fram 
eWork Region FR 3 FR 4 and hinge 

Variable gene segments o J constant region genes 

') Con / 
reg ' sensus primers to conserved 

loons 
dOmai amplify multiple variable 
~ n CDNAs 

........ 
~ 

............. -
~ 

••••••••••• -~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • -~ 

gene segments gene segments 

1 
5) Sequence too short 
(-10 nucleotides) for 
sc r eening 

6) Generation of a 
moderately degenerate 
oligonucleotide probe 
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Figure 3.2 PCR for generation of a variable region probe using primers Variable 
1 and Variable 2 . The band of the correct size was cut out and gel purified 
before radio labe lling 

400bp ----. 

300bp ----. 

Variable 1 /2 peR product 

,,--____ A. ____ _ 
( \ 

Non- specific peR product 
[could conceivably represent 
V gene segment to V gene 
segment peR , similar to that 
produced during J region 
sequencing (figure 3 . 10) 

Variable Region peR product 
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3.3.2 Problems of Direct sequencing 

The original strategy for the characterisation of isolated phage clones containing V, D 

and J elements involved the purification of phage DNA followed by direct sequencing 

of phage DNA using primers derived from the probe sequences (table 2.3 and table 

2.13). Although this strategy proved successful in sequencing the majority of clones 

isolated, a number of V region clones and the single J region clone could not be 

directly sequenced. This is most likely due to high sequence homology between 

tandem gene segments within the heavy chain locus. Restriction analysis of the 

genomic library (data not shown) suggests an average insert size of approximately 

13kb. If it is assumed that the llama heavy chain locus adopts a similar gene layout to 

that of the human~ it is quite conceivable that multiple V (or J) gene segments may be 

present within the same phage clone. Indeed, human V gene segments are clustered 

as close as -SOObp apart within the human germline (31). Distances between J gene 

segments are even shorter (in the lOObp range). However, sufficient data was 

obtained from the eight single V gene segment clones isolated to make lengthy 

restriction mapp~ southern hybridisation and sub-cloning unnecessary for the 

purposes of this study. The short distances typically separating J gene segments led to 

an alternative PCR-based strategy for successful sequencing of this clone (section 

3.15 and figure 3.9). 

3.3.3 Isolation of Eight Llama Variable Gene Segments 

Screening of the genomic library generated in Chapter 2 with a eDNA-derived 

Variable gene segment probe led to the full characterisation of eight variable gene 

segments (Genbank accession numbers AF305944-AF305951). Variable gene 

segments are the most 5' elements located within human and murine heavy chain loci 

and encode the FRl, CDRl, FR2, CDR2 and FR3 of the variable domain. The 

nucleotide sequence of these clones is given in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Global Aliqnment of Germline V region gene segments with Amino Acid Sequence of Vu.l for comparison. Generated using t he Cl usta lW a l gorithm (184) . 
Purine-Purine differences in this and subsequent multiple alignments in this thesis a r e s haded grey 
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3.4 Analysis of the Coding Potential of Isolated Llama Germline 

Variable Gene Segments 

Specific sequence differences within the nucleotide sequences of variable gene 

segments isolated in this thesis indicate their potential to encode different antibody 

types. Five of the eight clones isolated contain sequence typically found to encode 

heavy chain antibodies, while only one gene segment has the potential to encode the 

classical immunoglobulin gamma that is also present within llama sera. This provides 

the first direct evidence that specific sequences within the llama genome are 

responsible for the generation of heavy chain antibodies (figure 3.3). These fmdings 

remove any possibility that such antibodies could have resulted merely by other 

immunoglobulin-related mechanisms such as somatic hypermutation and antigen 

receptor selection. The fmal two clones represent pseudo-gene segments by virtue of 

stop codons present within their predicted coding sequence. 

3.5 Detailed Characterisation of V H and V HH Sequences 

The overall layout of each isolated variable gene segment is similar to that of human 

and mouse gene segments. The eight isolated clone sequences each span a region 

approximately 250bp upstream of the conserved Oct domain through to the 3' 

recombination signal sequences (figure 3.3). All eight clones contain a conserved 

TATA box motif upstream of the initiation (ATG) codon, from which the leader 

peptide and variable gene are encoded. The leader peptide is interrupted by a short 

intron of between 99-1 06bp. 

As discussed previously, of the eight full sequences isolated two (V'I'1 and V'I'2) 

Contain stop codons, within the FR2 and FRJ regions respectively and are therefore 

considered pseudogenes. Of the remaining six sequences five (VHHI-VHH5) have been 

assigned as heavy chain variable genes (VHH) by virtue ofPhe37 or Tyr37, Glu44 and 

Arg45 (and Leu47 or Gly47 in four of five cases) (section 3.6, (145)). The remaining 

clone V HI is of classical origin by virtue of Val3 7, Gly44, Leu45 and Trp4 7. 
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3.6 Amino Acid Composition of Variable Gene Segments 

A number of differences in amino acid composition defme llama heavy chain variable 

antibodies (145, 175). Examples of these substitutions are present within the germline 

gene segments isolated in this study. An alignment of V gene segment amino acid 

sequences is given in figure 3.4. The germline llama heavy chain sequences reported 

here match similar llama and dromedary cDNA and germline sequences previously 

published (145, 175, 190) in possessing a Pro residue at position 84 (typically Ala in 

conventional VH domains) and in two cases (VHH3 and VHH4) an Ala residue at 

position 16 (typically Pro). These residues are located within the turns between p
sheets at opposite diagonals of the variable domain. A Leu residue at position 11 of 

conventional antibody heavy chains is normally responsible for interactions with 

Phe149 and Pro 150 of the CHI domain. This amino acid is conserved in all six llama 

germline clones despite the lack of CHI domain typically associated with the five VHH 

sequences. The presence of Leu 11 has also been noted in llama V HH cDNA 

sequences (171, 191) and is thought to represent a species specific difference between 

llama and camel V domains (where Serll rather than Leul1 is frequently found). 

While the 5 V HH germline segments presented in this thesis are unlikely to encode the 

majority of expressed VHH domains, the lack of the SerlLeu substitution is in contrast 

to the results of cDNA analysis made by the Muyldermans group (175). 

Llama and camel heavy chain sequences also exhibit a number of amino acid 

differences with respect to conventional IgG within the region of the variable domain 

responsible for contact with the VL domain (173). Of particular note are the 

Val!fyr37Phe, Gly44Glu, Leu45Arg substitutions within all five VHH gene segments 

and Trp47Gly present in VHH I and VHH2. Other residues involved in VL association 

(including Gln39 and Tyr91) remain unmodified within the VHH gene segments 

reported here. 

The presence of Cys50 within VHH1, VHH2 and VHH5 suggest that these gene 

segments may be responsible for interacting with long hinge heavy chain antibodies 

of the IgG2b isotype as cDNA sequences commonly associate this residue with this 

isotype (175). Interestingly, of the two VHH clones that lack Cys50 within the CDR2, 

V HH3 contains Cys30 within the CDR1, which may provide a site for disulphide bond 
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Figure 3.4 ~ignments o f ge~ine llama VB/V~ and J gene segment s . Numbering i s according to a modifi e d Kabat scheme (30). 
An i ndi cati o n of VHH variability at each residue is given as a blue bar c hart b elow the VHH gene segment alignment. Similar residues are 
shade d in the same colour as given in the key below . 
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formation in the absence of CysSO. A cysteine is present at this position within a 

llama short hinge (IgG3) cDNA sequence in the work ofVu et al (17S) (referred to as 

IVJlliS6 in this work) in the absence of the more common Cys33. Cys33 is not, 

however, present within the germline sequences isolated here. This therefore provides 

a precedent for the use of a gene segment encoding Cys30 in llama heavy chain 

antibody formation. 

Overall the predicted amino acid sequences derived from the isolated germline 

sequences reported here concur with and confirm the residue differences between 

camelid heavy chain and classical immunoglobulins reported elsewhere (175, 193). It 

is clear therefore that most of these residues are germline-encoded, and not seen 

within cDNA populations simply as a result of the structural constraints of functional 

heavy chain antibody production. 

3.7 Analysis of Variable Gene Segments by Comparison to those of 

Other Species. 

If the mechanism by which heavy chain antibodies are generated is to be determined it 

is important to gain an appreciation of the level of similarity between the sequences 

that encode them and classical immunoglobulin sequences. High similarity would 

suggest considerable overlap in the mechanisms of generation whereas regions of 

complete disparity might suggest major differences in downstream recombination and 

expression mechanisms. 

The sequences show a high level of identity at protein and nucleotide level, Villi 1 and 

V HH2 demonstrating highest homology (98.3% identical at nucleotide level) (Table 

3.1 and figure 3.S). The greatest disparity between heavy chain genes is between 

VHH4 and VHHS, which share only 78.4% identity at amino acid level. The average 

nucleotide identity between heavy chain only variable gene segments is 91.2% while, 

perhaps unsurprisingly, the mean nucleotide identity between Villi and V H encoding 

gene segments is only 87.8%. As with previous llama VH and Villi sequences the six 

isolated clones show greatest similarity to human and mouse V H subgroup III 

members (194). The consensus sequence derived from the genomic clones shows 

considerable similarity to families of classical V gene segments in other species. The 

second phylogenic tree generated below (figure 3.6) summarises the relationship 
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Table 3 . 1 Identity ( 'is ) Matrix for Variable Gene segments using coding sequence only. 
Blue figures represent nucleotide identi t y while r ed figures illustrate amino- acid 
identi ty . 

VHH1 
VHH1 X 

VHH2 98 . 3 
97 . 9 

VHH 3 89.1 
83 . 5 

VHH 4 89.8 
83 . 5 

VHH5 91.2 
86 . 6 

VH1 88 . 1 
79 . 4 

VHH 2 

X 

88.8 
82 . 5 
90 . 1 
84 . 5 
91.2 
87. 6 
87 . 4 
80 . 4 

VHH2 

V HH l 

VHH 5 

VHH 3 

VHH 4 

VHH3 

x 

93 . 5 
87 . 5 
89 . 8 
82 . 5 
87 . 4 
77 . 3 

VHH 4 VHH 5 VH1 I 

X 

90.1 X 

78 . 4 
88.1 88 . 1 X 

J 78 . 4 81.4 

Figure 3 . 5 Rooted phylogenic tree 
exam~n~ng the relationship between 
isolated variable gene segments. Tree 
generated by generation of a multiple 
sequence alignment 
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Mouse VH Fami l y 2 

Ra bbit VH Family 

Mouse VH Family 1 

Human V. Family 1 

Llama V •• 5 

Llama VHH2 
Llama VHH l 

Llama VHH 4 

Human VH Fami l y 2 

Chicken VH Family 

Human VH Family 3 

Mouse VH Family 3 

Llama V.1 

Llama VHH 3 

Figure 3.6 Unrooted phylogenie tree illustrating the evolutionary d i stance between the coding 
sequence of variable gene segments isolated in this study with the corresponding sequence 
derived from the variable domain f amilies of other species . Distance between ends of lines 
repr esents a measure of evolutionary distance . Genbank accession numbers clockwise from human 
family 1 P01743 , J00530 , M93l73 , K01569 , AB019440 , A33334 , 831108 , XOll13 , AF305 949 , AF305946 , 
AF305944 , AF305947 , AF305945 and AF305948. 
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between the various V H families of human, mouse and other species with the 

consensus of the heavy chain antibody and classical sequences isolated. This analysis 

supports the notion that germline heavy chain variable segments differ only to enable 

the encoding of antibodies that can interact with antigen through a single variable 

domain. The similar exon layout and high levels of nucleotide and amino acid 

identity to llama classical variable gene segments is suggestive of a similar antibody 

secretion mechanism. High nucleotide and amino acid identity also suggests that the 

heavy chain variable gene segments have evolved gradually, and relatively recently 

from a precursor (or number of precursor) classical variable gene segments. 

3.8 Segregation of Isolated Variable Gene Segments into Specific 

Variable Gene Families 

Llama heavy chain only cDNA sequences can be broadly divided into three families 

by virtue of their amino acid composition (191). Each family has unique 

characteristics and a propensity for the formation of particular loop structures within 

the antigen binding interface (195). Although germline sequences cannot be directly 

classified in this way as they are not subject to the structural constraints that an 

expressed cDNA must conform to, it would appear that specific germline gene 

segments contain the code for many of the key amino acids within this three family 

classification. Of these clones, V HH 1 and V HH2 are the most readily classified and 

contain sequence that encodes six of eight key residues of Family 3 (Phe27, Asp30, 

Tyr/ Asp31, Ile34, Ser49 and Cys50). The potential cDNA families encoded by V HH2, 

VHH3 and VHH4 are less clear although they demonstrate limited coding potential 

essential to Family 1, Family 2 and Family 1 respectively. The classification of 

germline gene segments in this manner may relate particular variable segments to the 

production of antibodies able to bind particular classes of antigen. Although the 

classification system is both broad and prone to exceptions the use of a family 

classification correlates with fmdings from the study of variable region promoter 

regions which are reported later in this chapter (section 3.9) suggesting that the B-cell 

may be able to control the type of antibody that is both rearranged and transcribed, 

perhaps to provide optimum protection against different antigen types. 
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3.9 Analysis of Llama Variable Gene Segment Promoter Regions 

Classical immunoglobulin variable region promoters typically contain a number of 

motifs through which a variety of transcription factors can bind and regulate 

transcription. This section discusses the motifs found within the promoters of the 

germline sequences isolated in this chapter. Examination of upstream promoter 

sequence derived from heavy chain variable gene segment promoters demonstrates 

the presence of the well-characterised and highly conserved TATA promoter and Oct-

11-2 binding motifs that are common to the immunoglobulin variable gene promoters 

of many species (section 1.7.4). In addition, further motifs corresponding to 

transcription factor binding sites are present upstream of all the variable gene 

segments (table 3.2). These include an Ikaros family binding site. The Ikaros family 

of transcription factors is believed to playa key role in the early lineage determination 

as cells differentiate from haematopoietic stem cells to lymphocytes, and particularly 

at the stage of B-cellff-celllNK-cell differentiation (196). Overall sequence 

conservation is high from the Oct binding site through to the transcription start site (-

170 to -1). It is clear from the alignment given in figure 3.7 that the region upstream 

of the Oct motif (-282 to -171) lacks this high conservation and divides the VHH 

promoters into two groups. The first of these groups includes heavy chain family 3-

related (section 3.8) gene segments (VHH1 and VHH2) in addition to the classical

derived V H 1 sequence. 

Analysis of the promoter regions was perfonned using a web-based analysis tool 

Matinspector Professional™ (Genomatix, MOnchen, Gennany) in concert with the 

Transfac database of transcription factor motifs (table 3.2 (182, 183)) and indicates a 

number of other possible transcription factor binding sites specific to individual V 

gene segments. It is important to remember that transcription factor binding site 

analysis is prone to the identification of false positives, and that results are typically 

suggestive rather than indicative of a particular binding site. However a number of 

different binding sites upstream of the Oct domain suggest differential regulation of 

transcription of VIlli gene segments. VIlli 1 contains two motifs of interest, 

CCAA T/enhancer binding protein beta (CIEBP p, position -250 to -226 of figure 

~
'EN" 

TEMPLEfMN 
U8RARY 

~1L~~ 
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Putative Ref VBH1, V BH2 and V BH3-VBHS 
Transcri~tion Factor Val 

Bindinq Motif 
Octamer Binding (20) Present Present 
Factor 1 Nucleotides Nucleotides 
CATGCAAATA -122 to -129 -122 to -129 
Transcriptional (197) Not Present Present 
Repressor CDP/CLOX Reverse Strand 
GAAATTATCGATTTT Nucleotides -

240 to -254 
Activator Protein 1 (198) Not Present Present 
AGTGACCCAAT Reverse Strand 

VHH4 only 
-180 to -200 

TATA box-like domain (199) Present Present 
GGATAAAGCCA -96 to -106 -96 to -106 
Activator Protein 4 (200) Present Present 
CACAGCTGCT Reverse Strand Reverse Strand 
or -38 to -47 -38 to -47 
AGCAGCTGGG 

Present Not Present 
Forward Strand 
-189 to -199 

Ikaros 2 (201) Present Present 
AGCTGGAATCC Reverse Strand Reverse Strand 

-41 to -52 -41 to -52 
CCAAT/enhancer (202) Present Not Present 
binding protein beta Reverse Strand 
ACTTCCAGAAATTA -226 to -247 
or (-250 for VHH1) 
AATTTCTGGAAGTT 
Fork head related (203) Present Not Present 
activator-2 VHH1 only 
ANNGTAAACAA -243 to -261 
E47 (204) Present Present 
CCTGCAGCTGTGGGA -69 to -83 -69 to -83 
V-Myb (205) Not Present Present 
CCCAGCTGCTCCCGTTCTC Reverse Strand 

VHH4 only 
-29 to -48 

Table 3.2 Potent~al transcr~pt~on Factor B~nd~ng Motifs w~th~n the Promoter Reg~ons of 

Isolated Llama Germline Variable Gene Segments 
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Figure 3.7 Aliqnment of V gene segment ups tream regions and promoter grouped by promoter similarity . Colou red region s ind i ca t e c onser ved 
potential transcription factor binding sites (see key) . Other tran script ion f ac t or b inding moti f s a r e de s cribed in the t e xt a nd tabl e 3 . 2 . 
Numbering is given as negative values (3 '-5 ' ) from the first nucleotide upstream o f t he t r anscrip t i on sta r t s i te . 
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3.7)) and Related Activator 2 (FREAC 2, position -261 to -246 of figure 3.7)). 

CIEBP P is characterised by its role in interleukin-l (IL-l) stimulated IL-6 expression 

during the acute-phase of inflammatory reactions lying between nucleotides -122 and 

-129 of the germline clones, and the related activator 2 motif (FREAC 2) that is 

involved in DNA bending (203) (position -261 to -246). VHH3-5 contain a 

transcriptional repressor motif, CLOXlCDP 2, not found within the other upstream 

regions (197). The full results of this analysis are shown in table 3.2, and the 

corresponding alignment of promoter sequences in figure 3.7. In conclusion it is clear 

that llama variable gene segments are associated with at least two distinct patterns of 

transcription factor binding motif pattern. However, all the gene segments isolated in 

this study also contain well-characterised and highly conserved elements found within 

the promoters of variable gene segments in other species. Crucially no major 

differences were found between the promoters of the isolated classical gene segment 

and the heavy chain gene segment promoters corresponding to heavy chain variable 

family 3. This suggests that differences in transcription factor binding sites are not 

responsible for simple distinction between heavy chain and classical antibody 

transcription. Overall this analysis strengthens the fmdings of the evolutionary 

analysis (section 3.7) concluding that heavy chain gene segments are highly similar 

and closely related. 

3.10 Comparison of Llama and Murine Recombination Signal Sequences 

As discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.8.3) classical immunoglobulin generation is 

reliant on specific targeting of the cellular recombination machinery to short signal 

sequences known as recombination signal sequences or RSSs. The variable region 

gene segments isolated in this study are all associated with RSS similar to those found 

associated with human and mouse variable gene segments (52). In all cases a 

standard heptamer (CAC(A!f)GTG) and nonamer are separated by a 23 nucleotide 

spacer sequence. The RSSs of the heavy chain gene segments (VHHI to VHH5) show 

greater than 90% identity to one another while identity to the classical gene segment 

(VHI) RSS is only slightly lower. Previous work, reported whilst this study was in 

progress, examining camel variable gene segments has described the presence of 

heptamer-like sequences within the coding sequence of the variable gene segments 
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(206) and has led to the suggestion that such cryptic recombination signal-like 

sequences may have a role in the generation of short codon deletions found in variable 

cDNA but not germline gene segments (section 3.11). As shown in the alignment 

given in figure 3.3 no significant differences are present between the recombination 

signal sequences associated with classical and heavy chain germline gene segments. 

However the first few nucleotides of the coding flanks associated with all of the 

variable segments isolated in this chapter are different to those used to demonstrate 

recombination in other species (Chapter 5). The similarity between classical and 

heavy chain RSSs and of llama RSSs to those found in other species further confirms 

the overall similarity of the llama heavy chain variable segment to classical variable 

gene segments. 

3.11 Examination of Llama Variable Gene Segments for the Presence of 

Heptamer-Like Sequences 

Recent work from Serge Muyldermans and co-workers has led to the proposal that an 

insertion/deletion mechanism involving recombination signal sequence heptamer-like 

sequences acts during heavy chain antibody generation (190). This group noticed 

that germline variable gene segments isolated from the dromedary (another camelid 

species expressing heavy chain antibodies) frequently contained sequences similar to 

the CACAGTG recombination signal heptamer consensus (section 1.8.4). Alignment 

of germline sequences containing these heptamer-like signals with similar cDNA 

sequences by this group showed that the nucleotides immediately upstream of the 

heptamer-like sequence within germline sequences were typically deleted at 

corresponding positions of similar cDNA sequences. Furthermore they noted that the 

frequency of the occurrence of these heptamer-like sequences was considerably 

higher within heavy chain gene segments than classical segments (most heptamer-Iike 

sequences were found within the framework 3 region). These authors went on to 

suggest that a RAG-mediated insertion/deletion mechanism may be at play leading to 

increased diversity within heavy chain antibodies. Heptamer-like sequences may 

predispose sequence immediately upsteam to a RAG-mediated gene replacement 

mechanism similar to a heptamer-mediated mechanism previously reported in both 

the mouse and human (207, 208). 
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An analysis of the germline sequences reported in this chapter was made to search for 

the presence of heptamer-like sequences similar to those reported in the dromedary. 

This was accomplished through use of the GCG-based 'FindPattem' program (GCG 

Group, Winsconsin, USA) (using the search string CAC(A,T)GTG) and revealed only 

one heptamer-like site. This site was present in all of the llama VHH and VH germline 

gene segments at the same position (within the FR3). Higher numbers of such motifs 

were, however, located on the reverse strand where it is also conceivable that RAG 

proteins could act. Alignment of isolated germline sequences with those from the 

llama cDNA library (180) similar to that described in section 3.18 has revealed no 

evidence of an insertion/deletion mechanism (data not shown). 

Were such a RAG-based mechanism to play an active role in llama heavy chain 

immunoglobulin generation it must do so without either interaction with a spacer or 

nonamer element as these are not present either in camel or llama gene segments. The 

most probable explanation for the observations of the Belgian group is that the 

presence of the heptamer-like element predisposes to some ill-defined nicking event 

(perhaps involving RAG proteins, that are recruited to specific RSSs sequences in the 

vicinity). RAG mediated nicking may then lead to insertions and deletions as part of 

the normal DNA repair mechanism. As discussed in section 1.8.5 there is 

considerable overlap between recombination mechanisms and those responsible for 

DNA repair. 

In the absence of a greater number of llama variable gene segments it is impossible to 

confirm the fmding that greater numbers of heptamer-like sequences are found within 

heavy chain gene segments. No further investigation of this mechanism is made in 

this thesis. 

3.12 Analysis of Variable Gene Segment Variability. 

To generate a large repertoire of immunoglobulin variable domains the llama requires 

a diverse range of variable gene segments. An estimate of V HH gene segment amino 

acid variability accompanies the V gene segment amino acid alignment given in 

figure 3.4. Even within the limited number of sequences reported in this thesis 

Variability is notably higher within the CDR regions previously defined from llama 

eDNA sequences, suggesting that a considerable proportion of the overall antibody 

Variability is encoded in the germline. 
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3.13 Examination of Llama Gene Segments for the Presence of 

Hypermutational Hotspots within V Region Sequences 

As discussed previously (section 1.9.1) a number of key nucleotide motifs have been 

described within germline variable region genes that predispose to somatic 

hypermutation in their vicinity. Of particular significance are the triplets AGY and 

TAY (where Y= C or T) (209, 210). To ascertain the importance of these 

hypermutational hotspots on llama cDNA sequence the occurrence of such hotspots 

within germline clones can be superimposed on a cDNA variability plot derived from 

the Unilever cDNA library (figure 3.8). This clearly demonstrates a positive 

correlation between the occurrence of hotspots within germline sequence and cDNA 

variability at corresponding positions. Both hypermutational hotspots and cDNA 

variability are concentrated within the variable domain CDRs. It seems likely 

therefore that both classical and heavy chain gene segments are targets for a similar 

hypermutational process to that undergone by human and murine variable gene 

segments. 
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Figure 3.8 Alignment of Variable Gene Segments Isolated during this study. Triplets p revi o u sly character i sed a s ' hotspo t s ' f o r soma t ic hype rmuta tio n (2 11 , 212) i n 
other specie s are highlighted i n yellow and l1li. An approxima t e bar chart of c DNA sequence variability wi th in the Unilever sequence lib rar y at corresponding 
p osition s is supe rimposed i n red . The correlation between t h e pre sence of these hots p o t s in germl i ne sequences a nd the exp ressed sequence vari abi li ty is t herefore 
s h own . 
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3.14 Variable Gene Segments - Summary of Findings 

Subsequent sections within this chapter present further sequence data derived from 

additional variable gene components. Prior to the presentation of further sequence 

data it is useful to summarise the results of the analysis of variable gene segments 

performed above: 

• Separate germline gene segments encode heavy chain and classical variable 

domains. 

• Heavy chain and classical gene segments share near-identical 

promoter/exon/intronlRSS layouts, which are also highly similar to previously 

characterised variable gene segments in other species. 

• While the classical variable gene segment shares the least identity with the other 

isolated germline sequences, sequence identity between variable gene segments is 

generally high at both nucleotide and amino acid level. 

• There are no discernible differences between the recombination signal sequences 

or promoters of classical and heavy chain gene segments isolated. 

• Heavy chain gene segments loosely fall into families previously described to 

categorise heavy chain cDNA sequences. 

• Although classical and heavy chain promoters exhibit no major differences, 

promoter sequences can be divided into two distinct families that correspond to 

the heavy chain family classification. 

• Somatic hypermutation catalysed by 'hotspot' triplets may well take place at llama 

variable gene segments. 

• Heavy chain variable gene segments are highly variable, particularly within the 

CDR regions. 

• No evidence for a previously reported heptamer-like insertion/deletion mechanism 

could be found. 
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3.15 An Alternative Strategy for J Region Sequencing 

Isolation of joining and diversity gene segments was not as straightforward as the 

isolation of variable gene segments. As discussed previously, the typically high 

sequence homology between mUltiple J gene segments in heavy chain 

immunoglobulin loci of most species make direct sequencing of clone DNA with 

primers specific to J segment cDNA sequences near impossible. Successful 

sequencing was only possible through the use of primers specific to flanking non

coding regions surrounding J segments (figure 3.9 and 3.10). However, such 

sequences were not present within the cDNA library and therefore not immediately 

available. To determine the nature of such flanking sequences a novel PCR strategy 

was employed. Phage clone DNA was amplified using a single primer (J sequencing 

1) and its reverse complement (J sequencing 2) (table 2.3). Both primers were 

specific to the FR4 consensus sequence derived from the Unilever cDNA library and 

therefore correspond to the region that would typically be encoded by J gene segments 

during conventional recombination processes. This led to the generation of PCR 

products spanning introns between tandem J gene segments. Using this strategy it 

was possible to determine the nature of non-coding sequence lying between 

homologous J gene segments. By determining the nature of the sequence between 

adjacent J gene segments successful direct sequencing of J gene segment clone DNA 

was made possible. Full sequencing of the D-J locus was made possible by design of 

overlapping sequencing primers to 'walk' across the locus. The full D-J locus 

sequence and corresponding exon translations are shown in appendix IV. 
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Figure 3.9 Alternative Strategy for the isolation of J region gene 
sequence 

1) Phage clone 
isolated containing 
multiple J region 
gene segments 

-----------2-) --A-t-t-e-m-p-t-s--a-t----~~-,-,-,-----------------------------
direct sequencing \ "'" 
fail as primers \ "" 
anneal at multiple \ " 
locations within the \ "'" 

clone \...... ""'~ 

3) PCR 
mul t iple 

generates 
bands 

spanning J gene 
segment as shown by 
agarose gel 
electrophoresis 

Figure 3 . 10 

4) Blunt 
cloning of 
product 

-D-.... _ ...................... . 

. _._ ... __ ... __ ..... 

end 
PCR 

................ 

_ ..... __ .... 

5) Sequencing of clone 
DNA generates unique 
flanking sequences that 
can be used to design 
sequencing primers 
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Figure 3 . 10 Alternative PCR-based strategy in order to sequence a J region ba cteriopha ge 
clone using Taq polymerase . Primers wer e designed to amplify regions between J region gene 
segments , resulting in a ladder of PCR products. PCR products were cut - out , gel purified and 
cloned using a TA-cloning kit (Invitrogen , Carlsbad , US). 

lOOObp -----. 
850bp -----. 

650bp -----. "<J"--} 
.. ~- ........ .... } 

Two principal PCR products 

Additional PCR products 
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3.16 The Isolation of Diversity Gene Segments 

Two further genetic elements responsible in part for encoding the llama V H domain 

were isolated through the screening strategies described earlier (section 3.3.1). 

Downstream of the variable gene segments within classical immunoglobulin heavy 

chain loci, lie a number of diversity or D gene segments. A single diversity gene 

segment CDHL1) has been isolated (figure 3.11). This sequence includes a reading 

frame of Ilbp. ~Ll shows considerable nucleotide sequence homology to DHQ52, 

the human sequence most 5' proximal to the human J gene segment locus (figure 

3.12). Indeed, DHLI was derived from a J region genomic library clone (section 

3.1.7). Interestingly DHQ52 is the only D region segment to have a close homologue 

in other species. It would seem that conservation of this sequence therefore extends to 

the llama, providing further evidence for the high level of conservation between llama 

and murinelhuman variable gene elements. The RSSs associated with DHL1, like 

those of the variable gene segment, conform to known consensi and take the 

heptamer, 12-spacer, nonamer conformation typical of heavy chain D gene segments 

in other species. 
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Figure 3.11 Sequence of Llama Diversity (D) gene .egment D.Ll (Genbank Acce.sion No 
AF305951). Translations of the three possible reading frames are given below. 

nonamar 12-apaoer heptamar codi.ng heptamar 12-apacar nonamer 

0wL1 GGTTTTGGC TGAGCTGGGAAC CGCAGTG CTAACTGGAGC CACAGTG ACTGACAACTCT ACAAAAACT 

Frame 1 
Frame 2 
Frame 3 

N W S 
* L E 

LTG 

Figure 3.12 OUtput from BLAST Comparison (186, 187) of D.Ll with human 0 gene segment 
DHQ52 (Acce •• ion No X97051). Vertical lines 'I' indicate identical nucleotide. 

D.L1: 

D"Q52 : 

nonamer 12-8p&C8r heptamer cochnq 
ggttttggc tgagctgggaac cgcagtg ctaactggagc 
111111111 1111111 I III I I II I 111111 II I 
ggttttggc tgagctgagaac cactgtg ctaactgggga 

heptaaeJ: 12-8p&C8r nonamer 
cacagtg actgacaactct acaaaaact 
1111111 I II II 1111 11111111 
cacagtg attggcagctct acaaaaac 
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3.17 The Isolation of Joining Gene Segments 

The most 3' set of variable domain components present within the heavy chain 

immunoglobulin locus is the joining gene segments, the fmal gene segments to be 

reported in this chapter. Screening of the genomic phage library led to the isolation of 

a clone containing a number of J gene segments (JHL1-5) and an associated D gene 

segment (~L, section 3.16). The organisation of the D-J locus is given in figure 3.13 

while the full nucleotide sequence can be found in appendix IV (Genbank accession 

no AF305951). J gene segments were identified not only by coding sequence and 5' 

23-spacer RSS signal but also by the presence of a strong splice donor sequence at the 

3' end. The presence of RSS and splice donor sequences also identified a J segment

like pseudogene (J1jf1 is located upstream of JH1). The five functional J segments are 

shown in figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.13 

( 405bp) 

DHl 

Figure 3 . 14 

Organisation of the llama D-J locus (full sequence in appendix IV) 
Distances separating gene segments given in parenthesis 

(500bp) (129bp) (265bp) (336bp) (216bp) 

J",l JHl J H2 J H3 J H4 

J Gene Segments and Translations 

J H5 

Nonamer 12-Spacer Heptamer Coding Splice 
JH1 GGGTTTGTG CACTGGGGGCCAGGCAGGCAGAC CAGTGTG GCTACAGGTATCTCGAAGTTTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCCTCAG GT 

Y R Y LEV W G Q G T L V T V S S 

JH2 GGTTTATGT CTGGGGGAGAGCCGGGACTATGT CCCTGTG CA .. .. ATGCTTTGGACGCATGGGGCCAGGGGACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCATCAG GT 
A LOA W G Q G T L V T V S S 

JH3 GGTTTTTGC ACAGCACCTAACGGGGCCCGTGG CGCTGTG AT ... ... GAGTATGACTACTGGGGCCAGGGGACCCAGGTCACCGTCTCCTCAG GT 
E Y 0 Y W G Q G T Q V T V S S 

JH4 AGCATTTGC CTGGGGTCTTGACACAGTTGTCA CAATGTG AC ... CCCCAGTTTGAATACTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCAG ... GT 
P Q FEY W G Q G T L V T V S 

JHS GGTTTTTGC ACACCACCTAACGGGGCCCGTGG CGTTGTG CT .. .... GACTTTGGTTCCTGGGGCCAGGGGACCCTGGTCACCGTCTCCTC 
o F G S W G Q G T L V T V S 
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3.18 Determination of Expressed VHH and J H gene segments 

Sequences of variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) gene segments are described 

in previous sections (3.4-3.17). Although these sequences show high levels of 

similarity to known gene segments in other species, and are associated with 

conventional immunoglobulin promoters and signal sequences, it is not possible to 

determine beyond any doubt, whether any of these particular sequences result in the 

production of secreted antibodies or even whether such sequences are actively 

transcribed by the llama. 

It is often difficult to identify the precise germline gene segments responsible for 

encoding specific cDNA sequences even in well-characterised species such as the 

mouse or human. The reason for this is that the human and murine heavy chain loci 

contain multiple, highly similar V, D and J gene segments. Several of these highly 

similar gene segments may be sufficiently similar to the cDNA sequence to be 

considered as the potential originator of the sequence. Transcribed, rearranged gene 

segment sequences have undergone junctional diversity in the form of N and P 

nucleotide addition and deletion which leads to changes in sequence. More 

significantly somatic hypermutation introduces near-random changes within the 

sequence. If the error-prone nature of the PCR process used to generate cDNA 

sequences is also considered, it is clear that the original germline sequence may be 

mutated beyond all recognition in cDNA form. In some cases, however, a particular 

cDNA can be ascribed to a gene segment when the full gene repertoire is known. 

The small number of V HH gene segments isolated in this report make it difficult to 

determine with any certainty the expression of a given gene segment. However, 

examination of the llama heavy chain immunoglobulin cDNA library is sufficient to 

gain an insight into the proportion of llama cDNA sequences that utilise llama 

germline gene segments similar to, if not identical to those that have been isolated. It 

is important to obtain an indication of the likely usage of llama gene segments such as 

those that have been isolated in this thesis, especially if the sequences are to be used 

in tests of llama antibody generation mechanisms (as in Chapter 6). Clearly analysis 

of the recombination of sequences associated with a redundant gene segment is of 

little value. 
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To compare germline and expressed variable sequences the llama cDNA library of 

V llli clones was searched for sequences similar to the germline gene segments isolated 

in this report, through the creation ofa GCG-based database (figure 3.15). The search 

was made through the secure eBioinformatics (www.ebioinformatics.com) internet 

server using the Blast 2.0 algorithm (186). This generated a number of local 

alignments between previously characterised cDNA sequences within the Unilever 

database and the germline gene segments. The Blast search also produces a score that 

allows for a comparison of sequence similarity between different alignments, based 

not only on percentage identity but also length of the local alignment. The best match 

to each variable and joining gene segment are shown in figure 3.16. The single 

diversity gene segment was too short to generate any significant alignment. 

In an attempt to give a measure of the number of sequences within the cDNA database 

with similarity to the coding sequence of each germline gene segment the average 

Blast score of the top ten matches to each segment is included in figure 3.16 as well as 

the Blast score for the twentieth best match (the twentieth being an arbitrarily chosen 

match). This data gives an indication of the depth of representation within the llama 

cDNA database. 

Comparison of variable gene segments with the cDNA library show best matches with 

identities varying from 93.7% (Vllli3) to 89.6% (Vllli5). The depth of representation 

within the library also varied considerably, with a large number of library sequences 

showing high identity to Vllli3 in particular. (20th Blast match score of 329). While 

the low best-match identity to V llli5 is paralleled by a rapid drop off in the identity of 

next best matches to this sequence (Le. very few database sequences match this 

sequence), the relatively high average top ten match blast score for Vllli2 (Blast 

average of 325) is not coupled with a high twentieth best match. This can be 

interpreted as a very limited number of sequences having reasonable identity to the 

V HH2 gene segment sequence. Overall the cDNA library contained more sequences 

with higher identity to V llli3 than any other gene segments and for this reason this 

sequence was used throughout further studies of llama antibody generation. 
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The overwhelming majority of cDNA sequences within the Unilever database include 

FR4 sequence with very high homology to at least one of the five JH segments 

isolated. Interestingly the amino acid sequence of one of the germline J region 

sequences reported here (section 3.16) matches exactly the predicted J gene segment 

responsible for over half the clones examined in the work of Vu et al (175) and 

provides evidence that J and therefore also the D gene segments isolated here may 

represent a locus utilised both by V H and V HH gene segments. The coding sequence 

of the JH gene segments was also compared to the sequence of a limited number of 

classical llama cDNA sequences (data not shown). The FR4 of classical cDNA 

sequences showed high levels of identity to these J gene segments suggesting that the 

same J gene segments are utilised during generation of both heavy chain and classical 

immunoglobulins. 
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Library of Expressed L~ama Variab~e Domain cDNA sequences 

Germline Variable (or Joining) Gene Segment x 
Library of sequences is searched for best 
' matches ' (i.e. sequences most similar to the 
germline sequence ) 

! ! 11 11 ~ III n 1 j n l ~ II j ~ ~ l ~ ~ 1 j~ j: ~-~~ffnl-ll ~ 1 

1 ~ H ~ n ~ nj l ~ l! ~ ! 11 n H 11\ n \! ! ~!l ! n ~ l 

~ l ill l! ~ 111 l ! n lH ~ \1 H \ \\ \ Pl j ~ ~1 i ~H 1 [! l ~ ~ II I 

1 1 n l II ! 1 ! \ 11 i ~ iH 1 j j~ ;:;; l \ \\ lin l H ; 11 ~ H 

~-~-nl-l1-TrrTTIrl-TrHTrl1Tj - 1T-n - H - rri;jTr!- ~- ! - rl1- rn~-:--~' ~. 

; 1 11 i 1 iii 11 1 ~ 11 111 \ ~ll f l \\ 1 \ \\ l \ \\ : : 1 

Both the number of matches a nd l evel 
of identity within each match give an 
i ndicat i o n o f the likely level o f 
express i on of a particular germline 
gene segment 

Figure 3.15 Strategy utilised to attempt to determine the level of expression of particular llama germline gene segments. 
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Figure 3 . 16 Alignments showing the leval of identity between each variable and joining gene segment and its best match from the Uni1ever eDNA library. Colour i ndi cations 
cor respo nd to framewo rk and comp l ement a rity d e t ermini n g regions . I t is clear from these alignme nt s eithe r tha t these g ene s egmen t s a re expressed by the lla ma a nd 
therefore found within the c DNA libr ary , o r that highly s imilar gene segmen t s are expre s s e d. The ge n e segments r eported he r e are the r e f o r e conside r ed r ep r esentative o f a t 
least a proportion of the expressed repe rto ire o f heavy chain variable gene segments . Associa ted signa l seque nces are t he refore likel y t o b e rep r e senta tiv e o f t he full 
v ariable s egment complement . No te that the incomplete nature of the J H5 sequence exclude s this gen e segmen t fr om the analysis. 

Va l vs eDNA 101517 Nucleotide Identity 92.3% Blast Score For This Match 389 Average Blast Score 338 Blast Score For 20~ Best Hatch 260 

Ill:::::: : :::::::: : ::::: I::::::: :::: :::: I :: :::::: :::::::: : : : ::: :::::::: : ::: : : : : :: : :: 
~ OwoaJfll'I"'~ftA'rGC~~AT!~'!OOTAArACAn.cT~ (J(JiCCiIftTD.rftCl'G'fGCGl.CA 

Va 3 vs eDNA 105617 Nucleotide Identity 93 . 7% Blast Score For This Match 412 Average Blast Score 369 Blast Score For 20~ Best Hatch 329 

"~~N8~~cn~~~~~CK~~~~~NO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OU~~~~~~~A~A ~~~~ 

eGGaOQC11_t .. WfCtcieucM~~f'OIXA!'QCJQC'fOOf~AnAC'DQl'~A~~IM'!G!A~~ 

Ve 2 vs eDNA 101517 Nucleotide Identity 91.5% Blast Score For This Match 373 Average Blast Score 325 Blast Score For 20~ Best Hatch 238 

.... l1WlCiCOJWJCCNWGCIitcKtUolOiACiC:O:::Ui2:J .. fCi'OiMft'CACft'I~'UDOC'fOOll ra""QCCICCl(JQQt'M''JI'''CCG'~1V!'A~AG'f~ACt'A'f GOCCG'n"b.~ 

::::1::::::::::::::::::::: I:::::: : I:::: : ::: :: ::::::::::::::::: t t l:::: ttl:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : :::: I ::: ::: : ttl : :: ::: : ::: ::::: : : : ::: : :::::::: : ::: : I l l: : :::: :: l :l : : : :: :: : : t t l::: : :: :::: :::: : :::: : :::: : :::: : ::: 
OOGAIIiGCiiWi2 :M(l:'......,iiiiCi8G&~AftA ~aJ.'I'OO~'l'ACU.'l'~~~T ~ 

v .. 4 vs eDNA 402217 Nucleotide Identity 91. 4% Blast Score For This Match 365 Average Blast Score 329 Blast Score For 20~ Best Match 283 

~~~NWNCMQ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ An~~'~A~~~~~~ 
:::::::::::::: : ::: : ::::: :: :1::: I :::: :::: :::::::::: I:::::: I:: I: : :::::::: ::1:::::: :::::::::::: : :: I : ::::::::: : ::::::::::: :::::::::: :: : : ::: : : :1 : ::::: :: : I:::: : : :: : 1 ::: : : : :: : :: : : : :: : ::: ::: : : : :: : : : : I: : : : I: ::: :: : ::: : :: :: ::: : ::: : I : :: ::::: : : : I ::: : :::: ::: : 
~iioefZ'" ililiMQU""twieGCIWCGiC~~ ArrAOrAGTGCn'OCJ'I'AOCAaU.1tft .. !'GCA~'I"!'CAIXA~Il!"ft'OCAAA~CtnT'f~ 

Va 5 vs eDNA 213317 Nucleotide Identity 89 . 6% Blast Score For This Match 313 Average Blast Score 279 Blast Score For 20~ Best Match 230 

::: :::: I::::: I::: : :::: ::::::: I::::::: : :::::::::::::: : : I::: ::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::: : :: I :: :: : : :: : :::: ::: :::: : I:: : : :: :: : : ::: :::: I : :: : :::::::::::: : :: :: 
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J . 1 vs eDNA 405017 Nucleotide Identity 90 . 7'Is 

OCTACAGCTATCTCGAAGTTTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCCTCAG 

CGTN:.AGGTATn'CGAAGtTTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTTTCC'TCA-

J . 2 vs eDNA 202917 Nucleotide Identity 84% 

CAATGCTTTGGACGCATGGGGCCAGGGGACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCATCAG 

CAA-ccTTTCG-CGCATGGGGCCAGGGGACCCAGGTCACCG'l'CTCCTC-G 

J . 3 vs eDNA 202117 Nucleotide Identity 97 . 9% 

UGA.GTATGACTACTGGCCiiCCAGGGGACCCAGCTCACCGTCTCCTCAG 
I:::: : :: : :: ::::: : : : : :::::::::: : :: :: :::: ::::: ::: 
A'lGA.GTATGA.CTACTGGGOCCAGGGGACCCAGG'lCACCCTCTCCTCA-

J . 4 vs eDNA 204817 Nucleotide Identity 72% 

ACCCCCAGTTTGAATACTGGGGlCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCAG--

G.\TArCACTTTGACTACTGGGGCCAGGGGIoCAGCTCACCGTCTCCTCA 

Blast Score For This Match 86 

Blast Score For This Match 50 

Blast Score For This Match 94 

Blast Score For This Match 48 

Average Blast Score 61.8 Blast Score For 20~ Best Match 42 

Average Blast Score 45.6 Blast Score For 20~ Best Match 42 

Average Blast Score 87 Blast Score For 20~Best Match 78 

Average Blast Score 48.4 Blast Score For 20~ Bast Match 40 
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3.19 Dromedary and Llama V Gene Segments 

While this chapter presents the results of the isolation of six coding variable gene 

segments another study conducted in parallel by the Muyldermans laboratory in 

Belgium reported the isolation of a larger number of dromedary derived variable gene 

segments of both classical and heavy chain immunoglobulin coding potential (190, 

206). They also reported the isolation of a single diversity gene segment (with no 

identity to that reported here). No joining gene segments were isolated during the 

Muyldermans study. This study used a peR-based strategy to provide a more 

comprehensive database of germ line camelid variable gene segments (190). 

3.20 Diversity and Joining Gene Segments - Summary of Findings 

In addition to the fIndings summarised earlier regarding variable gene segments, the 

following additional results are reported in this chapter: 

• Sequences of a single diversity and fIve joining gene segments have been isolated 

• Diversity and joining gene segments are closely linked. 

• Joining and variable gene segments, or sequences highly similar to them are 

expressed during generation of heavy chain antibodies by the llama. 

• Joining gene segments show homology to FR4 sequences derived from both 

classical and heavy chain immunoglobulins. It is therefore likely that the same J 

gene locus is utilised during generation of classical and heavy chain genes. 
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3.21 Discussion 

Attempts at assigning particular gene segments isolated here to expressed cDNA 

sequences (sections 3.18) suggest that the sequences reported here are representative 

of those used by the llama immune system. 

In section 1.4 a number of potential mechanisms of heavy chain antibody generation 

were discussed. In this chapter a variety of the genetic components involved in the 

generation of llama heavy chain antibodies have been isolated and characterised. 

More specifically, representatives of each of the three gene segment types that 

together encode the variable domain of the antibody are reported. 

The first conclusion from this study confirms point (2) of section 1.4. That is to say, 

specific heavy chain antibody-encoding genetic components are shown to be present 

within the llama genome. Five such components (VIDII-5) are reported here, the 

sequence composition of each confirming their roles in encoding heavy chain 

immunoglobulins (sections 3.4-3.6). However it is not possible to discount the role of 

affInity maturation (point (1), section 1.4) completely. Evidence is provided in this 

chapter (section 3.13) that supports a role for somatic hypermutation during llama 

heavy chain antibody generation. 

Through the comparison of germline and cDNA sequences (section 3.11) no evidence 

was found to support a mechanism of deletion of specific sequence information 

(section 1.4 point 3» 

The comparison of the recombination signals associated with the variable gene 

segments isolated in this chapter with those characterised previously in human and 

mouse (section 3.10) is highly suggestive of considerable conservation between the 

mechanisms of recombination in the llama and other species. The high degree of 

sequence identity between the heavy chain and classical germline gene segments 

isolated here (section 3.7) indicates that heavy chain gene segments are only relatively 

recently evolved from classical gene segments. The development of a completely 

new recombination mechanism over such a short evolutionary period seems unlikely. 

These two findings suggest that a completely new recombination mechanism (section 
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1.4 point (4» does not playa major role in heavy chain antibody generation. 

Nevertheless the possibility that subtle differences between the recombination 

mechanisms of the llama and other species exist (section 1.4, point (5» cannot be 

ruled out. 

The analysis of the promoter regions of the germline gene segments isolated in this 

report has identified two patterns of binding motifs. Although the number of 

promoter regions examined is small there would appear to be a correlation between 

the functional class of heavy chain antibody generated by a particular gene segment 

(section 3.8-3.9) and the motifs present upstream of the gene. It is possible therefore 

that the generation of both heavy chain and classical llama antibodies is controlled at 

the level of transcription (section 1.4 point (6» 

All evidence from analysis of the V, D and J gene segments isolated in this study 

suggests that those involved in heavy chain antibody generation are of similar size, 

composition and exonlintron layout to those found at conventional heavy chain 

immunoglobulin loci. This concurs with the relatively short (-2 million years) 

evolutionary time-scale over which the heavy chain antibodies are thought to have 

developed (section 1.14.1). 
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3.22 Future Work 

The functional analysis of recombination signal sequences isolated in this chapter is 

described in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 

The first objective of any future work investigating the germline gene segments of the 

llama will be to confirm the presence of a single immunoglobulin heavy chain locus 

within the lIama genome. This could be achieved by the construction and screening 

of either a yeast artificial chromosome (Y AC) or cosmid library. Both of these would 

allow cloning and isolation of significantly larger fragments of the llama genome than 

the bacteriophage library described and used in this thesis (sections 2.3~2.4). The 

linkage of the genetic elements involved in classical and heavy chain antibody 

generation will allow the examination of two levels of antibody generation control. 

Firstly specific enhancer regions such as those isolated in the human heavy chain 

locus (213) may be identified that regulate transcription of heavy chain gene 

segments. Secondly heavy chain and classical gene segments may be found to be 

located within specific, discrete locations within the heavy chain locus. If this were 

the case factors such as chromatin accessibility may play a role in heavy 

chain/classical gene segment choice. The possibility that more than one locus is 

responsible for llama heavy chain immunoglobulin production cannot yet be ruled 

out. 

A second objective would be the isolation of larger numbers of variable, diversity and 

joining gene segments. This could be achieved during the mapping of the heavy chain 

locus using the library described above, or through a PCR-based strategy such as that 

used to derive dromedary gene segments (190). 

Once a larger number of gene segments are available the correlation between variable 

gene promoter composition and variable domain family can be confirmed. To test the 

significance of particular motifs present upstream of the variable gene segments, 

constructs containing various combinations of the promoter motifs linked to a reporter 

gene could be transfected into a pre-B-celliine. This would allow the examination of 

differential transcription that may result from the presence of particular motifs 

Upstream of variable gene segments during B-cell development. 
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To better understand the levels of control of antibody generation within the llama it 

would be useful to examine the levels of heavy chain and classical immunoglobulin 

within the llama sera. Although the level of heavy chain antibody has been shown to 

vary, typically comprising between 5-20% of serum IgG no study has yet examined 

the possible changes in these levels during llama development or during the course of 

an infection. Such studies could provide an insight not only into the type of antibody 

favoured by the immune system during these times but may also give an indication of 

how well the llama is able to modulate antibody levels in response to the immune 

system requirements. 
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Chapter 4 Isolation, Cloning and Expression of Llama 

Recombination Activating Proteins 

4.1 Abstract 

Chapter 3 of this thesis reports the isolation of a range of sequences from the heavy 

chain immunoglobulin locus of the llama. This data provides answers to a number of 

questions regarding llama antibody formation as summarised in section 3.20. 

Sequence data alone can only provide limited clues to the manner in which heavy 

chain antibodies are generated. The formation of immunoglobulin molecules is the 

result of a number of complex protein-protein, protein-DNA and DNA-DNA 

interactions (Chapter 1), the full nature of which cannot be understood simply through 

an appreciation of the sequences taking part in mechanisms such as V(D)J 

recombination and somatic hypermutation. It is for this reason that Chapters 4 and 5 

of this thesis investigate the most crucial biochemical process involved in the 

generation of antibody diversity, V(D)J recombination. It is V(D)J recombination that 

ultimately leads to the production ofhigh-affmity antibodies to combat a vast range of 

invading pathogens. In this chapter the successful isolation of sequences encoding 

llama recombination activating proteins (RAG-l and RAG-2) is described. 

Additionally the successful cloning, expression and purification of biologically active 

llama RAG-l protein is also reported. 

4.2 Introduction 

Antibody generation is controlled at numerous levels. Control of llama 

immunoglobulin generation at the level of transcription has already been described, 

through the examination of promoter binding sites that may lead to preferential 

recombination of particular V region gene segments (section 1.7.4 and section 3.9). 

Control at the level of somatic mutation has also been discussed (sections 1.9.1 and 

3.13). Control at the level of RNA processing, whereby splicing events are 

responsible for the removal of large regions of the antibody primary sequence will be 

described in chapter 6. 
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rag genes of all species. The isolation of the equivalent genes in the llama was 

therefore considered a priority. 

4.3 Screening Strategy 

In order to isolate llama rag genes the genomic library generated and described in 

section 2.3 was again utilised. A screening strategy based on the generation of llama 

RAG-specific probes through PeR was devised (section 2.4.5). Whereas sequence 

data and material for the generation of probes used in the library screening of previous 

chapters was readily available from analysis of eDNA sequences obtained at Unilever, 

no llama rag gene sequences have previously been reported. Upon successful 

screening rag genes were cloned and llama RAG proteins expressed for optimisation 

in a cell-free system where individual llama recombination signal sequences could be 

tested (Chapter 6). 

4.3.1 Generation of a RAG-I Specific Probe 

The genomic library screening strategy for rag gene sequence isolation was based 

largely on two findings. Firstly the rag genes are highly conserved in evolution (219-

221) and secondly the coding sequence of the rag-l gene is restricted to a single exon 

in all species examined (58). In order to generate a probe specific to the llama rag-l 

gene a multiple alignment was constructed to illustrate areas of strong rag-l sequence 

conservation between other characterised species (data not shown). The steps 

involved in the generation of this probe including genomic PCR (figure 4.1) are 

described fully in section 2.4.5. A single rag-l bacteriophage clone was isolated from 

the germline genomic library using this strategy. However~ problems in obtaining 

high quality bacteriophage clone DNA by direct sequencing were encountered and a 

high fidelity PCRlsub-cloning strategy was subsequently adopted to obtain the full 

rag-l sequence (section 2.5.2 and figures 2.3-2.4 and 4.2). Given the close (-8kb) 

linkage of the rag-l and rag-2 genes in a range of other species, it was hoped that it 

might be possible to isolate the llama rag-l gene from this same bacteriophage clone. 

However, sequencing of both ends of this clone, coupled with consensus peR gave no 

indication that the rag-2 sequence was present within the clone. For this reason an 

alternative strategy was employed to obtain the rag-2 sequence (section 4.3.2). 
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Figure 4.1 Genomic PCR to qenerate a RAG-1 specific probe for screeninq of 
the l.l.ama qenomic l.ibrary usinq pfu Pol.ymerase. A band of app r oximatel y 
130bp was g ener a t ed as predict ed by sequence alignment. The band was cut 
out and gel p u ri f ied bef ore cloning i nto the pBluescript vector . 

200bp --. 

RAG-I peR tising primers 
RAG- l A and RAG-l B 

.... - - RAG-l peR 
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Fiqure 4.2 Subcl.oninq strategy for l.l.ama RAG-l. Subcloning of the llama 
RAG- l c l one . Direct sequenc i ng of the RAG- l genomic clone was not 
possible . This ge l shows the d i gest ion of RAG- l bacteriophage clone DNA 
with restriction enzyme EcoRI prior to subcloning in pUC19. Three 
bands , all of approximately 2 - 3000bp were cut out and gel purified 
before l i gation i n to EcoRI - cut pUC19 . Subsequent sequencing of clones 
revealed sequence s pecific to the 3 ' UTR of llama RAG- l and RAG- 2 and 
sequen ce wi t h homology to the human RAG - l/ - 2 intergenic region . 

3000bp -.. 

2000bp -.. 

High molecular weight 
bacteriophage arm DNA 

} Released RAG- l Clone EcoRl fragments 
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4.3.2 Genomic peR tG Isolated Partial Nucleotide Sequence or Llama RAG-2 

As discussed in section 4.3.1, it was not possibl~ to isolate- rag-2 germline nucleotid~ 

sequence data from the rag-] bacteriophage clone~ In order- to obtain rag-2 gene 

sequence data a second strategy was employed. This involved the construction of a 

multiple nucleotide sequence alignment of the rag-Z nucleotide sequences from a 

variety of species (data not shown). This was used to generate a number of consensus 

PCR primers (table 2.3}. By using overlapping primers the sequence obscured by the 

primers themselves was also elucidated. This method made the assumption that 

conservation of sequence between other species was indicative of conservation 

between these-sequences and the unknown sequence of llama rag-Z.- This assumption 

was shown to- be correct after isolatiOn of the maJority of the llama rag-1 sequence. 

By including degeneracy within the primers- and using relatively low annealing 

temperatures (these modifications allow a degree of primerltemplate mismatch) 

(section 2.2.2) a number of DNA products- were cloned and characterised (figure 4.3); 

4.4 Analysis or sequence surrounding a Llama RAG-I Genomic Clone 

As discussed previously (Chapter 1.8.5) the rag genes of all species previously 

characterised are closely linked and converge-ntly transcribed. Although it was not 

possible to isolate the rag-Z gene from within the single genomic: clone isolated in this 

report, the subcloning of the rag-l clone DNA fragments did reveal regions within the 

clone with homology both to the intergenic region of the human rag-I12 locus as well 

as sequence with some similarity to the 3' untransIated region of murine rag-2 (data 

not shown). It is therefore assumed that the llama rag-2 gene lies just beyond the 

range of this clone. The presumed layout of the rag-l bacteriophage clone is given in 

figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4 . 3 Genomic Consensus PCRs of Llama RAG-2 gane using Pfu polymerase (6 minute 
extension) . A number of primer sets were used in different combinations and two lanes of 
each reaction run . Specific bands were cut out and cloned using the TOPO- Blunt cloning 
kit (Invitrogen , Carlsbad, US) 

Phage Arm 

RAG - l coding sequence Region of homology to 
human RAG-l/RAG-2 

intergenic sequence 

Phage Arm 

Region with homology to 
murine RAG-2 3 ' UTR 

Figure 4 . 4 Presumed Overall Structure of Llama RAG-I Bacteriophage Clone . Subcloning 
revealed regions of DNA with some homology to both human RAG- l/ - 2 intergenic regions and 
the 3 ' downstream untranslated region of the human RAG-2 gene . Solid boxes represent 
known sequences . Dotted lines represent regions of homology to the human and murine 
RAG- l loci , as derived from BLAST analysis (data not shown) 
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4.5 The Isolation of the Full-length Sequence of The Llama RAG-l 

Gene 

The full-length sequence of the llama rag-l gene and corresponding translation is 

shown in figure 4.5. No promoter region is present upstream of this sequence as the 

llama rag-l coding sequence, like the coding sequence characterised in other species, 

is thought to lie within the second exon of the rag-l gene, with the promoter upstream 

of the first, non-coding exon. This non-coding exon was not isolated in this study. 

4.6 The Isolation of the Partial Sequence of the Llama RAG-2 Gene 

Approximately 80% of the llama rag-2 gene sequence was isolated through the use of 

genomic peR (table 2.3 and figure 4.6). The nature of this sequence is discussed in 

subsequent sections (section 4.11-4.13). 
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Figure 4.5 Nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequence of Llama RAG-1 (Genbank accession no AF305953) . Colour indications illustrate regions of 
interest and homo l ogy . 

~ Colour indicat i ons are as f or figure 1 . 8 . Sequence i n green lies ou t side the ' core ' domain of the protein (Residues 1-385 and 1011 - 1042) . The 
zinc dime risation d omain (268 - 382)is indicated in italics The amino acid sequence of the RAG-2 interacting domain is shown underlined while the nonamer 
binding domain (392 - 462) is depicted in b lue and the region wi t h homology to a prokaryotic integrase family (503-525) is given in purple . Note: all 
regions are descr ibed in section 4.10 and are defined by analogy with the murine protein 

1 50 
I I I I I 

M A V S L P P T L G L S SAP 0 E I Q H PHI K F SEW K F K L F R V R S F E K APE N A Q K E K Q 
ATGGCTGTC'lCTTTGCCCCCGACCCTGGGACTCAGTTCCGCCCCCGATGAAATCCAGCATCCACATATTAAATTTTCAGAG'l'GGAAATTTAAGCTA1'TCAGGGTGAGATCCT1'TGAAAAGGCCCCTGAAAATGCTaaa"<GGJoa.~'\GCAA 

100 
I I I I I 

o SSE G K P F L E Q SPA V L 0 K G G G Q K PAL T Q PAL K P H P K F L K K P POD G K A R 0 K 
GATTCCTCCGAGGGGAAGCCCTTCC'lCGAGCAATCTCCAGCAGTCCTGGACAAGGGTGGTGGTCAGAAGCCAGCCCTGACTCAACCAGCATTAAAGCCTCACCCAAAGTTTTTGAAGl'a IU:CCCCTGA'l'GATGGQI! .~GAGAGACAAA 

150 
I I I I I 

A I H Q A N L R H L C RIC G NSF N S 0 G H N R R Y P V H G P V 0 G K T Q V L L R K K B K RAT S 
GCCATCCACCAAGCCAACCTGAGACACCTCTGCCGCATCTGTGGGAATTCTTTCAACAGCGM'GGGCaCAlU:AGGAGATATCCGGTCCACGGGCCTGTGGACGGGAAAACCCAAGTCCTTTTGCGI'~-'U;l>.MGJ..~-~CACTTCC 

200 
I I I I I 

W P D L I A K V F RID V K A 0 V 0 S I H PTE F C H N C W S F H H R K F S SAP C Z V Y C P K S V 
TGGCCAGACCTCATCGCCAAGGTTTTCCGGATCGATGTGAAGGCAGATGTGGACTCGATCCACCCCACTGAGTTCTGTCATAATTGCTGGAGCTTCATGCACAGGAAGTTTAGCAGTGCCCCATGTGAGGTTTATTGCCCAAAGAGTGTA 

250 
I I I I I 

'1 MEW B P H T P S COl C H A A R R G L K R K S P Q P N L Q L S K K L K T V lOR A K Q A R R H K 
ACCATGGAG'lGGCATCCCCACACACCCTCCTGCGACATCTGCCATGCTGCCCGTCGTGGACTCAAGAGGAAGAGTCCGCAGCCAAACCTGCAGCTCAGCl' ...... "a.cTCAAAACTGTGAT'rGACCGAGCAAAACAAGCCCGTCGGCACAAG 

300 
I I I I I 

R R A Q A R ISS K E L H K K I A S C SKI H L S T K L W Q W T S G T L V K SIS C Q I C B H I L A 
AGGAGAGCTCAGGCAAGGATCAGCAGCAAGGAACTGATGAAGAAGATTGCCAGC7'GCAGTAAGATACATCTTAgCACCAlIgC~~CAGM'TTG7'GlIGCACA1'rC1'GGCT 

350 
I I I I I 

D P V E r S C K H V FeR I C I L H eLK V H G S rep seQ r P C F P r D L B S P V R S F LSI L 
GACCCTG1'GGAGACCAGCTG2'AAGCATG2'ATTT7'GC.'IGGA1"CTC~1'CM'GGGCAGC7'ACTGrcccTC2'TGCCAG2'A1'CCC7'Gc~~~ 

400 
I I I I I 

N S LTV K CPA Q E C NEE V S L B K r N H H V S S H K E S K B T F V BIN K G G R P R Q H L L S 
JlA1'TCTCTGAc.l'GTGAAA7'G7'CC.\GCAOI1lGAG7'GCAA1'GAGGAGG~ GTACATATCAATAAAGGAGGCCGGCCCCGCCAGCACCTCCTGTCC 

450 
I I I I I 

L T R R A Q K H R L R B L K L Q V K A FAD K BEG G D V K S V C L T L F L L A L R A R N • B R Q A 
CTGACCCGGAGGGCTCAGAJUX:ACCGTCTGAGGGAGCTCAAGCTGCAAQTCAAGGCTTTTGC~GGGGATG1'GAA.GTCGG2'GTCTGACCT1'GT1'rC!l'GC1'GQCACTGAGGGCG.AGGAA~lW'CA 

500 
I I I I I 

D B L • A I H Q Q R G S G L Q P A veL A I R V N T F L S C S Q r B K H r R T V K A I T G R Q I F Q 
QACGIlGC2'GGAQQCCArcA~GGTCTACAGCCAGC=TTTGC=GGCCA=CGCG2'CAACACCT=CTCAGC2'GCAG2'CAG!l'AC~~C2"G2"G:llAAGCCATCAC~G'GCA-=CAG 
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550 
I I I I I 

P L HAL RNA E K V L LPG Y H P FEW g P P L K N V ASS T D V G I I D G L S G L 5 5 5 V D D Y 
CCTTTGCACGCCCTTCGGAACGCTGAGAAGGTCCTCCTGCCGGGCTACCACCCCTTCGAGTGGCAGCCACCTCTGAAGAACGTGGCTTCCAGCACCGACGTGGGCATTATTGACGGGCTGTCCGGACTGTCCTCCTCTGTGGACGATTAC 

600 
I I I I I 

P V D T I A K R FRY D SA L V SA L M D M E E D I LEG M R G Q D L D D Y LNG P F T V V V K E 5 
CCGGTGGACACCATTGCCAAGCGCTTCCGCTATGATTCAGCTTTGGTGTCTGCTCTGATGGACATGGAAGAAGACATCCTGGAAGGCATGAGAGGCCAGGACCTTGATGACTACCTGAATGGCCCCTTCACCGTGGTGGTGAAGGAGTCT 

650 
I I I I I 

C D G M G D V S E K H G S G P A V P E K A V R F S F TIM KIT I A H G S Q N V K V FEE A K P N S 
TGTGATGGGATGGGAGACGTGAGCGAGAAGCATGGGAGCGGGCCGGCAGTTCCGGAGAAGGCGGTTCGGTTTTCCTTCACGATCATGAAGATTACCATCGCGCATGGGTCACAGAACGTGAAGGTGTTCGAGGAAGCCAAGCCGAACTCT 

700 
I I I I I 

ELCCK PLCLMLADESDHETLTAILSPLIA EREAMKSSELMLEMGGILRTF 
GAGCTGTGTTGCAAGCCGTTGTGCCTGATGCTGGCTGATGAGTCTGACCACGAGACCCTGACGGCCATCCTGAGCCCCCTCATCGCCGAGAGGGAGGCCATGAAGAGCAGCGAATTAATGCTGGAGATGGGAGGCATCCTCCGGACCTTC 

750 
I I I I I 

K F I F R G T G Y D E K L V REV E G LEA S G S V Y I C T LCD A T R LEA S Q N L V L H S T R 
AAGTTCATCTTCAGGGGCACCGGATACGACGAGAAACTTGTCCGGGAAGTGGAAGGCCTCGAGGCTTCTGGCTCAGTCTACATTTGTACTCTGTGTGATGCTACCCGCCTGGAAGCCTCTCAGAATCTTGTCCTCCACTCCATAACCAGG 

800 
I I I I I 

S H A E N L E RYE V W R S N P Y H E T VEE L R D R V K G V S A K P FIE T V PSI D A L H C D I 
AGCCACGCCGAGAACCTGGAGCGCTACGAGGTCTGGCGGTCCAACCCTTACCACGAGACGGTGGaaGAGCTGCGGGATCGGGTGAAGGGGGTCTCGGCCAAACCCTTCATCGAGACGGTCCCGTCCATCGACGCGCTCCACTGCGACATT 

G N A A E F Y K I 
I I 
F Q LEI G E V Y K N 

I 
P N A S R E E R K R W QAT L D K H 

I 
L R K K M N L K P I 

850 
I 

M R 
GGCAACGCGGCTGAGTTTTACAAGATCTTCCAGCTAGAGATAGGGGAGGTGTATAAGAATCCCAACGCCTCCAGGGAGGAAAGGAATGGCAGGCGACCCTGGACAAGCACCTCCGGAAGAAGATGAACCTGAAGCCCATCATGAGG 

900 
I I I I I 

MNGNFARKLMTKETVEAV CE LVPSEERHEALRELM DLYLKMKPVWRSSCP 
ATGAACGGCAACTTCGCCAGGAAGCTCATGACCAAAGAGACGGTTGAAGCAGTCTGTGAATTAGTTCCCTCCGAGGAGAGGCACGAAGCTCTGAGGGAACTGATGGACCTTTATTTGAAGATGAAACCCGTCTGGCGATCGTCATGCCCT 

950 
I I I I I 

AKECPESLCQYSFNSQRFAELLSTKFKYRYEGKITNYFHKTLAHVPEIIE 
GCTAAGGAGTGCCCAGAATCCCTCTGCCAGTACAGTTTCAATTCACAGCGTTTTGCTGAGCTCCTCTCCACCAAGTTCAAGTATAGATATGAGGGCAAGATCACCAATTATTTTCACAAGACCCTGGCCCACGTCCCTGAAATTATTGAG 

1000 
I I I I I 

R D G S I G A WAS E G N E S G N K L F R R F R K M N A R Q SKY Y E M E D V L K H H W L Y T SKY 
AGGGATGGCTCCATTGGGGCCTGGGCAAGCGAGGGAAATGAGTCTGGCAACAAACTGTTCAGGCGTTTCCGGAAGATGAATGCCAGGCAGTCCAAGTACTACGAAATGGAAGACG'l'CTTGAAGCA'l'CA'l'TGGTTGTACACC'l'CCAAATAC 

1042 
I I I I 

L Q K F M N A H N A L K N S G F T L N S Q G S L G D L L D L B D S P D S Q D V H B F • 
CTGCAGAAGTTTATGAATGCTCATAAT=GTTAAAAAACTCGGGGTTCACCcTAAACTCACAGGGAATTAGGGGIlCT2'G ~ 
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Figure 4 . 6 Partial nucleotide and predicted ami no acid s equence of Llama RAG-2 (Genbank accession no AF305954) . 
Residues shown in black comprise the active core of the pro tein while the dispensable portion is given in green . 
are italicised . 

Numbering is for the murine protein . 
Regions with similarity to HimA and HimD 

36 50 
I I I I 

W P K R 5 CPT G V F H F D V K H N H L K L K P A V F 5 K D 5 C Y L P P L R Y PAT C T L K G 5 L E 
TGGCCGAAAAGATCCTGCCCCACTGGAGTTTTCCA TTTTGATGTAAAGCA TAA TCA TCTCAAA CTGAAGCCTGCAGTTTTCTCTAAGGATTCCTGCTACCTTCCTCCTCTTCGCTACCCAGCTACTTGCACACTCAAAGGCAGCCTAGAG 

100 
I I I I I 

5 E K H Q Y I I H G G K T P NNE LSD K I Y VMS V V C K N N K K V T F R C I E K D L V G D V P E 
TCTGAAAAGCA TCAGTACA TCATCCATGGAGGGAAAACACCTAATAATGAGCTTTCAGATAAGATT TATGTCATGTCTGTTGTTTGCAAGAATAACAAAAAAGTTACTTTTCGCTGCATAGAGAAAGACTTGGTAGGTGATGTTCCTGAA 

I 
150 

I I I I 
G R Y G H 5 I D V V Y S R G K S M G V L F G G R S YIP S A Q R T T E K W N S V A D C L P H A F L V 

GGCAGATATGGTCATTCCATTGATGTGGTGTATAGTAGAGGGAAAAGTATGGGTGTTCTCTTTGGAGGACGTTCATACATACCTTCTGCCCAAAGAACCACAGAAAAATGGAATAGTGTAGCTGACTGCCTGCCCCATGCTTTCTTGGTG 

200 
I I I I 

D F E F G CST S Y I L PEL Q D G L S F H V S I A R N D T I Y I L G G H S LAN N I R PAN L Y R 
GATTTTGAATTTGGGTGCTCTACATCATACATTCTTCCAGAACTTCAGGATGGGCTATCTTTTCATGTCTCCATTGCCAGAAATGATACCATTTATATTTTAGGAGGACATTCACTTGCCAATAACATCCGCCCTGCCAATCTATACAGA 

250 
I I I I I 

I R V D L P L G SPA V N C T V LPG GIS V S S A I L T Q T S N D E F V I V G G Y Q LEN Q K R M 
ATAAGGGTTGATCTCCCCCTGGGTAGTCCAGCTGTGAATTGCACAGTCTTGCCAGGAGGAATCTCTGTATCCAGTGCAATCCTGACGCAAACAAGCAATGATGAGTTTGTTATTGTTGGTGGCTATCAGCTTGAAAATCAAAAAAGAATG 

300 
I I I I I 

I C N I I S FED N K I E IRE MET P D W T P D I K H SKI W F G S N M G N G T I F L G I P G D N 
ATCTGCAACATCATCTCTTTTGAGGACAACAAGATAGAAATCCGTGAGATGGAAACCCCAGATTGGACTCCAGATATTAAACACAGCAAGATATGGTTTGGAAGCAACATGGGAAATGGAACTATTTTCCTTGGCATACCGGGAGACAAC 

350 
I I I I 

K Q A V 5 E A F Y F Y M L K CAE D D V NED Q K T F T N 5 Q M 5 TED P G D S T P FED 5 E E F C 
AAACAGGCTGTTTCAGAAGCATTCTATTTCTATATGTTGAAATGTGCTGAAGACGATGTGAATGAAGATCAGAAAACATTCACAAATAGTCAGATGTCAACAGAAGACCCAGGGGACTCTACTCCCTTTGAAGACTCGGAAGAATTTTGT 

400 
I I I I I 

F 5 A E A NSF D G D D E F D T Y NED DEE DES E T G Y WIT C CPT C D V DIN T W V P F Y S 
TTCAGTGCGGAGGCAAATAGTTTTGATGGCGATGATGAATTTGACACCTATAATGAAGATGATGAGGAAGATGAGTCTGAGACAGGCTACTGGATTACATGCTGCCCTACATGTGATGTGGATATCAATACTTGGGTACCATTTTATTCA 

450 
I I 

TEL N K PAM I Y C S H G D G H W V H A Q C K 
ACTGAGCTCAACAAACCTGCCATGATCTACTGCTCTCATGGAGATGGGCACTGGGTACATGCTCAGTGCAAG 
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4-.7 Comparison of the Llama RAG Genes with Those of Other Species. 

The necessary and sufficient nature of the RAG proteins in directing the ftrst stages of 

V{D)J recombination means that even subtle residue differences with respect to the 

murine form may lead to major differences in the recombination mechanism. It is 

important, therefore, to analyse the similarity of the sequences isolated in this report 

with previously published data from other species. Broadly speaking the greater the 

difference between llama and other rag sequences, the more likely it is that 

recombination mechanisms may differ. 

The llama RAG-l protein shows considerable homology to other mammalian 

recombination proteins characterised including the well-studied murine form (ftgure 

4.7a, a comparison of murine and llama RAG-2 is given in figure 4.7b). The global 

pairwise alignment in ftgure 4.7a illustrates the high level of amino acid identity 

(88.5%) between murine and llama proteins. An approximate unrooted phylogenie 

tree comparing the llama rag- I nucleotide sequence to all other known full length 

rag-l nucleotide sequences (figure 4.8) is in agreement with previous evidence that 

the rag-l gene may mimic an evolutionary clock (217) (that is to say that the overall 

evolutionary distance between species is accurately reflected by sequence differences 

within this gene). Within the llama protein the area of least homology is located 

between residues 240-286, where two single residue gaps are required for alignment 

and 22 amino acids differ. The core domain of the protein is considerably more 

conserved than the 'dispensable' ('dispensable' in so much as in vitro cleavage of 

substrates can be performed in the absence of this region (2IS, 222» portion ofRAG-

1 ('core' region amino acid identity is 96.8%)~ a fmding that is echoed throughout a 

number of rag-l genes in other species. 

While it is impossible to predict the activity of proteins based entirely on knowledge 

of primary amino acid sequence, the high level of identity between llama and other 

mammalian RAG proteins is suggestive of considerable overlap in their modes of 

action. 
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Figure 4. 7a Global pairwise alignment of llama (top, Genbank accession no AF305953) and murine (bottom, Genbank accessi on no H29475) RAG-1 amino acid 
sequence. Overall identity is 88.5 %. Major (non- similar) residue differences within the core region of the llama sequence are shown Minor 
(similar ) res i due d i fferences in the core region of the l l ama sequence are shown in bold . Alignment of identical residues is shown as ':' throughout . 
Alignment of similar residues is shown as ' . ' throughout . Numbering in black above t he alignment is wi t h respect to llama RAG-I , and is as for figure 4.5 . 
Numbering in grey below the alignment is for murine RAG- I and is as referred to in publications (58). Co lour indications are as for figures 4 . 5 . The 
reSidue at which the H609L mutation is found in the mutant a l lele of the mouse is indicated in red (92). 
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. .. . .... ... . . . ... .. . . .. . . . ....... ~ . . ..... . ... .. . . .:::::::::::: : ::: : :::: : :.: : : :::: : : : :::: : ::::.: :: : : :::::::.:::.:::: : : : ::: 

Mouse RAG-l NHARRDRR-- KRTQARVSSKEVLKKISNCSKIHLSTKLLAVDFPAHFVKSISCQICEHILADPVETSCKHLFCRICILRCLKVMGSYCPSCRYPCFPTDLESPVKSFLNILNSLMVKCPA 
· ....... -- .. I .. .. ... . . I ........ . I .... .... . 1 ......... I ......... 1 ......... 1 .... . .... I ......... I ......... 1 ......... I ...... . 

250 300 350 

400 450 
I . . ... .. . . I . .. ...... 1 ........ . 1 . ........ 1 . .... . ... I ...... . .. 1 . . .... . .. I . ... .... . I .. . . . .... 1 ..... . . .. 1 ....... . . I ....... . . 

Llama RAG- l QECNEEVSLEKYNHHVSSHKESKETFVHINKGGRPRQHLLSLTRRAQKHRLRELKLQvKlFADKEEGGDVKSVCLTLFLLALRARNEHRQADELEAIMQGRGSGLQPAVCLAIRVNTFLS 
· ........ . . . .. .. .... .... .. .. . . ...... . .. . ... . ... . .. ... . . .... ........ . . . . . ... .. ............... . ... .. .. . ... . ... . .. ... . . ........ . .............. . ... . ......... .. . . .. . ... .. .. . .. ... .... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. ... . . .. . . . ... . . . . . ...... ... ...... . . .. ... . . 

Mouse RAG- I QDCNEEVSLEKYNHHVSSHKESKETLVHINKGGRPRQHLLSLTRRAQKHRLRELKIQVKEFADKEEGGDVKAVCLTLFLLALRARNEHRQADELEAIMQGRGSGLQPAVCLAIRVNTFLS 
· .1 .... . .... 1 ........ . I .. . .. .. . . 1 ......... 1 . ... . . . . . 1 . .. ...... 1 ......... 1 .. .. ..... 1 ......... 1 ......... 1 ........ . I ...... . 

400 450 
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500 550 
I ..... ... . t . .. .. .. .. I . . ... .... 1 .. .. .. .. . 1 . . ..... . . I . . . .. .... I . .. ... ... I ... . .. . .. I . . .... .. . 1 . ... . . . .. 1 .... . .... I ...... . . . 

Llama RAG-l CSQYHKMYRTVKAlTGRQlFQPLHALRNAEKVLLPGYHPFEWQPPLKNVAS~DVGlIDGLSGLSSSVDDYPVDTlAKRFRYDSALVSALMDMEEDlLEGMRGQDLDDYLNGPFTVVVKE 
. ... .. .. .. . .. . . .. ... .. . .. . . . .... . . . . ........ . . .. .. .. . .. .. ..... .. . . . ..... . . . .... . . . ... . .. . . . .. . .. . .................. ..... ... . ..... .. . . .... .. ..... . ... .. ... . ... ... . .. . .. ... .. . ..... . . ... .. .. . . ... . . .... ... ... . .. . ... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . ... ... . . . 

Mouse RAG- l CSQYHKMYRTVKAlTGRQlFQPLHALRNAEKVLLPGYHPFEWQPPLKNVSSRTDVGllDGLSGLASSVDEYPVDTlAKRFRYDSALVSALMDMEE DlLEGMRSQDLDDYLNGPFTVVVKE 
.. 1 ........ . 1 . .. . .... . 1 . ........ 1 ......... 1 ......... 1 ......... 1 . . .. ..... 1 ......... 1 . .... .... 1 ......... r ......... 1 ...... . 

500 550 

6bo 650 700 
I .. . . ... . . t . .. . , ... . 1 ... .. .. .. 1 . . .... . .. 1 .. .... . .. 1 .. .... . .. r . . ... . . . . 1 . . . . . . .. . 1 . .. . ... .. 1 .... . .... 1 ... . ..... 1 .. ...... . 

Llama RAG- l SCDGMGDVSEKHGSGPAVPEKAVRFSFT 1MKlTl~HGSQNVKVFEE~PNSELCCKPLCLMLADESDHETLTAl LSPLlAEREAMKSSED!LEMGG l!RTFKFIFRGTGYDEKLVREVEG 
::::::::: :: :: : :: :: ::::: : : :: :.:. : : : ::: :: :: : : :: : :: ::: : ::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::: : ::: : :: : :::::: :::: : ::::: ::::: :::: : :: 

Mouse RAG- l SCDGMGDVSEKHGSGPAVPEKAVRFSFTVMRlTIEHGSQNVKVFEEPKPNSELCCKPLCLMLADESDHETLTAlLSPLlAEREAMKSSELTLEMGGlPRTFKFIFRGTGYDEKLVREVEG 
.. 1 . . .... . . . 1 ......... r . ... .. ... 1 ......... 1 ... .. ... . 1 . .... .. .. 1 ......... 1 ... .. .... 1 .. . . ... . . 1 . .. ...... 1 ......... I ...... . 
600 650 700 

750 800 
I ... . .. ... 1 .... .. . .. 1 .... , . ... 1 ... .. . . .. 1 . .. .. .... 1 ...... . . . 1 ...... .. . 1 . . ...... . 1 ......... 1 . . . . ..... 1 ... ...... 1 . . .... . . . 

Llama RAG- l LEASGSVYlCTLCDATRLEASQNLVLHSITRSHAENLERYEVWRSNPYHETVEELRDRVKGVSAKPFIETVPSlDALHCDIGNAAEFYKIFQLEIGEVYKNPNASREERKRWQATLDKHL 
: ::: : : : ::: :: : :. : :::: :: ::: oI : : :::: : ::: :.: :: : :: :: ::::.::::: : ::: :::: : : : :: : :::: : :: : : :: :: ::::: ::: :: : : :::: : .: : :: .. ::::::::: : :::: 

Mouse RAG- l LEASGSVYlCTLCDTTRLEASQNLVFHSITRSHAENLQRYEVWRSNPYHESVEELRDRVKGVSAKPFIETVPS lDALHCDlGNAAEFYKIFQLEIGEVYKHPNASKEERKRWQATLDKHL 
.. 1 ... . .. . .. I ......... I . ........ I ..... . ... I . ... ..... 1 .... . . . . . I ......... I ......... I ......... I ...... ... I ......... 1 ..... . . 

750 800 

850 900 950 
1 .... .. ... I . . . . .... . I . ...• . . .. I ..... . .. . I ..... .... I ..... . ... I ... . ... .. I . .. .. . .. . I .. . . ..... 1 .. ... . . .. 1 . ..... . .. 1 ... . . ... . 

Llama RAG- l RKKMNLKPlMRMNGNFARKLMTKE TVEAVCELVPSEERHEALRELMDLYLKMKPVWRSSCPAKECPESLCQYSFNSQRFAELLSTKFKYRYEGKI TNYFHKTLAHVPEllERDGSlGAWA 
:: .: : : :: :: :::: : :: ::: : : .: : :. ::::: .:: : : ::: : ::: :::::::::::: : : : : :::::: : :::: :::: :::: :::: : : :: : :: :: ::: : : : ::: :: : : :: : ::::::::::: : 

Mouse RAG- l RkRMNLKPlMRMNGNFARKLMTQETVDAVCELlPSEERHEALRELMDLYLKMKPVWRSSCPAKECPESLCQYSFNSQRFAELLSTKFKYRYEGKITNYFHKTLAHVPEllERDGSlGAWA 
.. 1 ........ . I . . ... ... . I . ........ 1 . ... .... . I . . . ... . .. 1 . . ....... I . ........ I ... .. . .. . I ......... 1 ......... I ......... I ...... . 

850 900 950 

1000 1042 
I . ..... .. . 1 .•.. ..... I . . . .. . . . . 1 . ... . .... I . . ....... I ... . ..... I ....... .. I .... . .... I . . 

Llama RAG-l SEGNESGNKLFRRFRKMNARQS~EMEDVLKHHWLYTSKYLQKFMNAHNALKNSGFTLNSQGSLGDLLDLEDSPDSQDVMEF 
: : : :::: : :::: !:: :: ::: ::: :: :::: :: :: : :::: : ::: :::: : :::: : .: : : :.: : . . : : : .: :: . : :: 

MOLise RAG-l SEGNESGNKLFRRFRKMNARQSKCYEMEDVLKHHWLYTSKYLQKFMNAHNALKSSGFTMNSKETLGDPLGIEDSLESQDSMEF 
. . I ......... I ......... I . ........ I ..... . ... I .. . .. . ... I ......... I ......... I ......... I 

1000 1040 

./40 



Figure 4.7b Global pairwise alignment of llama (top, Genbank accession no AF305954) and murine (bottom, Genbank accession no M64796) RAG-2 amino acid 
sequence. Overall identity over region of llama RAG- 2 isolated is 89% . Major (non-similar) residue differences within the core region of the llama sequence 
are shown ",G44!!' . Minor (similar) residue differences in the core region of the llama sequence are shown in bold . Alignment of identical residues is 
shown as ':' throughout. Alignment of similar residues is shown as '.' throughout . Numbering is for the murine protein . Residues shown in black comprise 
the active core of the protein while the dispensable portion is given in green . Regions with similarity to HimA and HirnD are italicised. Dashes represent 
regions of the llama RAG- 2 sequence no t isolated in this study. 

50 100 
· ........ I ..... . ... 1 . .... .. .. 1 .. . . .. . .. I . . . ...... I .... .. ... I .. .. ..... I .... ... . . I . .... ... . I .. . . . .. .. I ..... . ... I ......... I 

Llama RAG- 2 ----------------------------------- WPKRsCPTGVFHFDVKHNHLKLKPAVFSKDSCYLPPLRYPATC~KGSLESEKHQYIIHGGKTPNNELSDKIYVMSVVCKNNKKV 
:::: ::::::::: : . : . ::::::: :.: :: ::::: :: :: :::::. ::: . . :.:::::::::::::::::::::.:::.::::::: 

Mouse RAG- 2 MSLQMVTVGHNIALIQPGFSLMNFDGQVFFFGQKGWPKRSCPTGVFHFDIKQNHLKLKPAIFSKDSCYLPPLRYPATCSYKGSIDSDKHQYIIHGGKTPNNELSDKIYIMSVACKNNKKV 

150 200 
· .... .... I .. .... ... I ... .. .... I .. .... ... 1 .. . . ..... 1 ......... I ... . .. ... 1 . . .. ... .. I .. ....... I . . . . .. . . . I ......... I ......... I 

Llama RAG- 2 TFRq§EKDLVGDVpEERYGHSI DVVYSRGKSMGVLFGGRSY1 PSAQRTTEKWNSVADC LPHAFLVDFEFGCSTSYILPELQDGLSFHVSIARNDT1YILGGHSLANNIRPANLYRIRVDL 
:::: :: :::::::: ::::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ::. ::.::::::::::::::: :.:: . :: : :::.: :: ::::::::::: : : : :::::: .::: ::::::. : ::::::: ::: ::: 

Mouse RAG- 2 TFRCTEKDLVGDVPEPRYGHSIDVVYSRGKSMGVLFGGRSYMPSTQRTTEKWNSVADCLPHVFLIDFEFGCATSYILPELQDGLSFHVSIARNDTVYILGGHSLASNIRPANLYRIRVDL 

250 300 350 
· ... ..... I ......... 1 ......... I ......... I .. . . ..... I ........ . I ......... I .. .. ..... I ....... . . I ........ . 1 . . . ...... I ..... . . .. I 

Llama RAG- 2 PLGS PAVNCTVLPGGISVSSAILTQTSNDEFVIVGGYQLENQKRM1CN1 IS~D~IEI~METPDW~DIKHSKIWFGSNMGNGTIFLGIPGDNKQAVSEAFY~LKCAEDDVNEDQK 
:::.: : :: : :::::::: : ::::::::.::::: ::: ::::::::::.: ... :. :::::::: ::: ::::: ::: :: :: : : :: :: :::::::::::.::::::::.:.:.: .. :: : : 

Mouse RAG- 2 PLGTPAVNCTVLPGGISVSSAILTQTNNDEFVIVGGYQLENQKRMVCSLVSLGDNT IEISEMETPDWTSDIKHSKIWFGSNMGNGTIFLGIPGDNKQAMSEAFYFYTLRCSEEDLSEDQK 

400 450 
· ... .. ... I . ... .. . . . 1 ......... 1 ......... I .. . . ..... I ........ . I . . ....... I . . .... .. . I .... ... .. I . . . ... . .. I . .. . .. .. . I ...... . .. I 

Llama RAG- 2 &mTNS~STEDPGDSTPFEDSEEFCFSAEANSFDGDDEFDTYNEDDEEDE~TGYWITCCPTCDVDINTWVPFYSTELNKPAMIYCSHGDGHWVHAQCK---------------------
. ... .. . .... .... ..... . . .... . .... ........ ... .. ..... .. ....................................... ...... ........ .. .... ..... ..... .... ....................... ........ ...... .. ...................... ......................................... .. ............ ................................................. .. .................. .. ................. .. 

Mouse RAG- 2 IVSNSQTS TEDPGDSTPFEDSEEFCFSAEA TSFDGDDEFVTYNEDDEDDESVTGYWITC CPTCDVDINTWVPFYSTELNKPAMIYCSHGDGHWVHAQCMDLEERTLIHLSEGSNKYYCNE 

500 
....... .. 1 . .. ...... 1 ...... . . . 1 ......... 1 . .. ... . 

Llama RAG- 2 

Mouse RAG-2 HVQIARALQ TPKRNPPLQKPPMKSLHKKGSGKVL TPAKKSFLRRLFD 
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Figure 4.B Unrooted phylogenie tr .. illustrating the evolutionary relationship between the rag-l 
nucleotide sequence of all characterised specie. (Genbank acce.sion numbers antielockwise from 
bottom 071093, U15663, U62645, MSB530, U51897, M29475, AF30S953, M77666 and M29474). The 
evolutionary distance between rag-l genes of each species is indicated by the distance between 
the ends of each line. 
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4.8 General Structure and Features of Murine RAG-l Proteins1 

While the evolutionary analysis conducted in the previous section finds llama RAG-l 

to be highly similar to other RAG proteins, further clues as to the possible 

characteristics of the protein can be gleaned through comparison of a number of 

specific functionally-related regions of the protein that have been described in the 

mouse. 

A number of detailed mutagenesis studies have been carried out on murine RAG 

proteins to defme minimum core regions capable of initiating recombination (71, 90, 

222,223). Both the N-terminal third of the RAG-l protein and the C-terminal quarter 

of RAG-2 have been shown to be dispensable without reducing the ability of 

recombinant RAG proteins to process isolated oligonucleotide substrates in vitro 

(chapter 6). This strongly implicates the remaining 'core' portions of the murine 

RAG amino acid sequences in RSS processing. A fairly large region of murine RAG-

1, within the functional core, has been shown to be responsible for interaction with 

RAG-2 (amino acids 504-1008 (506-101fi» (figure 4.5) (87). The crystal structure of 

a zinc-binding domain that acts as a specific dimerisation domain has been published 

(amino acids 265-380 (268-382» (88, 89). This domain is directly adjacent to the 

catalytic core region (amino acids 384-1008 (386-1010), which itself includes a 

putative DNA binding domain (384-477 (386-479». This DNA binding region has 

subsequently been more accurately defined as a site of interaction between RAG-l 

and the nonamer region of the RSS, consisting of residues 390-460 (392-462) (214). 

In addition the catalytic core contains a region with high homology to a prokaryotic 

integrase (501-523 (503-525) (section 1.8.5) and three acidic residues (0600, D708 

and E709 (D602, 0710 and E711» recently shown to be essential for the two initial 

steps ofV(D)J cleavage (93-95). At least two of these three residues are thought to be 

involved in co-ordination of a divalent metal ion. Many biological enzymes require 

the presence of a divalent cation associated with their biochemical structure in order 

to exhibit catalytic activity. The finding that these RAG-l acidic residues may be 

2 Numbering in this section is given with respect to the murine RAG-I. Italicised 

numbering in parenthesis is with respect to llama RAG-l 
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involved in cation association therefore supports the hypothesis that the active site of 

the V(D)J recombinase lies within RAG-l rather than RAG-2. 

4.9 Functional Murine RAG-l Mutant Proteins 

A number of mutant RAG-l proteins have been examined to further dissect the action 

of this protein (71, 91). Two such mutations have been shown to alter the specificity 

of the RAG-l protein for its target recombination sequence. The first mutation 

involves an H609L (H611L) substitution, and represents a naturally occurring mutant 

mouse RAG-l allele (92) while the second (known as the D32 mutation) is an 

artificially generated mutation involving the substitution of 4 amino acid residues and 

the deletion of a further two all within the same region (91). Both mutations, located 

within similar regions of murine RAG-l lead to an increase in sensitivity of the 

protein to the region immediately upstream of the recombination signal sequence, 

known as the coding flank. Mutant proteins require particular nucleotides 

immediately upstream of the heptamer sequence to catalyse the initial stages of 

recombination. These mutations demonstrate that murine RAG-l interacts not only 

with the RSS but with adjacent nucleotides as well. 

4.10 Analysis of the Llama RAG-} Gene for Regions of Potential 

Functional Significance. 

Major residue differences within the 'core' regions of the llama and murine RAG-l 

proteins are rare. Only six non-similar residue differences are located within this 

region in contrast to the 'dispensable' region where a total of36 such differences may 

be found. Possible functional differences between the RAG-I proteins of the two 

species can be predicted through the examination of differences between the two 

proteins within each of the function domains described in section 4.9. 

The large region of RAG-l known to interact with RAG-2 contains four non-similar 

residue differences between llama and murine forms and demonstrates overall amino 

acid identity of 95.6%. By contrast the zinc dimerisation domain that lies within the 

'dispensable' portion of the protein contains major differences including the residues 

'WQWTSGTL' in the llama sequence that are not present in the murine protein. The 

DNA binding domain between residues 390 and 460 (392-462) of the murine and 
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llama RAG-I proteins are highly similar (95.7% identity) containing only a single 

non-similar residue difference (E417 (E419)), while the short region with homology 

to prokaryotic integrases is completely conserved. The three essential acidic residues 

described in section 4.8 are also found in the llama RAG-I proteins. 

The region of the llama RAG-l protein corresponding to that mutated in the H609L 

and D32 forms (section 4.9) contains a number of differences with respect to the wild

type murine form. These include an alanine rather than glutamic acid residue at 

murine position 632 (E634A) and other differences such as V626I, R628K and P644A 

(V628I, R630K and P646A). V626 is conserved amongst RAG-l proteins from 

species as evolutionarily distant as salmon and Xenopus (95) so replacement of the 

valine residue with isoleucine may have considerable implications for the action of 

llama RAG-I. 

Although any of the amino acid differences within key regions of the RAG-l primary 

sequence described above may affect the process of V(D)J recombination in the 

llama, the lack of a full understanding of the three-dimensional interaction between 

RAG proteins and RSS in either mouse or llama makes any prediction of effects 

difficult. It seems possible from the residue differences described in this section that 

the llama RAG-l protein may possess differences in the way it interacts both with 

other RAG-l molecules, during dimerisation, and with llama RAG-2. The 

conservation of the DNA binding domain and integrase-like region suggests that the 

interaction between llama RAG-I and llama RSSs may be similar to the better 

characterised murine RAGIDNA cleavage mechanism (section 1.8.5). At the same 

time however, the differences in the vicinity of the regions key for D32 and H609L 

related coding flank sensitivity suggest that llama RAG-l may possess subtle 

differences in the manner in which it interacts with RSSs. 
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4.11 General Structure of the Murine RAG-2 Protein 

By contrast to murine RAG-l the murine RAG-2 protein shares relatively little 

homology to other protein domains. The only homology to other proteins lies within 

two regions (14-141 and 321-446 respectively) which share similarity with two 

integration host factor proteins known as RimA and HimD (61). These proteins form 

a heterodimer required during prokaryotic integration. It is likely therefore that the 

regions ofRAG-2 with homology to these proteins playa similar essential role during 

V(D)J recombination (the RAG-l protein has a region of similarity to prokaryotic 

integrases, section 1.8.5). The active core of the RAG-2 protein is located within the 

first three-quarters of the protein (amino acids t -382 of the 5 t 7 residue protein). This 

corresponds approximately to the 'core' region of the RAG-2 protein used during in 

vitro cleavage experiments (section 5.4). Within the RAG-2 'core' a six-fold motif of 

50 amino acids is found that is related to the kelchlmipp motif (224) that may playa 

role in protein/protein interactions such as RAG-l/RAG-2 dimerisation. 

4.12 Analysis of the Llama RAG-2 Gene for Regions of Potential 

Functional Significance. 

Without the complete sequence of the llama rag-2 gene it is not possible to perform 

an evolutionary analysis similar to that performed on the rag-l gene. Regions of the 

rag-2 gene that have not been isolated in this study may not show similar levels of 

homology to the murine form demonstrated by the characterised region. The fmding 

that the region isolated in this study has 89% identity at nucleotide level to the 

corresponding murine region (llama rag-I shares 88.5% identity) strengthens the 

suggestion that the RAG proteins may act as an evolutionary clock (section 4.7) 

4.13 Features of Llama RAG-2 with Potential Functional Significance 

Approximately 80% (assuming an identical protein length to murine RAG-2) of the 

llama RAG-2 amino acid sequence has been isolated in this study (91% of the 'core' 

domain). Within this region a number of similar and non-similar residue differences 

are present with relation to the murine sequence. Of particular note are a total of eight 

differences between residues 286 and 309 within the 'core' domain of the sequence, 

N-terminal of the HimD motif. Overall the structure of the RAG-2 protein in the 

mouse and other species has been less well studied than that of RAG-l and it is 
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therefore difficult to draw any conclusions as to the possible significance of residue 

differences. 

4.14 RAG Protein Expression Strategy 

The isolation of the sequence of the llama RAG-l and RAG-2 proteins is described in 

section 4.3. After isolation of these genes it was possible to begin the process of 

recreating llama V(D)J recombination in vitro. The first step in developing a suitable 

assay for examination of the llama recombination process involved the expression and 

purification of biologically active RAG proteins. Given the better-defmed role of 

RAG-l (by comparison with RAG-2) in initial nonamer and heptamer binding (77, 

225) and the more complete nature of the available sequence data regarding RAG-I, 

expression of llama RAG-l alone was undertaken. Although the dual expression of 

both proteins could be argued to provide a more physiologically-relevant recreation of 

the in vivo recombination process, RAG-l expression alone provided the prospect of 

isolating any unusual features of recombination that were specific to the RAG-l 

protein. Given the considerable homology between llama and murine RAG-I, llama 

RAG·l expression also provided a test of compatibility with murine RAG·2. The 

assay used to investigate llama V(D)J recombination is described further in Chapter 5. 

4.14.1 Expression of Llama RAG-l in a Baculovirus System 

To examine the activity of the llama RAG-l protein within the context of a cell-free 

assay system, the protein was expressed within an insect cell culture system by 

infecting insect cells with recombinant baculovirus containing the llama rag-1 coding 

sequence. An overview of the expression system is given in figure 2.S. To produce 

soluble, high purity virus, the region corresponding to the murine 'core' protein 

(amino acids 384-1008 by murine numbering or 386-1010 by llama numbering) was 

cloned in-frame with both maltose binding protein (which provided not only a means 

of purification but also increased the RAG-l protein solubility) (226) and a 6x 

histidine (6xHis) tag for secondary purification (227) (section 2.7). 

4.14.2 Expression and Purification of Llama RAG-ll Murine RAG-2 

Llama RAG-l protein in combination with murine RAG-2 was successfully expressed 

after co-infection of insect cells with bacmid DNAs containing both truncated murine 
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RAG-2 and the truncated llama RAG-l insert. The results of first and second stages 

of RAG protein purification are shown in figure 4.9. 

4.14.3 Testing the A~tivityofthe Lhima RAG-IlMurine RAG-2 proteins 

To test the biological activity of the purified proteins. a test assay was perfonned 

whereby a DNA oligonucleotide substrate was cleaved with the llama/mouse proteins 

(figure 4.1) (further details of the assay system are given in Chapter 6). 
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Figure 4 . 10 Demonstration of the ability of llama RAG-1/ murine RAG-2 to cleave a 
murine control RSS in the presence of Mo'· ions . The principle of the assay is 
described in detail in section 5.4 . 
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4.15 RAG Gene Isolation and Expression - Summary of Findings 

In this chapter the successful isolation of the llama recombination activating gene 

sequences and the expression of a truncated form of the llama RAG-I protein are 

descnoed. In this chapter the fonowing findings are reported: 

• That llamas possess both recombination activating genes 1 and 2. 

• Identification of the full coding sequence of the llama RAG-l protein 

• Identification of -80% of the coding sequence of the nama RAG-2 protein 

• Evidence that llama RAG-l and RAG-2 may closely linked and convergently 

transcribed 

• Evidence that llama rag genes are similar to those isolated from other species,. and 

that llama rag-I shares highest nucleotide identity with the rabbit rag-J gene. 

• Phylogenie analysis of a range of RAG-I proteins, including that of the llama that 

confinns the previously reported fmding that RAG-l sequence may act as an 

'"evolutionary clock'. Partial llama RAG-2 sequence supports this. 

• That the llama RAG-l protein contains- amino acid sequence corresponding to an 

the major domains reported in the murine RAG-I protein. 

• Identification of subtle differences between the function of llama and murine 

RAG-l which may result from amino acid differences, particularly surrounding 

the domains. involved in protein-protein interaction and coding flank recognition. 

• That a truncated form of llama RAG-l can be expressed as soluble biologically 

active protein in a baculovirus system. 
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4.16 Discussion 

This chapter reports the successful isolation and cloning of the complete sequence of 

the llama RAG-l gene in addition to SOO-Ai of the coding sequence of the llama RAG-2 

gene. The finding that the IIama possesses both rag-l and rag-2 genes suggests that 

the mechanisms of recombination utilised in the generation of llama antibodies are 

similar to those characterised in other species, rather than a completely novel 

mechanism (section 1.4 point (4». This complements the evidence from the analysis 

of recombination signal sequences reported in chapter J (section J.lO). The 

differences. between murine and llama RAG protein sequences are suggestive of 

subtle differences in the mechanisms of recombination (section 1.4 point (5». The 

nature of the differences between murine and llama RAG proteins indicates that the 

mechanism of recombination may differ through contrasting mechanisms of protein

protein interaction, or perhaps differences in the recognition of coding flank 

sequences (section 4.10). 

The successful expression of a truncated llama RAG-I protein provides the 

opportunity to establish an in vitro assay to test the ability of llama recombination 

proteins to act on both heavy chain and classical antibody recombination signals. The 

results of these assays are described in chapter 5. 
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4.17 FutureWo-rk. 

To further examine the recombination process that leads to the generation of llama 

antibodies the)s9latjon.ofpther,components of the recombination machiney may be 

of value. In particular the isolation of the full llama RAG-2 nucleotide sequence, 

either through rescreening of the genomic library using the partial sequence reported 

in this chapter, or through a technique such as random amplification of eDNA ends 

(RACE) peR could lead to the dual expression of llama RAG-l and RAG-2 proteins. 

This would provide a more physiologically relevant assay to recreate the 

recombination processes undertaken within the llama. 

A furthernatural.extension of this project would be-an examination of other proteins 

implicated in V(D)J recombination- including perhaps terminal deoxynucleotidyl 

transferase, that is responsible for N addition and the DNA repair proteins known to 

act in the later stage~ of recombination (section 1.8.5) .. However,. suitable assays. to 

allow the investigation of the effects of these proteins. on the latter stages of 

recombination have not, to our knowledge, yet been reported and so subsequent 

studies could not rely on an existing assay system. 
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Chapter 5 Examination of the Process of Camelid V(D)J 

Recombination 

S.l Abstract 

The in vitro reconstitution of events taking place during llama antibody generation 

provides the opportunity to examine a range of phenomena related to V(D)J 

recombination that cannot be predicted by sequence- data alone. This includes the 

ability of RAG proteins- to interact both with each other and with llama DNA 

sequences, as they must if successfully recombined antibodies are to be generated in 

vivo. 

Understanding of the intricacies ofV(D)J recombination has been greatly advanced in 

recent years through the reconstitution of the process within an in vitro environment 

(214). The development of such a cell-free assay has led to a flurry of research 

activity that has dissected the detailed biochemical events that lead to the generation 

of antibody diversity. While the early stages of the murine recombination system 

have been investigated exhaustively through these studies, demoostrating for example, 

the ability of the RAG proteins to initiate recombination and the role of divalent 

cations within the reaction, relatively little work has examined potential abnormalities 

within recombination systems. To our knowtedge~ no published study has yet 

examined the process ofV(O)J recombination within other species. Here the results. 

of the fIrst study to investigate non-murine recombination are reported. These 

demonstrate the interchangeable nature of components of the cell-free system, both 

through studies of murine RAG protein activity on llama derived RSSs and llama 

RAG protein activity on murine RSS. After the optimisation of these assays murine 

RAG proteins were found to be unable to fully process llama recombination 

substrates. In this chapter a method is provided that allows full restoration of this 

recombination activity. 

Despite a number of residue differences between the expressed llama RAG-l protein 

and its. murine counterpart~ this chapter demons.trates that both proteins are able to act 

in concert with murine RAG-2 and fully cleave mouse recombination substrates. 
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5.2 Introduction-
The events that take place during human and murine V(D)J recombination in vivo are 

complex and highly regulated. RSSs may be more than a megabase apart (31) and 

factors such as nucleosomal positioning and higher order chromatin structure are 

thought to play a crucial role (228, 229). Given the limited understanding of such 

factors it is not possible to fully reconstitute the process of llama V(D)J recombination 

as it occurs within the B-cell. However, given the sequence data obtained from V, D 

and J segments (Chapter 3) the development of an assay allowing the demonstration 

of the role of these sequences in targeting recombination was considered apriority. 

After assessment of a variety of plasmid-based recombination systems (23(}-233) a 

simple, yet relatively robust assay system was chosen, originally developed within the 

laboratory of Martin Gellert at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda (65). To 

provide a more physiologically-relevant reconstruction of the events taking place 

during camelid B-cell development both murine RAG-lI2 proteins (typically used in 

such studies) and llama RAG-l protein were used to cleave the RSSs isolated from 

the llama heavy chain loci. It is to be noted that throughout these studies a range of 

assay conditions. best suited to the activity of murine. RAGII2 proteins were used.. It 

is possible therefore that the llama protein may be physiologically active outside this 

range of conditions 

S.3 Strategy 

The aims of this study were twofold. Firstly the ability of murine RAG proteins to 

process RSSs derived from llama sequences was examined, thereby demonstrating 

interspecies conservation of the initial stages of V(D)l recombination. The second 

aim was to examine the ability of llama RAG-l to interact with murine RAG-2 and 

murine and llama RSSs. 

Demonstration of 

l)Llama RAG-IlMurine RAG-2 interaction 

2)Uama RAG-II Uama RSS interactio~ and 

3)Llama RAG-lfMurine RSS interaction 

would illustrate the considerable degree of conservation between methods of 

recombination, and also highlight any potential differences between the species 

caused, for example, by amino acid differences within the llama RAG-l sequence. 
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5.4 The Cell-Free Recombination Assay 

The basic principle of the cell-free recombination system utilised in this study is 

described in a number of recent papers (65, 72, 215, 234, 235). Briefly, short 

oligonucleotides, containing approximately 16 nucleotides of coding end, heptamer, 

12 or 23 nucleotide spacer, nonamer and 6 nucleotides of the signal end were 

synthesised together with their reverse complements. The oligonucleotides were then 

radiolabelled at their 5' ends before annealing to their reverse complements (figure 

5.1). BiologicaIIy active RAG-1/2 proteins expressed within a baculovirus system 

(sections 2.7 and 4.14) were purified by affinity chromatography and added to a 

buffer containing divalent cations and in some cases high motility group proteins 1 

and 2 (HMG1I2) (sections 1.8.5, 2.6 and 5.4.2(a) and (b». The oligonucleotide 

substrates were then incubated with the recombinant RAG proteins. After incubation 

the reaction was run on a polyacrylamide sequencing gel to allow visualisation of the 

oligonucleotide substrates and any processing that may have taken place. 

5.4.1 Interpretation of Recombination Assays 

The products of cell-free recombination assays using the Gellert system described 

above (section 5.4) fall into two categories.. Initial nicking of the double stranded 

DNA substrate by the RAG protein complex generates a short (typically 16 base), 

labelled single-stranded DNA product that migrates towards the base of 

polyacrylamide gels during electrophoresis. The second stage of recombination 

involves hairpin formation between the two annealed DNA strands at the coding end 

(figure 1.7). This product migrates as a higher band approximately midway between 

any nicked DNA products and the dense non-processed substrate that runs at the top 

of the gel. This migration pattern is illustrated in figure 5.2 and the events that take 

place during RAG interaction with the recombination substrate(s) are summarised in 

figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.1 Anatomy · of a · Recombination Substrate , Substrates typically consisted of . 16 
nuceotides o f coding flank including · the 3 ' end o f the variable gene segment -coding sequence , 
the heptamer , 23 or 12 nucleotide spacer, nonamer and a further five nucleotides at the signal 
end. A full recombinat i on substrate consisted of a double strand DNA molecule including the 
r:ecOmbination substrate annealed . to its . reverse complement · 

Figure 5.2 Schematic descriping the typical migration- pattern of recombination assay 
prOduct4. Line diagrams illustrate processing of · recombination substrates indicated by these 
bands. Red triangles indicate RSSs , the significance of which is illustrated in figures 1 . 7 
and 5.3 

.-

Unprocessed DNA 
substrate 

DNA hairpins (second stage 
of RAG processing) 

Nicked substrate products 
(initial RAG processing 
event) 
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Figure 5 . 3 Diagram illustrating the stages of processing of r e combina tion s igna l s equences 
(asSa ) by the RAG proteins. Stages 1 - 3 can be completed in vitro by RAG proteins alone. However 
~esOlution of hairpins and rejoining of coding ends require a number of other factors described 

elow. This chapter describes only the analys is of Steps 1 - 3 of the recombination process. 

RAG- l/RAG-2 complex 

l)Initial 
1/RAG- 2 to 
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5.4.2 Components of In Vitro Studies of RAG-1IRAG-2 Activity 

Although under optimal conditions murine 'core' RAG-l/RAG-2 proteins are both 

necessary and sufficient to promote the early stages of V(D)J recombination, a 

number of the components of the cell-free reaction can affect the results obtained 

during artificial RAG/RSS interaction. 

a) Recombinant RAG-11RAG-2 Protein 

Batch to batch variation in protein purity between preparations of the RAG-1I2 

proteins are common and can have considerable effects on the assay (236). For this 

reason the assay must be fully optimised for each batch of protein. In some cases 

protein is not sufficiently active to generate valid results despite optimisation. Murine 

RAG proteins (215) were a kind gift of Dr K. Hiom. 

b) Higb Motility Group (HMG) Proteins 

The ubiquitous nuclear chromatin-associated HMGl/2 proteins make an important 

contribution to RAGIRSS interactions both in vitro and in vivo (215, 237-240) and are 

thought to act as a DNA-bending accessory factor (239, 241). In particular cleavage 

of 23-spacer RSSs (23-RSSs) is stimulated more than tenfold in the presence of 

HMG 112. It is believed that HMG 112 may stabilise the RAG-1I2IDNA interaction 

(239). 

c) Divalent Cations 

The progress of RAGIRSS interactions is highly dependent on the nature of the 

divalent ion available within the reaction. The most physiologically relevant cation is 

Mg2+ (242), which allows nicking of single double-stranded RSS substrates in the 

presence of murine RAG-1I-2. However, hairpin formation, the second stage of 

processing in Mi+ is not possible without the introduction of a second, alternative 

length spacer RSS substrate. As discussed previously (section 1.8.4) the alternative 

spacer lengths represent single and double turns in the DNA helix and the 

conformation of the RAG protein complexes that associate at each spacer type are 

thought to allow interaction only with RAG proteins of the alternative conformation, 

therefore enforcing the 12/23 rule. 

Hairpin formation within a single RSS substrate is possible in the presence of Mn2
+ 

When 12/23 reactions are uncoupled. This is thought to be the result of an alteration 

in the geometry of the RAG-II2 active site in the presence of this ion. Although the 

presence of this ion may not best simulate the in vivo environment during V(D)J 
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recombination the use of Mn2
+ during the generation of hairpins in the presence of a 

single RSS is commonly used throughout the literature (72, 242). 

d) Oligonucleotide Substrates 

Oligonucleotides were gel purified prior to radiolabellin~ annealing and use within 

the assay in order to remove incomplete oligonucleotides (n- I, n-2, etc) that may have 

formed during synthesis and may produce spurious banding during visualisation of 

assay products. 

5.4.3 Oligonucleotide Design 

To provide the most realistic test of components of the llama recombination system in 

the in vitro assay, oligonucleotides representative of the recombination signal 

sequences found within the llama V H and V HH repertoire were designed. Our analysis 

of germline gene segment expression within a Unilever cDNA library in section 3.18 

indicates that sequences derived from gene segment V HH3 or similar make up a larger 

proportion of cDNA sequences than any of the other isolated variable gene segments 

in this chapter. Single substrates derived from the RSSs associated with germline 

variable gene segments VHH3 (representing heavy chain gene segments) and VHI 

(representing classical gene segments) were therefore synthesised. Although these 

sequences are broadly similar, specific differences are present, particularly within the 

coding flank and spacer sequence (table 5.1). 

VIllI3 and VIll contain all the sequence elements that have been shown to be crucial to 

recombination in the better-characterised human and murine recombination systems 

(section 3.10). In addition their coding flank sequences upstream of the heptamer are 

approximately representative of the coding flanks isolated from the six V region 

germline clones reported in Chapter 3. It is not certain that these recombination signal 

sequences are utilised in vivo but the close similarity of the gennline sequences to 

expressed cDNAs (section 3.18) suggests that recombination signal sequences similar 

if not identical to VHl and VHH3 are involved in successful recombination events. 

Although no significant differences are apparent between RSS signals derived from 

the isolated germline clones (figure 5.4) the use of sequences derived from both llama 

VH (VHl) and VJill (VJill3) provide the opportunity to observe any subtle differences 

in RSS processing between the two antibody types that may occur in vitro. A murine 

derived 23-RSS control was also used in these studies, the sequence of which is 

shown in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of Recombination Signal Sequences derived from V,D and J Gene Segment Data . 
Colours indicate runs of nucleotides that might either promote (Blue) or inhibit (Red) 
nucleotide deletion (64 , 100) (section 5 . 14) . The trinucleotide adj acent to the heptamer 
sequence is shown in bold. The functional significance of each nucleotide within the RSS is 
described in section 1 . 8 . 3 . 

Sequence Coding End Heptamer Spacer Nonamer 

JHl TCGAGATACCTGTAGC CACACTG GTCTGCCTGCCTGGCCCCCAGTG CACAAACCC 

J H2 TGCGTCCAAAGCATTG CACAGGG ACATAGTCCCGGCTCTCCCCCAG ACATAAACC 

J H3 CAGTAGTCATACTCAT CACAGCG CCACGGGCCCCGTTAGGTGCTGT GCAAAAACC 

J H4 TATTCAAACTGGGGGT CACATTG TGACAACTGTGTCAAGACCCCAG GCAAATGCT 

J H5 CAGGAACCAAAGTCAG CACAACG CCACGGGCCCCGTTAGGTGGTGT GCAAAAACC 

VHH 1 ATTACTGTGCAGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACA 

VHH2 ATTACTGTGCAGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACA 

VHH 3 ATTACTGTAATGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACC 

VHH 4 ATTACTGTGCAAAAGA CACAGTG AGGGAAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACC 

VHH 5 TGTATTACTGTGCGCA CACTGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG AAAAAAACC 

VH1 ATTACTGTGCAGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGAAAGTCGGTGTGAGCCCAG ACACAATCC 

DH1 5 ' CTGTGGCTCCAGT~ CACTGCG GTTCCCAGCTCA GCCAAAACC 

0.1 3 ' CAGTGCTAACTGGAGC CACAGTG ACTGACAACTCT ACAAAAACT 

Figure 5.4 Comparison of the sequence of the llama recombination substrates . 
Differences shown in bold. 

Coding flank Heptamer 23 - Spacer Nonamer Signal 
ATTACTGTAATGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACC TTGCTC 

11111111 111111111111 1111 11111 11111 1111 11 III 1111 I 
ATTACTGTGCAGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGAAAGTCGGTGTGAGCCCAG ACACAATCC TGCAGG 

Table 5.2 Sequence of recombination substrates used in this study. Sequences given in 
this table refer only to the ' top ' strand of the recombination substrate. Reverse 
complements 1 d b t t of these sequences were a so use to generate double stranded su s ra es 
Substrate Coding Ends Heptamer Spacer Nonamer Signal 

23 control GATCTGGCCTGTCTTA CACAGTG GTAGTACTCCACTGTCTGGCTGT ACAAAAACCC TGCAG 

12 control GATCTGGCCTGTCTTA CACAGTG CTACAGACTGGA ACAAAAACCC TGCAG 

VRR3 ATTACTGTAATGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACC TTGCTC 

V .. 3F GATCTGGCCTGTCTTA CACAGTG AGGGGAAGTCATTGTGAGCCCAG ACAAAAACC TTGCTC 

V.l ATTACTGTGCAGCAGA CACAGTG AGGGAAAGTCGGTGTGAGCCCAG ACACAATCC TGCAGG 

V. 1F GATCTGGCCTGTCTTA CACAGTG AGGGAAAGTCGGTGTGAGCCCAG ACACAATCC TGCAGG 
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5.5 Analysis of Llama Recombination Signal Sequences 

Specific sequence requirements for in vitro substrate cleavage have been identified 

(52,83) which, while almost certainly relevant to in vivo recombination, are of known 

importance to in vitro assays. The first three bases of the heptamer are essential for 

recombination during cleavage with purified RAG proteins. By contrast substrates 

that lack a recognisable nonamer are able to undergo a reduced level of cleavage. The 

composition of the coding sequence flanking recombination signal sequences can 

have considerable effects on the efficiency of the cleavage reactions (236). 

Initial experiments (sections 5.6-5.9) sought to examine the ability of murine RAG-

112 proteins to cleave llama RSSs. 

For this purpose munne RAG proteins were initially incubated with murine 

oligonucleotide controls (in this case 12-RSSs) and two llama substrates VHH3 and 

V HI, to test the ability of the protein to induce the first step of recombination, nicking. 

Substrates were incubated in the presence of both magnesium and manganese ions. 

The results of these experiments are shown in sections 5.10-15.12 

5.6 Initial Murine RAG Processing of Llama Recombination Signal 

Sequences 

This first gel (figure 5.5) examines only the initial recognition and processing event of 

RAG-RSS interaction, nick formation in the presence of Mg2+ ions. Recombination 

substrates were incubated in the presence of recombinant murine RAG-1/-2 proteins. 

The llama RSSs are clearly nicked by murine proteins, suggesting a high degree of 

similarity between the recombination systems of both species. This gel therefore 

provides direct evidence of the conservation ofRAG-RSS interaction between species 

at a functional level. 
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Substrate 
nicking 

a) b) c) d) e) 

Figure 5.5 Nickinq of llama RSS DNA substrates by 
murine RAG-l/-2 in the presence of ~+. Lane a) 
23 - RSS nicking positive control Lane b*)V~3 , Lane 
c)V~3F , Lane d*) VHl , Lane e) VH1F . Variations in 
the nicked product s ize and additional bands may 
represent slight differences in RAG protein 
specificity at the heptamer (12 % Polyacylamide 
Gel) 
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5.7 Interaction of Murine RAG Proteins with Llama RSSs in the 

Presence of Manganese 

The second gel (figure 5.6) shows the results of processing of llama recombination 

signal sequences derived from the regions downstream of the variable (V) gene 

segments in the presence of manganese and recombinant murine RAG-} and RAG-2 

proteins. The presence of both hairpin and nicking bands within the positive control 

lane testifies to the successful interaction of the murine RAG proteins with the control 

RSS substrate. While bands corresponding to nicked products are present after 

incubation of the murine RAG proteins with VHH3 and VHl no hairpin formation is 

present. This demonstrates that in these assay conditions the murine proteins cannot 

process llama RSSs fully. 

There are a number of possible explanations for this result. It is important to re-iterate 

the possibility that these sequences may not represent actively recombining RSSs, and 

that the sequences, in particular the coding flanks, contain sequence differences that 

prevent recombination both in the murine (as shown here) and llama systems. 

However, the most probable explanation for the results shown here is that the inability 

of murine RAG proteins to process the llama substrates is the result of subtle 

differences in the recombination systems of the two species. 
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Figure 5.6 Ability of murine RAG-l/-2 to cleave llama 
recombination substrates in the presence of Mn2

+, in lane 
a) murine control 23 - RSS , in lane b) VHH3 RSS and in lane 
c)VH1 RSS (12 % Polyacylamide Gel) 
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5.8 Substitution of Coding Flank 

Given that murine RAG proteins were unable to fully process the llama classical and 

heavy chain only derived recombination substrates, attempts were made to restore the 

ability of the murine proteins to interact with the llama sequences. Chapter 4 

describes the differences between murine and llama RAG-l amino acid sequences that 

may lead to differences in the specificity of the proteins. In section 4.10 amino acid 

differences such as V626I and R628K (murine numbering) in the vicinity of the 

H609L mouse mutation are predicted to lead to a similar coding flank sensitivity. To 

test whether differences within the coding flank of the llama recombination substrates 

were responsible for the differences in substrate processing observed in figures 5.5 

and 5.6 further llama recombination substrates, VIlli3F and VH 1F (table 5.2) were 

synthesised. These substrates included the original heptamer, spacer, nonamer and 

signal ends as derived from primary sequence data but differed in that the 16 

nucleotide llama coding flank was replaced with the murine coding flank sequence 

from the murine positive control substrate. 

5.9 The Effect on Murine RAGlLlama RSSs of Coding Flank 

Substitution 

The third gel (figure 5.7) examines the effect of the coding flank substitutions 

described in section 5.8. This gel shows the results of the incubation of both the 

original llama recombination substrates and those with substituted coding flanks in the 

presence of manganese and recombinant murine RAG-1I-2 proteins. The restoration 

of hairpin formation in the presence of llama recombination substrates containing 

murine coding flanks clearly demonstrate that the inability of murine proteins to 

generate hairpins in llama RSSs (as demonstrated in figure 5.5 and lane (b) of figure 

5.7) is a result of coding flank differences. 
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Figure 5.7 Restoration of hairpinning through the 
substitution of coding flanks in the presence of Mn2

+ a) 

Murine 23 -RSS positive Control , b)VHH 3 original flank, c) 
VHH3F (substituted flank) , d) VH1 original flank, and e) VH1F 
(substituted flank) . Nicking in this reaction is variable 
(12 % polyacrylamide gel) 
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5.10 Llama RAG-1lMouse RAG-2 

After examination of the effects of murine RAG proteins on llama recombination 

signals further studies were conducted using the llama RAG-llmouse RAG-2 protein 

preparation described in Chapter 4. Unfortunately the activity of the llama RAG

lImouse RAG-2 proteins, although initially high, rapidly decreased, perhaps due to 

contaminants present within the protein preparation after purification. Therefore only 

preliminary studies could be carried out with this protein. As the results presented in 

subsequent sections illustrate, information regarding the activity of the llama/mouse 

protein combination was obtained before protein activity dropped below a useable 

level. 

5.11 Comparison of Murine and Llama RAG Protein Activity 

The fourth gel (figure 5.8) demonstrates the similarity between the activity of the 

murine RAG-! and llama RAG-! proteins on murine positive control RSSs when both 

are coupled with murine RAG-2 protein. Both llama/mouse and mouse/mouse protein 

combinations were incubated in the presence of manganese and a 23bp-spacer murine 

positive control substrate. The presence of both hairpin and nicked products is clearly 

shown after incubation with both murine RAG-1IRAG-2 (Lane (a» and llama RAG

lImurine RAG-2 (Lane (b». This shows not only that llama RAG-! acts in a similar 

manner to the murine protein, but also that the degree of homology between murine 

and llama RAG-! is sufficiently high for interaction between the proteins of different 

species (i.e. llama RAG-! and mouse RAG-2). A second gel of lower resolution, 

confirming this result is given in appendix V. 
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Figure 5.8 Processinq of control 12-RSS with murine RAG-l/-2 (lane a) and 
llama RAG-l/murine RAG-2 (lane b). Substrates were processed in the 
p rese nce of Mn2+ (12 % polyacrylimide Gel) . A second lower resolution gel 
is p r ovided in appendix V. 
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5.12 Processing of Llama Recombination Substrates with Llama RAG-

llMurine RAG-2. 

Figure 5.9 shows the effects of llama RAG-l protein in combination with murine 

RAG-2. The proteins show some specific activity but also a degree of non-specific 

nicking and possible hairpin formation resulting in a 'ladder' of bands within the gel. 

Probable specific hairpin and nicking bands are present although the rapid 

deterioration of protein activity did not allow repetition of this assay. The gel appears 

to show similar activity of llama RAG-l/murine RAG-2 proteins to that previously 

shown for murine proteins alone (figure 5.7, section 5.9). A difference with possible 

significance is the absence of hairpinning within the VH 1F substrate. This suggests 

that the llama protein in combination with murine RAG-2 may be unable to process 

the RSS even after coding flank substitution. 

Given the differences within the llama RAG-1 primary amino acid sequence (section 

4.10) and the observations made in sections 5.9 and 5.10 it may have been predicted 

that the llama/murine RAG proteins would allow hairpinning in the presence of the 

original llama coding flanks (Le. V HH3 and V HI), however this gel suggests that this is 

not the case. 
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Figure 5.9 Processing of llama recombination substrates with llama RAG
l/murine RAG-2. Lane a and b show murine control RSSs (12 and 23 spacer 
respectively) , lane c and d show VM 3 and VHH3F while lanes e and f show VH1 
and VH1F respectively (15% Polyacrylamide Gel) . 
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5.13 Recombination Assays - Summary of Findings 

• Core 'murine' RAG proteins are able to interact with and generate single stranded 

nicks within oligonucleotide substrates representative of both heavy chain 

antibody and classical antibody RSSs in vitro. 

• Core 'murine' RAG proteins are unable to reproduce the second stage of V(D)J 

recombination within llama heavy chain and classical recombination substrates in 

vitro. 

• Hairpin formation within llama recombination substrates is, however, possible if 

the region immediately upstream of the heptamer sequence (the coding flank) 

within the substrate is replaced with the corresponding murine control sequence. 

• Truncated llama RAG-l in combination with murine RAG-2 is able to process 

murine RSS successfully. 

• Combined llama RAG-llmurine RAG-2 proteins show some activity at llama 

RSSs although results of these experiments are inconclusive. There may be some 

difference in heavy chain versus classical RSS processing but further, more 

thorough investigation is required. 
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5.14 Discussion 

In this chapter the process of V(D)J recombination has been explored through the 

development of an in vitro recombination system that allows detailed analysis of the 

initial stages of recombination. Deriving recombination signal sequences from data 

obtained in previous chapters the high level of conservation between recombination 

events in different species is demonstrated. Murine RAG proteins are found to both 

bind to and interact with llama RSSs in vitro through the production of single stranded 

nicks in llama-derived recombination substrates. While this process does not conflrm 

the preservation of absolute RAG-dependent sequence speciflcity between species it 

is clear that the llama recombination process is driven by RAG-dependent 

recombination signal sequence interaction, as has been previously shown in the mouse 

(215). Furthermore these results illustrate that there are no apparent fundamental 

differences between the recombination events taking place in the generation of heavy 

chain and classical llama antibodies, at least in the case of the representative 

recombination signal sequences used in this study. The assay used in this chapter 

provides strong evidence for the utilisation of variable gene segments such as those 

associated with the V llli3 and V HI recombination substrates during in vivo antibody 

generation (section 1.4 point (2». The results described in this chapter also suggest 

that the llama immune system has subtly refmed the recombination mechanisms 

characterised in other species such as the mouse and human (section 1.4 point (5». 

The finding that llama RAG proteins can direct the first stages of V(D)J 

recombination make the use of completely novel recombination mechanisms by the 

llama unlikely (section 1.4 point (4». 

Assuming that the RSSs obtained through genomic library screening are 

representative of actively recombining sites within the llama immunoglobulin heavy 

chain locus this chapter describes speciflc differences in the second stage of 

recombination, that of hairpin formation, between murine and llama RSS. The 

flnding that sequence differences within the coding flank of the RSS are responsible 

for this effect echos a previous finding of coding flank sensitivity reported in a mutant 

murine form of RAG-l (92). This confirms the hypothesis formed in section 4.10 

where it is suggested that a number of specific amino acid differences between llama 

and murine RAG-l sequences, in the vicinity of a murine mutation known to lead to 
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coding flank sensitivity may have a similar effect on the action of the llama RAG-1 

protein. If this assumption is to be accepted, one or more of three possible 

evolutionary events may have taken place during the divergence of the recombination 

systems of the two species. The llama RSS or RAG gene sequence (or, indeed both) 

may have evolved to interact fully and enable completion of recombination. It is 

conceivable that the differences between the initial stages of recombination reported 

here may in some way allow, or favour the generation of heavy chain antibodies. One 

possibility stems from the work of Ann Feeney and co-workers (66, 100) who have 

shown that processing of recombination interfaces such as that present within the 

extended CDR3 of the llama heavy chain antibody proceeds in a manner highly 

dependent on the nature of the coding flank nucleotide composition (an indication of 

the possible effects within the llama RSSs isolated in this thesis is given in table 5.1). 

Specific N deletions and P additions have been shown to occur at particular coding 

flank sequences. It is possible, therefore, that the differences in llama and murine 

coding flanks represent an adaptation of the llama recombination process in order to 

favour processing events such as nucleotide addition that in turn favour the formation 

of the extended CDR3. If this is the case the significance of such differences is 

unclear. 
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5.15 Future Work 

Future investigation of llama V(D)J recombination would initially involve the use of 

llama RAG-llmurine RAG-2 proteins of a higher specific activity. It is unclear what 

degree of the non-specificity exhibited by this protein preparation may be the result of 

the combination of proteins of different species. A preparation of murine RAG 

proteins carried out in parallel with the llama RAG purification showed lower than 

normal activity and a degree of non-specificity suggesting that further preparation of 

llama/murine proteins may be beneficial. 

The full recreation of the llama V(D)J recombination process will require the isolation 

of the full llama RAG-2 protein sequence perhaps through rescreening of the llama 

genomic library described in section 2.3 using a probe derived from the sequence 

given in section 4.6. Once this sequence is available the simultaneous expression of 

truncated llama RAG-l and -2 proteins can be undertaken. This will allow more 

complete investigation of the coding flank sensitivities described in sections 4.10 and 

5.9. 

A more comprehensive understanding of the events taking place during llama V(D)J 

recombination would require the investigation of other processes governed by 

terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase and double strand repair proteins. For this 

reason the isolation of the llama equivalents of these genes would be a priority. The 

isolation of the TdT gene sequence would have the added value of allowing 

examination of the upstream regulatory elements that may upregulate N nucleotide 

addition (section 1.8.6 and discussed in section 7.5). 
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Chapter 6 

Llama Immunoglobulin Constant Region Genes. 

6.1 Abstract 

The immunoglobulin constant region genes encode the invariant portion of the 

antibody. The three constant immunoglobulin domains are responsible for interaction 

with cells of the immune system via Fc receptors and for activation of innate immune 

defences through the complement pathway. Camelid heavy chain antibodies are 

characterised by the absence of the first constant heavy domain (CHI), reducing 

antibody length and preventing interactions between both heavy/light chains and 

variable/constant domains. The analysis of an unrearranged llama genomic DNA 

library has enabled isolation of a number of immunoglobulin constant genes, and 

more specifically, demonstrated that different llama hinge types are the products of 

separate constant region genes. The exonlintron arrangement of a llama classicallgG 

gene has been determined and, in addition, CHI-like sequence is shown to be present 

upstream of the hinge exon in two llama JgG isotypes representing long and short 

hinge heavy chain antibodies. The acceptor splice sites adjacent to both hinge and 

CHI exons are found to adhere to established consensi whereas the donor splice site 

flanking the CHI exon is mutated in the heavy chain but not classical CHI genes. 

These results predict that splicing of the CHI domain sequence to the hinge exon is 

prohibited as a result of this mutation, leading to the production of antibodies lacking 

the CH 1 domain. 

6.2 Introduction 

cDNA sequences derived from llama JgG constant regions have been isolated 

previously (193, 243). Although these sequences demonstrate the structural 

similarities between llama Fc regions and those of other species they do not provide 

an explanation for the absence of the CHI. It has been speculated that this domain is 

either absent from the germline, or spliced out during RNA processing (175). 

Through the screening of the genomic library using cDNA sequence corresponding to 

a typically conserved region of the CH2 domain an insight into the mechanism of CH I 

domain exclusion has been gained. The isolation of llama constant region genes also 
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allows the confirmation of an isotype-based gene structure similar to the constant 

genes of other species. In addition comparison of germline sequences encoding heavy 

chain antibody and classical heavy chains constant domains is possible. 

6.3 Screening Strategy 

Constant region clones were isolated through the screening of a genomic library 

(section 2.4) with a specific constant region probe designed from conserved sequences 

within both heavy chain and classical cDNA sequences. The generation of this probe 

is described in section 2.4.4 and the PCR product amplified during probe generation is 

shown in figure 6.1. 

6.4 Sequence and General Organisation of Llama Gamma 

Immunoglobulin Constant Region Genes. 

The four clones isolated during library screening with the constant region probe were 

sequenced and the main features of each gene was determined by comparison to other 

mammalian IgG genes and llama cDNA sequences, and by splice site prediction 

(figures 6.2. and 6.3). Llama hinge sequences associated with both heavy chain and 

classical llama antibodies have been published previously (175), and CH 1, CH2 and 

CH3 sequence data was also available from two separate sources of llama cDNA 

sequence (175, 243). This sequence data was compared with the germline sequence 

of the isolated clones to determine the exonlintron arrangement of each gene locus 

(figure 6.2). A full alignment of the nucleotide sequences of the four isolated heavy 

chain genes is given below in figure 6.3 
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Figure 6 . 1 PCR to generate a constant region probe specific to the C. 2 
region of the llama constant gene . The peR product of the desired size 
was cut from the gel and radiolabelled for use as a hybridisation probe . 
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Figure 6.2 Basic layout of Llama Constant Genes including splice sites and 
exon/intron lengths. The layout of the murine IgG2b constant locus is also shown for 
comparison 
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Figure 6 . 3 Sequence of Four Llama constant region clones aligned using ClustalW method. Isotypes IgGla and IgGlb (Genbank accession nos AF132603 and 
AF305955) are classical while IgG2b and IgG2c (Genbank accession nos AFl32604 and AF132605) are heavy chain only by virtue of a G/A substitution at 
nucleotide 308 (by this alignment) . The IgGla inferred amino acid sequence is also shown . 
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Comparisons indicate that two clones isolated in this chapter encode the constant 

region sequence of llama immunoglobulin isotypes IgG 1 a and IgG 1 b respectively 

while the remaining clones encode isotypes IgG2b and IgG2c (175, 193). IgG2c is an 

unpublished isotype that differs from other llama isotypes through its ability to bind 

protein A, but not protein G (193). In all cases the exon layout and length is 

comparable to that found in other constant region genes sequenced (for example, 

those found in human and mouse), with CH 1 (or pseudo-CH 1), hinge, CH2 and CH3 

domains being encoded by separate exons. While a CHi pseudo-exon with full coding 

potential is present within the llama IgG2c germline sequence, a stop codon is located 

within the corresponding region of the IgG2b gene (due to an Aff substitution at 

position 51). Given that neither isotype includes an expressed CH 1 domain this 

mutation is probably the result of the recent loss of selective pressure due to CHi exon 

exclusion. A comparison of the amino acid sequence derived from each constant 

region gene is given in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 ~ignment of i nferred amino acid sequences from llama constant region clones (Genbank accession nos AF132603-AF132605 and AF305955) Numbering 
according to Kabat) . Coloured residues correspond to human and murine residues wi t h known effector f unc tions (see Key for details). The non- expressed IgG2 
amino acid sequence is included for comparison. 
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G~YFLYSKLSVGKNTWQRGETFTCVVMHEAL~ HYTQKSI ~QS G 
GTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQRGETi'IITCVVMHEALHNHYTQKSISQSPG 
'~ '£YFL Y SKLSVGKNTWQRGE TFTCVVMHEALHNHY TQKS I ~QS~G 
GTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQ~GE~FTCVVMHEALHNH~TQKSISQSPG 
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6.5 Comparison of Llama Constant Genes with other Mammalian IgG 

Genes 

By comparing the sequence of the constant region genes isolated in this chapter with 

the constant region sequences of other species it is possible to identify sequence 

differences that may result in different effector functions within the llama 

immunoglobulin Fc region. It is also possible to identify Fc regions from other 

species that share greatest homology to sequences presented here. These may 

represent close evolutionary relatives of the llama genes. The coding (exon) 

nucleotide sequences of the germline llama constant genes reported here were 

compared with the sequence of other functional mammalian genomic constant genes. 

Genes examined include human IgGI-4, mouse IgGl, 2a, 2b and 3, rat IgGl, 2a and 

2b, rabbit IgG and bovine IgGl and 2 (Accession Numbers Z17370, J00230, D78345, 

K01316, J00453, J00470, J00461, J00451, M28670, M28669, M28671, L29172, 

X16701 and X16702 respectively) (figure 6.5). In the case of the IgG2b and IgG2c 

clones the CHI-like sequences were not compared as these are assumed to be non

coding by virtue of a downstream splice donor mutation (section 6.6). This 

relationship between an these constant region genes is described in the phylogenic 

tree given in figure 6.6. This analysis provides some clues as to the evolution of the 

heavy chain antibody isotypes. The llama constant genes show greatest similarity to 

bOvine and human genes. Interestingly, the two heavy chain isotypes are less similar 

to one another than they are to the llama classical constant isotypes. 
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<--------------------------------------CRI .. 011------------------------------·--------------------------> 
Di.u~pbide 

_i til ~igbt chain. Inter-c:lc-ain di.u~phide 

Llama I 

y1. ASTKAPSVYPLTAJtCGD 
yIb ASTKAPSVYPLTAACGD 

120- ASTKSPSVYPLTAACRD 

Human 

r-----------------------------------------------------------1 
TI'>STVAl'GCLVMGYrLKPYTVTW HSDALSSG VHTFPSVPHSSGLYTLSSL VTLPASSSTGK TFICHVAHPASSTKVDKRV 

TI'>STVAlGCLVMGYrPEPYTVTW NSGALSSG VHTfPs vncsSGLYSLSSL VTLPTSSSTGK 

TI'>STVAl'GCLIIlIGYIPEPVHVTW NSGAVSSG VHTFPSVUj5SGLYSLSSLVTLPASSSAGK 

TFICNVAHPASSTKVI)KRV 

TFICNVTHPASSTKVDKRV 

yl ASTKGPSVFPL APSSKS TSGGTAALGCLVKDYrPEPVTVSW HSGlU.TSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSWTVPSSSLGTQ TYICHVNRKPSHTKVDKR 

12 ASTKGPSVFPL APCSRS TSESTAALGCLVKDYFPEPVTVSW NSGALTSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSWTVPSSNFGTQ TYTCHVNHKPSHTKVDKTV 

y3 ASTKGPSVFPL APCSRS TSGGTAALGCLVKDYFPEPVTVSW NSGALTSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSWTVPSSSLGTQ TYTCHVNHKPSHTKVDKRV 

yoC ASTKGPSVFPL APCSRS TSESTAALGCL YKDYFPEPVTVSW NSGALTSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTK TYTCNVNHKPSNTKVDKRV 

Bovi.ne 
yl ASTTAPKVYPLSSCCGD KSSSTVTLGCLVSSlrHPEPYTVTK NSGALKSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSHVTVPGSTS GQ TFTCNVAHPASSTLVDKAV 

12 ASTTAPKVYPLSSCCGD KSSSGVTLGCLVSSlrHPEPVTVTH NSGlU.KSG VHTFPAVLQSSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSSSGT QTFTCNVAHPASSTLVDKAV 

Sheep 
1'1 TLGCLVSSYHPEE'VTVTW NSGALTSG VHTFPAlLESSGLYSLSSWTVPASTSGAQ TFICNVAHPASSTKVDKRV 

y2 ASTTAPKVYPLTSCCGDTSSSSSIVTLGCLVSSlrHPEPVTVHH NSGlU.TSG VHTFPAILESSGLYSLSSWTVPASTSGAQ TFICNVAHPASSAKVDKRV 

Porcine 
yl A PKTAPSVYPL APCGRD VSGPNVALGCLASSYFPEPVTVTW NSGALTSG VHTFPSVLQPSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSLSSK SYTCNVNHPATTTKVDKRV 

12. A PKTAPSVYPL APCSRD TSGPNVALGCLASSYrPE PYTVTW NSGALSSG VHTFPSVLQPSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSLSSK SYTCNVNHPATTTKVDKRV 

y2b A PKTAPLVYPL APCGRD TSGPNVALGCLASSYFPEPYTVTW NSGALTSG VHTFPSVLQPSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSLSSK SYTCNVNHPATTTKVDKRV 

y3 APKTAPSVYPL APCGRD TSGPNVALGCLASSYFPE PVTVTW NSGALT SG VHTFPSVLQPSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSLSSK SYTCNVNHPATTTKVDKRV 

y. TFPSVLQPSGLYSLSSHVTVPASSLSSK SYTCNVMHPATTTKVDKRV 

<------------------------------------------C82 ... on---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Ll.- 1-------------------------------------------------------------1 
yl. PELLGGPSV F I FPPJ(PKDVLSl SGRPEVT CVWDVGQEDPEVSFNWY1D GAEVRTANlRPKEEQFNS7Y RWSVLPIQHQCWLTGKE FKCKVNNKALPA PI ERT ISKAK 

lib PELPGGPSV FVFPPJ(PKDVLSl SGRPEVT CWVDVGKEDPEVNFlMYID GVEVRTANlKPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQDWLTGKEFKCKVNNKALPA PI ERTISKAK 

<------------------------------------------CH3 .. on-------------------------------------------------------------> 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 

GQTREPHVYTLAPHREI>LAK DTVSVTCLVKDFYQFDI NIE WQRNGQPESE GT YATTPPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQRGETFTCVVMHBALPNHYTQKS I TQSSGK 

GQTREPQVYTLAPBREELAK DTVSVTCLVKGFYPADINVE liQRNGQPESE GT YAHT PPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQRGETLTCVVMHBALHNHYTQKSISQSPGK 

y2.- APELPGGPSV FVFPPKPKDVLSI SGRFEVT CVWDVGQEDPEVSFIMYID GVEVRTANlKPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLTIQHQDWLTGKEFKCKVNNKALPA PI ERTISKAK GQTREPQVYTLAPHREELAK DTVSVTCLVKGFYPPDINVE WQRNRQPEPE GT YATTPPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKHTWQRGETFTCWMHBALHNHYTQKSI TQSSGK 

y2b PELLGGPSV FIFPPJ(PKDVLSI SGRPEVT CWVDVGQEDPEVSFIMYI D GAEVRTNI'lRPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQDWLTGKEFKCKVNNKALPA PI EKTISKAK GQTREPQVYTLAPBREELAK DTVSVTCLVKGFYPPDINVE WQRNRQPESE GT YATTPPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQRGETFTCVVMHBALHNHYTQKSITQSSGK 

y20 PELLGGPTV FIFPPJ(PKDVLSI TRlCPEVT CVWDVGKEDPEIEFSWSVD DTEVHTAETKPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQllWLTGKEFKCKVNNKALPA PI ERTISKAK 

13- APELPGGPSV FVFPPKPKDVLSl SGRPEVT CWVDVGKKDPEVNFNWYLD GVEVRTANlKPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLTIQHQCWLTGKEFKCKVNNKALPA PI ERTISKAK 

Dromedary 
y2. APELLGGPSV F I FPPKPKIl'IILSI SGRPEVT CVWDVGQEDPEVSFNWYTIl GVEVRTAlITKPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLTIQHQDWLTGKEL KCKVNNKALPA PI ERT ISKAK 

Human 
y1 APELLGGPSV FL FPPKPKDTLHl SRTPEVT CWVDVSHEDPEVKF!MYVD GVEVilNAKTKPREEQYNSTY RWSVLTVLHQCWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPA PI EKTISKAK 

12 APEV" GPSV FL FPPJ(PKDTLHl SRTPEVT CVVVDVSHEDPEVQF!MYVD GVEVHNAKTKPREEQFNSTF RWSVLTWHQCWLNGKEYKCKVSNKGLPA PI EKTISKTK 

y3 APELLGGPSV FL FPPJ(PKDTLHl SRTPEVT CVWDVSHEDPEVQFN'iIWVD GVEVHNAKTKPREEQYNS'1F RWSVLTVLHQCWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPA PI EKTISKTK 

y. APE FLGGPS FL FPPKPKDTLHl SRTPEVT CVWDVSQEDPEVQFNWYVO GVEVHNAKTKPREEQFNSTY RWSVLTVLHQCWLNGKEYKCKVSNKGLPS SI EKTISKAK 

Bovine 
y1 PPELPGGPSV FI FPPJ(PKDTLT l SGTPEVT CVWDVGHDDPEVKFSWFVD DVEVNTATTKPREEQFNSTY RWSALRIQHQDWTGGKEFKCKVHNEGLPA PI VRTI SRTK 

y2 CVRGPSV FI FPP~PKDTLHI TGTPEVT CWVNVGHDNPEVQFSIiFVD DVEVH'IARTKPREEQFNSTY RWSALPIQHQDWTGGKEFKCKVNIKGLSA SI VRII SRSK 

Sheep 

GQTREPQVYALAPHREELAK DTVSVTCLVKGFFPADINVE WQRNGQPESE GT YATTL PQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQQGEVFTCVVMHBALHNHSTQKSISQSI'>K 

GQTREPQVYTLAPRREELAK DTVSVTCLVKGFYPPDINVE WQRNGQPEL E GA YATTLPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQQGEVFTCVVMHBALHNHYTQKSISQSPGK 

GQTREPQVYTLAPHREELAK DTVS I TCLVIGFYPADINVE WQRNGRPESE GA YATTLPQLDNDGTYFLYSKLSVGKNTWQQGETFTCVVMHBALHNHSTQKSI TQSSGK 

GQPREPQVYTL PPSRDELTK NQVSLTCLVKGFYPSDI AVE " ENNGQPEHN 

GQPREPQVYTL PPSREEMTK NQVSLTCLVKGFYPSDI AVE " ENNGQPEHN 

GQPREPQVYTL PPSREEMTK NQVSLTCLVKGFYPSDIAVE NENNGQPESN 

GQPREPQVYTL PPSREEMTK NQVSLTCLVKGFYPSDIAVE WENNGQPENN 

YKTTPPVLOSDGSFFLYS KLTVDKSRWQQGNVFSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLS PGK 

YKTTPPMLDSDGSFFLYS KLTVDKSRWQQGNVFSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLS PGK 

NTT PPMLDSDGSFFLYSKLTVDKSRWQQGNIFSCSVMHBALHNRFTQKSLSLS PGK 

YKTTPPVLDSDGSFFLYSRLTVDKSRWQEGNVFSCSVMHBALHNHYTQKSLSLS PGK 

GPAREPQVYVLAPPQEELSK STVSLTCHVTS FYPDYIAVE WQRNGQPESE OK YGTT PPQLDADSSYFLYS KLRVDRNSWQEGDTYTCWMHBALHNHYTQKSTSKSAGK 

GPAREPQVYVLDPPKEELSK STVS LTCMVIGFYPEDVDVE WQRNRQTESE OK YRTTPPQLOADRSYFLYSKLRYDRNSWORGDTYTCVVMHEALHNH YMQKSTSKSAGK 

y1 PPELPGGPSV FI FPPKPKDTLTI SGTPEVT CVWDVGQDDPEVQFSWFVD NVEVRTARTKPREEQFNST F RWSALPIQHQDWTGGKEFKCKVHNEALPA PI VRTISRTK GQAREPQVYVLAPPQEELSK STLSVTCLVTGFYPNYIAVE WOKNGQPESE OK YGTTTSQLDADGSYFLYS RL RVDKNSWQEGDTYACWMHEALHNHYTQLSISKPFGK 

12 VSRPSV FIFPPXPKDSLHI TGTPEVT CWVDVGEGDPEVQFSWFVD NVEVRTARTKPREEQFNST F RWSALPIQHDHln'GGKE FKCKVHSKGLPA PI VRTISRAK GQAREPQVYVLAPPQEE:LSK STLSVTCLVTGFYPDYIAVE WQRARQPESE OK YGTTTSOLNADGSYFLYS RLRVDKSSWQRGDTYACWMHEALHHHYTQKSI SKPPGK 

Porcine 
y1 VAGPSV FI FPPJ(PKDTLHlSQTPEVT CWVDVSKEHAEVQFSWYVD GVEVHTAETRPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQCWLKGKEFKCKVNNVIlLPA PI TRTISKAI GQSRE PQVYTL PPPAEELSR SKVTLTCLVIGFYPPDIINE IiKSNGQPEPE NT YRTT PPQODVDGTFFLYS KLAVDKARWDHGDKFECAVMHEALHNHYTQKSISKTQGK 

12. SPGPSV FI FPPKPKDTLHl SRTPQVT CVWDVSQENPEVQFSWYVD GVEVilTAQTRPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQCWLNGKEFKCKVNNKDLPA PlTRIlSKAK GQTREPQVYTL PPAAFELSR SKVSITCLVIGFYPPDIDVE " QRNGQPEPE GN YRTT PPQQDVDGTYFLYS KFSVDKASWQGGGIFOCAVMlIEALHNHYTQKSISKTPGK 

y2b SPGPSV FIFPPKPKDTLH1SRTPQVT CWVDVSQENPEVQFSWYVD GVEVilTAQTRPKEEQFNS7Y RWSVLPIQHQllWLNGKEFKCKVNNKDLPA PI TRIISKAK GQTREPQVYTL PPHAEELSR SKVSITCLVIGFYPPDIDVE " QRNGQPEPE GN YRTTPPQODVDGTYFLYS KFSVDKASWQGGGIFQCAVMHBALHNHYTQKS ISKTPGK 

y3 VAGPSV FTFPPKPKDTLHlSQTPEVT CVWDVSKEHAEVQFSWYVll GVEVHTAETRPKEEQFNSTY RWSVLPIQHQCWLKGKEFKCKVNNVIlLPA PI TRTISAAJ GQSREPQVYTL PPPAEELSR SKVTVTCLVIGFYPPDllNE WKSNGQPEPE GN YRTT PPQODVDGTFFLYS KLAVDKARWDHGETFECAVMHBALHNHYTQKSISKTQGK 

1. GPGPSA F I FPPKPKDTLHlSRTPKVT CVVVDVSQEHPEVQFSWYVD GVEVHTAQTRPKEEQFNS7Y RWSVLPIQHQCWLNGKEFKCKVNNKDLPA PI TRIISKAK GQTREPQVYTL PPPTEELSR SKVTLTCLVTGFYPPDIDVE " QRNGQPEPE GN YRTTPPQODVDGTYFLYS KLAVDKASWORGDTFQCAVMHEALHNHYTQKSIFKTPGK 

Figure 6.5 Comparisons of llama immunoglobulin constant genes with those of other species. Species compared are human , cow , sheep , pig and dromedary . Accession 
numbers are given in the text. Constant region domains are labelled as are con served cysteines r e quired for disulphide b ond formation. Residues highlighted in 
yellow are unique to llama sequen ces at t h is position. Residues in blue are conserved in all species shown. I t is c l ear from this alignme nt that discrete regions 
within each domain are strongly conserved . The alignment is intended only to give a n indication of r e gions o f conservatio n along the protein. Actual sequences are 
given for illustrative purposes only . 
. Llama IgG2c CHI sequence is not expressed. Llama y2a and y3 CK2 and CH3 sequences are from (1 93 ) 
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Bovine IgGl 
Bovine IgG2 
Llama IgGla 
Llama IgG2b 
Llama IgGlb 
Llama IgG2c 
Human IgGl 
Human IgG3 
Human IgG2 
Human IgG4 

Rabbit IgG 
Mouse IgG2a 
Mouse IgG2b 
Rat IgG2b 
Mouse IgG3 

Rat IgG2a 
Rat IgGl 
Mouse IgGl 

Figure 6.6 Rooted phylogenie tr_ oomparinq the evolutionary relationahip between the 
nucleotide aequence of the conatant region domaina of a number of apeciea and iaotypea 
(excluding the hinge exon, CHI/hinge intron and hinge/Cs2 intron). Genbank accession 
numbers from top X16701, X16702, AF13603, AF305955, AF132604, AF132605, Z17370, D78345, 
J00230, K01316, L29172, J00470, J00461, M28671, X00915, M28669, M28670 and J00453) 
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6.6 Characteristics of the CHt exons 

The CHI domain of classical immunoglobulin gamma lies adjacent to the variable 

domain within the heavy chain polypeptide and interacts directly with the constant 

domain of the light chain (Cd. The CHI domain exons of each of the llama 

immunoglobulin gamma isotypes isolated in this chapter are located at positions 

typical of mammalian constant region genes, roughly 320bp upstream of the hinge 

exon. The two coding CHI exons of the JgG 1 isotypes each encode 98 amino acids, 

contain only five residue differences (figure 6.4) and are 96% identical to one other at 

nucleotide level. The five differences include substitutions at positions 164, 186 and 

194a (Kabat numbering) which have also been reported within l1ama JgG 1 a and 

IgG 1 b cDNA sequences. However, the germline L. glama sequences contain 

additional differences at positions 154 and 155 not reported from cDNA sequences 

(193). This apparent disparity may be the result of errors introduced during 

generation of cDNA sequences by these workers. In both sequences the crucial 

cysteine residues at positions 125 and 208 are conserved, enabling the characteristic 

and structurally crucial formation of an internal disulphide bond. Comparison of the 

two expressed CHI exons with the pseudo-CHI exons indicates considerable identity 

and therefore suggests that loss of this domain was a relatively recent evolutionary 

step. Greatest similarity lies between the two pseudo-exons and the IgG lb CHI exon, 

where nucleotide identity is 95-96%, perhaps suggesting a closer evolutionary 

relationship between heavy chain isotypes and IgG 1 b. Given the shorter hinge of the 

JgG 1 b isotype this closer evolutionary relationship suggests that the initial heavy 

chain antibody had only a short hinge (as remains the case with the IgG2c isotype) 

before evolving by further duplication and mutation into a longer hinge such as that 

found associated with the hinge of IgG2b. 

6.6.1 Splice Sites 

The 3' flanking region of the CHI exon of all human and murine /gG constant genes is 

characterised by the presence of a donor splice site immediately adjacent to the coding 

sequence. Each donor splice site contains a dinucleotide 'GT' consensus immediately 

3' of each constant gene exon. This splice site consensus is found associated with 

each exon of the classical llama constant genes (IgG 1 a and JgG 1 b) reported here. 

However, this consensus is absent from the 3' end of the CH1 exons of both llama 
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heavy chain constant genes (IgG2b and IgG2c) in which the 'GT' dinucleotide is 

replaced with AT (nucleotides 308-9 in figure 6.3). Mutation of this dinucleotide at 

other mammalian exonlintron boundaries has been shown to inactivate 3' cleavage 

and exon joining during in vitro splicing (244). It is probable, therefore, that splicing 

of the CHi exon to the hinge exon is inhibited in vivo (section 6.11). 

6.7 Hinge Sequences 

The IgG hinge typically acts as a flexible spacer between Fc and Fab antibody regions 

and provides cysteine residues that generate inter-heavy chain disulphide bonds. 

Although the hinge is not directly responsible for effector functions such as 

complement activation and Fc receptor interaction (245-247), differences in hinge 

length influence the segmental motion of antigen binding (248) and this in turn may 

affect the ability of the antibody to interact with multivalent antigens (249). The 

hinge exons of the four germline clones vary considerably, both in length and 

composition. The hinges also share little similarity with those found in other species. 

The IgG 1 a isotype contains a hinge of 19 amino acids while that of the IgG 1 b isotype 

is only 12 residues in length. 35 amino acids make up the hinge of the IgG2b isotype, 

and 12 residues that of IgG2c. The extended hinge of IgG2b heavy chain antibodies 

is thought to compensate for the absence of the CH 1 domain within the antibody 

structure, increasing the distance between the variable domain and the Fc portion of 

the antibody so that antigen interaction and effector functions can take place 

unimpeded. The repeated Pro-Xaa motif (Xaa being either Lys, GIn or GIu) found 

within the hinge of the IgG2b isotype is also found in the Ton B protein of E. coli 

where it acts as a rigid rod-like spacer (3, 250). If the llama IgG2b hinge assumes a 

similar structure in vivo it may act as a spatial replacement for the CH 1 domain, 

effectively holding the VHH away from the Fc portion of the antibody, providing space 

for antigen interaction. The hinge exons of both classical isotypes contain three 

cysteine residues, while heavy chain hinges both contain two cysteines. In both cases 

these residues are likely to be involved in heavy chain dimer formation. 

6.8 Fc Fragments 

The Fe portion of immunoglobulin consists of CH2 and CH3 domains, each encoded 

by separate exons within the germline. The CH2 and CH3 domain exons reported here, 
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like those of the CHI domain show a high level of similarity between isotypes (the 

four CH2 exons show 88-98% identity, while the CH3 regions are 93-96% identical at 

nucleotide level). Within the CH2 exon the highest level of amino acid identity is 

between the IgG 1 a and IgG2b isotypes where there is only one residue difference 

(ArglLys at position 364). The most dissimilar CH2 domain belongs to IgG2c where 

10 of 18 residues between position 286 and 307 within the core CH2 exon deviate 

from the llama consensus. A full comparison of the inferred amino acid sequences 

with those of other species is given in figure 6.5 

Binding of antibody Fc regions to Fc receptors allows interaction between antibodies 

and the cells of the immune system such as macrophages, neutrophils and B-cells. 

Binding of antibodies to Fc receptors may lead to a diverse range of effects (251). 

Three types of Fc receptor interact with classical immunoglobulin gamma, FerRI, 

FcyRII and FcyRIII. The binding site for Fc receptors within the Fc portion of human 

IgG typically involves Leu248, Ser252 and surrounding residues (252). Llama IgGla 

and IgG2b contain both these residues, while the remaining isotypes contain one of 

the two key residues (IgG2c contains Leu248 and IgG 1 b, Ser252). Other residues 

possibly involved in this interaction are Gly335 (within CH2) and Lys383 (within 

CH3), both of which are conserved in all characterised llama isotypes. The motif 

Leu247-Leu-Gly-Gly-Pr0251 is crucial for human and murine FerRI receptor 

interaction (252) and therefore likely to play a similar role in other mammalian 

species such as the llama. This motif is conserved in all the reported llama germline 

constant sequences other than that encoding the IgG I b isotype. In the case of the 

IgG 1 b isotype the significance of the Leu235Pro substitution within this motif is 

unknown. 

The F c portion of the antibody also plays a role in the initiation of the classical 

complement pathway through the binding of the Fc region to the Clq component of 

complement (253). Complement activation ultimately leads to formation of a 

membrane attack complex capable of lysing invading pathogens. Clq binding to 

llama IgG Fc regions may be possible through the conservation of Glu337, Lys339, 

Lys341 and Pr0350 residues known to be important to human Clq binding (254, 255). 

Complement activation and FerRI interactions are also dependent to a lesser degree 
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on the C-tenninal end of the CH2 which is again highly conserved between the llama 

isotypes reported in this chapter and other species. 

Binding of llama immunoglobulin gamma to Staphylococcus-derived protein A and 

G, was a crucial step in the original isolation of heavy chain antibodies (1). However 

the IgG2c isotype described in this chapter does not bind protein G (193). Key 

residues in human and murine IgG binding to protein A and G include 265-267 and 

327-330 within the CH2 and 464-467 in the CH3 domain (252). Of these Met265, 

His464, His466 and His467 are thought particularly crucial to protein G binding. 

However, the ability of three of the isotypes reported here to bind protein G despite 

Ser265 and Tyr467 suggests that these residues are not always crucial. The inability 

of IgG2c to bind protein G is therefore presumed to be the result of Thr267 and 

Ser467. The position of each of these key residues and motifs is shown in figure 6.4 

6.9 Evolution of Constant Domains 

Immunoglobulin constant domains have typically been shown to demonstrate less 

overall sequence conservation than their variable counterparts (159). Although the 

elements that constitute the basic IgG fold (a domain consisting of seven J3-strands 

connected by bends and helices, stabilised by disulphide bonds) are preserved the 

lengths of the loops connecting J3-pleated segments generally vary more than the 

corresponding loops within variable domains (159). This difference in level of 

conservation is best understood if placed in the context of domain function. The 

variable domains must fonn an antigen-binding interface, and the high level of 

conservation within framework regions is the result of the constraints of building a 

cleft or surface suited to such interactions. Variability is therefore largely confmed to 

the CDRs. In the case of constant domains the wide range of effector functions for 

which they may be responsible leads to a more diverse range of sequences. 

Between the various constant domains characterised in different species it seems that 

evolutionary change within the first (in this case CHI) and last (CH3) domains 

generally occurs at the most linear rate while greater and non-constant rates of change 

are observed for the more internal (CH2) domains. It is argued that the high level of 

CHI conservation is a result of interaction with BiP and the light chain, although it is 
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unclear why such conservation is usually also found in the last (CH3) domain (159). 

The llama constant domains reported here follow this general pattern of conservation 

although the CH3 domains are generally less conserved, and less similar to those of 

other mammalian species than those of the CH2 domain. 

The alignments and phylogenic trees given in figures 6.5 and 6.6 give an idea of the 

level of conservation between the various domains and also indicate residues unique 

to camelid antibodies at various positions. 

6.10 Constant Region Gene Isolation - Summary of Findings 

• Different llama heavy chain and classical JgG are encoded by separate constant 

region genes or isotypes 

• The absence of the CH 1 domain from the heavy chain antibody is presumed to be 

most likely the result of a single nucleotide splice donor mutation 

• Llama IgG is likely to interact with both Fe receptors and complement 

components 
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6.11 Discussion 

The data presented within this chapter shows that separate, discrete constant region 

gene loci encode the various expressed llama antibody isotypes. Further, the germline 

sequence data reported here strongly suggests that splicing of the CHI exon to the 

hinge exon is inhibited during IgG2b and IgG2c RNA processing. This relates 

directly to section 1.4 point (3) and shows clearly that the smaller size of the heavy 

chain antibody is the result of a post-transcriptional deletion of the CHI domain 

sequence. During splicing of heavy chain antibody RNA transcripts it is likely that 

donor splice sites adjacent to the rearranged V(D)J subunits show preference for 

acceptor splice sites flanking the hinge exon above those flanking the non-spliced 

CHI-like exon (figure 6.7). This would explain the absence of the CHI domain in the 

expressed protein. It is conceivable that the choice of acceptor splice site chosen by 

the V(D)J-associated donor site may represent a level of control of heavy chain 

antibody generation (section 1.4 point (6)) in a manner similar to alternative splicing. 

If the acceptor site adjacent to the CHI-like exon of the IgG2b or IgG2c is favoured 

above the hinge acceptor then the level of functional heavy chain antibodies produced 

may be reduced. 

Splice site modification and the use of alternative splice sites is common within 

immunoglobulin genes. The primary immunoglobulin isotype expressed by 

developing B-cells, IgM, has both secretory and membrane forms encoded by separate 

exons, the expression of which is determined by alternative use of splice sites (256). 

Alternative splicing is presumed to be responsible for the generation of membrane and 

secretory forms of other immunoglobulin isotypes. Another example of the role of 

splice site recognition came to light during the discovery of a hinge deletion variant of 

porcine 19A (163). Rather than the splice donor mutation discovered in this thesis, a 

splice acceptor mutation (AA rather than AG) was found to result in a two amino acid 

hinge variant. This porcine study provides a precedent for the exclusion of an 

immunoglobulin constant gene exon due to a splice site mutation reported in this 

chapter. 
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Figure 6.7 Proposed mechanism of splice site knockout in germline IgG2b and IgG2c 
genes. The A/G substitution prevents splicing between CHl and hinge e xons. 
SPl icing between recombined V(O)J and CHI is then prevented by the presence of the 
hinge acceptor site . Th is acceptor site is preferred by the V (0) J donor site 
which consequently interacts with it . 

a) Conventional Splicing (IgGla and IgGlb) . Four 
in t rons are sp l iced out . 

b) Conventional splicing is blocked by mutated splice donor . 

c ) Heavy Chain Only Splicing (IgG2b and IgG2c) . The splice donor 
site 3 ' of the recombined V(O)J unit must have a stronger ability to 
associate with the acceptor site 5' of the hinge than that 5' of the 
pseudo-CHI exon . 

.................................... \ 

.. 
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By comparison to known sequence motifs it has been possible to demonstrate the 

presence of a number of protein motifs within the constant domains isolated in this 

chapter (section 6.8). The presence of these motifs suggests that the llama Fc regions 

are competent binders of Fey receptors and complement Clq. Residues believed 

responsible for the inability of llama JgG2c to bind protein G are also described 

(section 6.8). 

Comparisons between the four llama constant region genes isolated in this thesis and 

those of other species (section 6.9) have demonstrated a high level of sequence 

conservation between isotypes and allowed speculation as to the evolutionary 

development of the heavy chain antibody isotypes. The data presented in this chapter 

suggests that an initial splice mutation (G to A) led to heavy chain antibody 

generation from a precursor isotype probably most closely related to present day 

IgGla. Subsequent duplication events are then likely to have occurred in order to 

generate the three heavy chain antibody isotypes (lgG2a, IgG2b and IgG2c) observed 

today. The presence of longer hinge exons within the llama IgG2b and dromedary 

IgG2a CHI pseudo-exons suggests that these isotypes may represent evolutionary 

improvements on a precursor heavy chain isotype that may have resembled the IgG2c 

isotype. 

6.12 Future Work 

Ultimately it would be useful to isolate the constant region gene encoding the IgG2a 

isotype. Workers in Belgium (257) have isolated the germIine constant gene encoding 

the dromedary IgG2a isotype although no other genniine camel isotypes have yet 

been reported. As is the case with the variable genes reported in chapter 3 it would be 

useful to link the various IgG isotypes within the llama genome. The order that the 

genes occur within a llama heavy chain immunoglobulin locus may have implications 

for the role of isotype switching on the generation of llama antibodies and the possible 

problems encountered during llama B-cell development described in section 7.6. It 

would also be interesting to characterise the gennline gene structure of other camelid 

antibody isotypes such as IgM for comparison to those described in this thesis. The 

full understanding of the mechanisms involved in llama antibody generation must 

await a fuller understanding of the process of isotype switching in general. The 
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specificity of this system is poorly understood and components of the switching 

machinery have only recently begun to be reported (258-260). It is, however, clear 

that the production of heavy chain antibodies, and indeed the type of heavy chain 

antibodies, depends on this process. 

Although the mutated splice acceptor described in this chapter should result in the 

absence of the CHI domain from the final heavy chain antibody gene product (244) it 

would be interesting to investigate further the process of splicing within heavy chain 

and classical llama IgG transcripts. Such experiments would allow investigation of 

the possible splice acceptor choice made by the V(D)J-associated donor splice sites 

(section 6.6.1 and 6.11). The splicing events leading to the generation of fully 

processed IgG mRNAs can be examined through the process of in vitro splicing. In 

such a system plasmid constructs containing exons and introns derived from the 

different constant genes would be constructed to transcribe synthetic radiolabelled 

RNAs representative of those generated in vivo. Such synthetic RNAs could then be 

incubated with mammalian nuclear extracts containing all proteins necessary for 

splicing. The results of in vitro splicing can then be visualised by electrophoresis and 

autoradiography. 

The results described in this chapter have been published in a peer reviewed journal 

(Woolven, B.P., L.G. Frenken, P. van der Logt and PJ. Nicholls. 1999. The structure 

of the llama heavy chain constant genes reveals a mechanism for heavy-chain 

antibody fonnation. Immunogenetics 50:98.). 
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Chapter 7 General Discussion. 

7.1 Overview 

In the preceding chapters data is presented pertaining to the mechanisms of antibody 

generation in the llama. In this chapter the significance of these results is discussed in 

the more global context of the developing llama immune system as a whole. A 

number of models are described that may be relevant to llama antibody generation in 

vivo. 

7.2 A Diverse Range of Heavy Chain Variable Gene Segments Provide 

the Llama with Unknown Evolutionary Benefits 

The discovery of five heavy chain gene segments in the llama (chapter 3) and larger 

numbers in the dromedary (190) suggest that considerable evolutionary pressure has 

led to multiple duplications of a primordial variable gene segment. These 

duplications have led to the development of a subset of variable gene segments that 

are able to generate a diverse range of heavy chain antibodies. It is probable that the 

initial evolutionary event that led to the generation of heavy chain antibodies was the 

single splice site mutation described in chapter 6. The original heavy chain antibodies 

would, therefore, have lacked the CH 1 domain but must, at first, have utilised the 

existing variable gene segment repertoire. At least one of the classical variable gene 

segments present in the genome at the time of this mutation must have been 

sufficiently 'VHH-like' to encode a variable domain which could not only bind antigen 

independent ofa VL domain but also confer some selective advantage on the animal in 

which the mutation had occurred. Are such heavy chain gene segment precursors 

present within the genomes of other species? 

The full complement of variable gene segments has been reported and genetically 

linked only in the human (31). Within the human repertoire only one expressed gene 

segment, VH3-49 (Genbank accession no ABOI9438), contains any of the key 

residues characteristic of heavy chain antibody (Phe37). It is unlikely that this residue 

alone would allow a similar gene segment in the llama to generate heavy chain 

antibodies with sufficient heavy chain immunoglobulin characteristics to be of benefit 

to the animal. In a further attempt to identify sequence representative of a possible 

heavy chain variable gene segment precursor the complete human heavy chain locus 
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has been analysed (data not shown) with 'tBlastx' analysis software in all six reading 

frames in an attempt to fmd similarity to the variable gene segments reported in 

chapter 3. No significant matches have been found. 

7.3 Llama Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain Variable Gene Segments are 

Encoded in the Germline and May Be Components of a Single 

Llama Immunoglobulin Locus. 

The isolation of specific variable gene segments encoding both heavy chain and 

classical immunoglobuHn variable domains provides an answer to perhaps the most 

rudimentary of questions that are posed by the discovery of unique heavy chain 

antibody types in the llama. The work described in chapter 3 is the first to show that 

llama heavy chain antibodies are the result of the recombination of specific, germline, 

variable gene segments. The unique polypeptides encoded by these gene segments 

contain a number of amino acids that make interaction of the heavy chain variable 

domain with the light chain improbable. Given that five of the eight variable gene 

segments isolated in this study are of the heavy chain type, it is likely that such gene 

segments make up a considerable proportion of the llama variable gene segment 

repertoire. These fmdings are consistent with those of other groups (3) which have 

also demonstrated the presence of specific heavy chain antibody-encoding gene 

segments within the dromedary (206). Through the isolation of larger numbers of 

Variable gene segments this group (190) predict a ratio of approximately 1: 1.2 V HH to 

V H encoding gene segments within the dromedary genome. 

It is tempting to assume that the classical and heavy chain gene segments isolated in 

this thesis form part of a single llama immunoglobulin heavy chain locus. A single 

locus is responsible for the generation of the entire heavy chain polypeptide repertoire 

in all studied mammalian species although the precise mechanisms used to generate 

diversity differ to some degree (section 1.13). Despite this non-functional variable 

gene segments have been isolated outside the conventional human heavy chain locus 

(261, 262) and so the possibility that the gene segments reported here may be 

distributed throughout the llama genome cannot be ruled out. If this were the case it 

may allow differential control of gene segments at different chromosomal locations. 

The generation and mapping of clones from a larger cosmid, or yeast artificial 
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chromosome (YAC) genomic library (as suggested in section 3.22) would enable 

confIrmation of the relative locations of different gene segments. This strategy has 

proved successful in the full characterisation and linking of the equivalent human 

locus (263). 

If functional variable gene segments are not confined to a single locus, both D-J and 

constant region genes would also need to be present within each locus in order to 

generate full length antibodies. It is possible that heavy chain variable gene segments 

and constant genes that exclude the CHI domain (section 6.4) may have developed 

together and in isolation from other immunoglobulin genes. This would have required 

an initial large-scale duplication of a major portion of the original heavy chain 

immunoglobulin locus. Given the close evolutionary relationship between the llama 

and other mammals established both by conventional means (169) and through the 

analysis of the rag genes reported in this thesis (section 4.7) such a major genetic 

event seems unlikely. 

7.4 Controlling Heavy Chain Immunoglobulin Generation 

The levels of various immunoglobulin classes within llama sera fluctuate 

considerably. Heavy chain antibodies typically make up anywhere between 5-20% of 

the total serum IgG. Serum levels of heavy chain immunoglobulins are considerably 

higher in the closely related dromedary where up to 70% of IgG is of the heavy chain 

type. How are these fluctuations and differences in serum antibody levels brought 

about? 

The level of heavy chain antibody within the llama serum depends on: a) the quantity 

of heavy chain antibody produced by each B-cell, b) the number of B-cells currently 

generating heavy chain antibody and c) the rate of clearance and degradation of the 

antibody. Any model that predicts the ways in which serum levels of heavy chain 

immunoglobulins are controlled must therefore address two questions. Firstly given 

that a B-cell is committed to production of a heavy chain antibody, can the levels of 

antibody produced by that individual B-cell production be raised or lowered? 

Secondly can the antibody type (i.e. heavy chain or classical) produced by the B-cell 

be influenced in any way? 
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To produce more or less antibody a B-cell may regulate the transcription of the 

rearranged immunoglobulin gene. Such regulation may be stimulated through 

processes such as exposure to antigen and/or T-cell help. If more copies of the 

rearranged gene are transcribed, all other things being equal, more antibody will be 

produced. The different transcription factor binding motifs described in section 3.9 

may be central to this level of antibody generation control. If the immune system 

requires more antibodies of a particular family, it may stimulate the B-cell population 

to upregulate expression of, or activate, a particular transcription factor. This factor 

can then bind the promoter region of the rearranged gene (if the gene promoter has the 

required motif), thereby increasing the level of transcription. 

Other, more poorly characterised levels of control may also regulate antibody 

production by individual B-cells. For example, mRNA degradation rates will affect 

the number of transcribed copies of the immunoglobulin that are translated while 

changes in chromatin accessibility may either promote or inhibit transcription. 

To understand how the B-cell may control the type of antibody it produces it is 

important to remember that heavy chain antibodies are unique, not only in their 

structural characteristics, but also in the nature of the genetic elements encoding them. 

Classical antibodies utilise a broad range of variable gene segments that can then be 

expressed as part of any number of immunoglobulin classes or isotypes. The situation 

during heavy chain generation is more complex. Heavy chain antibodies can also be 

expressed as a number of immunoglobulin isotypes (such as those described in 

chapter 6). Heavy chain antibodies cannot, however, utilise a complete range of 

Variable gene segments. Rearrangement using a specific subset of variable gene 

segments (such as VHHI-VHH5 isolated in Chapter 3) is required to generate a 

functional heavy chain antibody. If the type of antibody produced by a llama B-cell 

is to be regulated the choice of variable gene segment as well as the choice of isotype 

must be taken into consideration. 

The choice of isotype generated by the B-cell is determined by the mechanism of 

isotype switching (264). Specific signals (such as exposure to an interleukin) have 

been shown to stimulate the switching of B-cell antibody production from one isotype 
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to another. Isotype switching may therefore represent an important level of control in 

the production of both classical and heavy chain antibodies. For example, a particular 

stimulus may result in a switch from the production of a long hinge heavy chain 

antibody to a short hinge heavy chain isotype. What is less clear is the result of a 

switch from a classical to a heavy chain isotype or vice versa, as the variable domain 

associated with each isotype must remain the same. This is discussed further in 

section 7.6 

Mechanisms by which particular variable gene segments are selected for 

rearrangement are not well understood. What is certain is that variable gene segment 

usage in systems such as the human or mouse, is biased at different developmental 

stages towards particular variable gene segments (265). Were such biases to act on 

gene segments in the llama, levels of heavy chain antibody production would vary 

according to whether the preferred gene segment was of the heavy chain or classical 

type. If such biases do take place in the llama B-cell how might they come about? 

One potential source of variable gene segment bias is the process of 'sterile' 

transcription. Conventional, post-rearrangement transcription is not the only form of 

transcription that has been detected within the heavy chain immunoglobulin locus 

«266) and section 1.7.4). Sterile transcription is thought to 'open up' the local 

chromatin structure associated with variable gene segments prior to V(D)J 

recombination. This may allow preferential access of the recombination apparatus 

(including the RAG proteins) to particular families of immunoglobulin genes. It is 

assumed that sterile transcription is regulated in the same manner as conventional 

transcription, through the binding of specific transcription factors to particular 

promoter elements. If this is the case specific signals received by the B-cell during 

development (and before V(D)J recombination) may upregulate expression of, or 

activate, a particular transcription factor. If a motif for this transcription factor is 

present within the promoter of a particular gene segment, sterile transcription of this 

gene segment may bias recombination in favour of the use of this gene. At least two 

families of transcription factor motifs are described in section 3.9. Sterile 

transcription may control the level at which each of these families takes part in V(D)J 

recombination. The mechanisms by which llama antibody generation may be 

controlled are summarised in figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 A hypothetical model describinq the possible ways in which a B-cell may be able to qenerate heavy chain antibodies 
after receivinq a siqnal to do so. Any or all of these mechanisms could act within a particular B-cell 
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7.5 Generation of an Extended CDR3 - Antigen Receptor Selection or 

Antibody Generation? 

The absence of both the CHI domain and the light chain have major effects on the 

structure and functional capacities of the llama heavy chain antibody. However it is 

the unusually extended CDRJ region of the VHH domain that may have the greatest 

significance during VIm/antigen interaction. The protuberance of the resultant H3 

loop from the V HH surface has been demonstrated through crystallographic studies 

(172, 173) and may allow the antibody to interact with clefts within the antigen. If the 

extended CDRJ is crucial to the action of the V HH domain, how might it be generated? 

The extended CDRJ found within camelid heavy chain antibody cDNA sequences 

may result simply from the selection of heavy chain immunoglobulin molecules best 

able to interact with antigen during affinity maturation «10) and section 1.4 point (1)). 

If, on encounter with a foreign molecule, those heavy chain antibodies best able to 

interact with the antigen are those containing an extended H3 loop, then these B-cells 

will be stimulated to proliferate. Proliferation of B-cells will therefore lead to a 

misrepresentative number of B-cells producing extended CDRJ heavy chain 

antibodies within the serum. The nature of CDR sequences isolated through the 

generation of cDNAs does not therefore directly correlate with events taking place 

during V(D)J recombination. The importance of this affInity maturation with respect 

to the nature of isolated cDNA sequences within the mouse has been discussed by 

other groups (267). The study of cDNAs derived from bone marrow (where B-cells 

develop) rather than peripheral blood lymphocytes (as used in the generation of the 

Unilever database) could provide an interesting comparison to the cDNA sequences 

used in the course of this thesis. 

Even if B-cells generating antibodies with extended H3 loops are favoured during 

affInity maturation it is still reasonable to speculate as to the origin of the extended 

CDR3. The action of affmity maturation only reduces the likelihood that the llama 

recombination system produces a longer CDRJ more frequently than the 

recombination system of other species. Instead, the unique structure of the heavy 

chain antibody is such that antibodies with long CDR3s are better able to bind antigen 

and therefore positively selected. In the mouse or human, antibodies with long 
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CDR3s would not be able to interact with antigen successfully (because of light chain 

association) and so would never be positively selected. The question of how such 

extended CDR3s (even if generated in only small numbers) are produced must still be 

considered, even if the mechanisms are not unique to the llama. 

Mechanisms that may lead to the generation of the extended CDR3 include 

differences in D-J and V-DJ recombination. These could involve the utilisation of 

multiple diversity gene segments or DIR segments as described in section 1.8.6. An 

increased level of TdT activity within the B-cell may lead to more :frequent addition 

of random nucleotides at recombination junctions (section l.8.5). Additionally, subtle 

differences in the resolution of coding end hairpin may lead to the inclusion of greater 

numbers of palindromic sequences at these junctions. RSS-like sequences 

downstream or upstream of established recombination signals could compete for RAG 

interaction, leading to recombination that allows the inclusion of sequence normally 

relegated to the signal joint. Alternatively, such elongated CDR3s may not result 

from recombination and associated processes. Instead V, D and J gene segments 

containing more sequence able to contribute to the CDR3 could be present within the 

germline (although no evidence to support this possibility was found during this 

project). Also, an insertion/deletion model similar to that proposed by Nguyen and 

co-workers (190) could act to add nucleotides to the CDR3. 

Examining first mechanisms that may apply to the generation of extended CDR3s in 

all mammalian species, the possible role of an increased level of TdT activity during 

llama B-cell development cannot be ruled out. The link between TdT expression and 

variable gene segment transcription has long been known through the identification of 

a common transcription factor binding site (binding members of the Ikaros 

transcription factor family (268» located upstream ofTdT and variable gene segment 

promoters. The same transcription factor binding site is present upstream of all the 

isolated variable gene segments isolated in chapter 3. The requirement for 

immunoglobulins containing longer ill loops could conceivably be met by the 

simultaneous upregulation of transcription at both TdT (in order to increase levels of 

N nucleotide addition) and variable gene segments (during sterile transcription). In 

this model an Ikaros-related transcription factor may promote both nucleotide addition 

and accessibility of the heavy chain locus to recombination. To complicate matters 
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further the expression ofTdT in the mouse has recently been linked to biased variable 

gene segment utilisation (269) 

Llama-specific B-cell mechanisms that may increase CDR3 length include the 

differences in coding flank sensitivity of the RAG proteins reported in section 5.14. 

Nucleotide addition by TdT is dependent on the composition of the region 

immediately upstream of the RSS heptamer element (66). All llama and dromedary 

coding flanks characterised thus far differ from those murine coding flanks (chapters 

3 and 6, (206) and (270» utilised in previously reported recombination experiments. 

It is possible that such variable gene segment coding flanks (typically with 

nucleotides AGA adjacent to the heptamer) allow greater TdT activity than the 

conventional coding flanks found in other species. However, there is no evidence that 

particular coding flanks are favoured by heavy chain gene segments over classical 

gene segments. 

Another possibility is that the llama may possess 'modified' RAG proteins that 

interact with coding flanks in a novel manner thereby promoting either N or P 

nucleotide addition (Chapter 5). 
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7.6 A Model for Llama Heavy Chain Antibody Secretion 

In Chapters 1 and 6 of this thesis the mechanisms understood to lead to the production 

and secretion of antibodies within both developing and mature B-cells are discussed. 

The ability of the camelid heavy chain antibody to leave the endoplasmic reticulum 

and travel to the B-cell membrane in the absence of an accompanying light chain is 

thought to result from the absence of a CH 1 domain (figure 1.11). An explanation for 

the absence of the CHI domain in the translated llama immunoglobulin gene product 

is given in Chapter 6 where a single nucleotide substitution is described, resulting in 

the splicing out of the CHi exon during post-transcriptional processing. What remains 

unclear, however, is the manner in which variable domains encoded by heavy chain 

gene segments are trafficked through the B-cell during production of alternative 

isotypes. 

If the presence of a single llama heavy chain immunoglobulin locus, similar in layout 

to the human locus, is assumed (section 7.1), heavy chain gene segments can 

presumably be linked to other constant genes such as those encoding IgA and IgM 

isotypes. All of these isotypes conventionally contain CH 1 domains and so will 

presumably interact with BiP (section 1.10). However, the unique nature of the 

variable domain encoded by a heavy chain variable gene segment means that 

interaction with a light chain should not be possible. If light chains are unable to 

replace the BiP/CHl domain interaction then these isotypes will be unable to leave the 

endoplasmic reticulum. In most cases such immunoglobulins will presumably be 

degraded by the B-cell. 

This model does, however predict a potential problem during llama B-cell 

development. As the human B-cell matures IgM becomes the first immunoglobulin to 

be expressed after successful rearrangement of the V, D and J gene segments. Every 

sUccessful V(D)J rearrangement is therefore expressed initially as a membrane-bound 

IgM antibody. Once the B-cell reaches maturity isotype switching may take place so 

that the initial IgM form of the antibody is replaced with another class, such as IgG2. 

If the llama B-cell operates in the same manner, how does secretion of heavy chain 

antibody ever take place? 
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There may be three ways in which this problem is avoided. Firstly BiP interaction 

with the IgM CHI domain alone (as is presumed to occur when a VHH is present 

during successful rearrangement), rather than simultaneous interaction with both CHI 

and variable domains may be insufficient to hold the polypeptide within the ER. If 

this is the case heavy chain IgM polypeptides should be able to reach the B-cell 

surface. Secondly the llama CJ,1 gene (that which encodes the IgM isotype) may 

contain splice mutations similar to those afflicting the Cy2b and Cy2c genes and 

described in Chapter 6. In this case the heavy chain IgM polypeptide would lack the 

CHI domain and therefore escape interaction with BiP. However, in evolutionary 

terms the near-simultaneous exclusion of two constant gene CH 1 domains seems 

unlikely. The fmal possible explanation relies on the presence of a separate heavy 

chain antibody-encoding locus (section 7.1). Such a locus may lack a CJ,1 gene 

altogether so that the flrst isotype expressed would be a heavy chain antibody. How 

this final model could account for the complex cell signalling pathways that are 

controlled by membrane bound IgM during B-cell development is not clear. 

7.7 Summary 

In this chapter a number of models have been described that may explain a number of 

facets of llama antibody generation. These include: 

• Speculation as to the layout of the llama heavy chain immunoglobulin locus or 

loci. 

• A description of the possible levels at which heavy chain llama antibodies are 

generated. 

• A discussion of the possible mechanisms of generation of the extended CDR3 in 

heavy chain antibodies. 

• Models of heavy chain antibody secretion. Ways in which the heavy chain 

antibodies may be secreted by the B-cell are discussed. 
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7.8 Final Conclusions 

In this thesis a number of questions that arise from the original discovery of the llama 

heavy chain antibody are addressed (section 1.4). The data presented here describes a 

llama immune system broadly similar to our own and utilising mechanisms such as 

V(D)J recombination that are well characterised in the human and mouse. The 

principal genetic differences that lead to the generation of heavy chain antibodies are 

described (Chapters 3 and 6) and the first in vitro study to investigate non-murine 

V(D)J recombination finds llama and murine recombination to be highly similar 

(Chapters 4 and 5). 

Although the presence of distinct heavy chain antibody gene segments and a mutated 

splice site explain the origins of the major structural differences between classical and 

heavy chain immunoglobulins the fmer details of how llama antibody generation is 

controlled remain unknown. Chapter 7 of this thesis describes the ways in which 

heavy chain antibodies generation may be regulated within the llama immune system, 

how heavy chain antibodies might be secreted by the llama B-cell and how the 

extended CDR3 may be formed. This is achieved principally through analogy to the 

Current understanding of these processes in other species. It is clear that until 

fundamental immunological processes such as affmity maturation, coding flank 

processing and isotype switching are better understood, be it in mouse, human or 

llama questions regarding the generation of llama heavy chain antibodies will remain. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I Bacterial Strains, Media, Buffers and Solutions 

(in alphabetical order) 

Unless otherwise stated all chemicals and buffer components were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK 

i. Bacterial Host Strains 

Bacterial strains used in this thesis are detailed in table AP.1 
Strain Name Protocol Characte ri. tic. Genotype 
~ L-1 Blue (Stratagene , La 

JOlla, US) 
RAG-1 Probe 
cloning 
(section 2.4 . 5 

General E. coli
de r ived cloning 
strain 

recAl endAl gyrA96 thi-l hsdRl7 supE44 relAl 
lac [F¢proAB lacI"ZDMl5 TnlO (Tee)) 

t--:,-.. and 4.3.1) 
XLL-~1~B~lu-e~MRA~-(~P~2~)---------+~L~i~b-ra~r~y~~------~a~ll~o-w-S--SP-i~-----4-6--(m-C-r-A-)1-8-3-6-(m-r-C-C-B--h-S-d-S-MR---m-r-r-)-17-3--e-ndA--1--S-UP-E-4-4--~ 
(Stratagene , La Jolla , US ) Bacteriophage (sensitive to P2 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 lac 1 (P2 lysogen) 

propagation inhibition) 
(section 2 . 3 . 6) selection of 

tr-cOP 10 (Invitrogen , 
ar1sbad, US ) 

Subcloning of 
RAG-1 
bacteriophage 

recombinant phage 
General E.coli
derived cloning 
strain 

F-mcrA 6 (mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC ) ~80lacZ6Ml5 6lacX74 
recAl deoR araDl39 6(ara-leu)7697 galU galK 
rpsL (Str") endAl nupG 

clone and others 
r-.:- (section 2 . 5 . 2) 

DaH1~O~B~a~c~(~G~ib~C-O--~B~RL~,~p~a~i-S1~e-y--~C~l~on~i~n~g~o7f~~--~~C-on~t~a~i-n-s~t~h-e----~~F-~m-cr-'A~D~(m~r-r--7h~sd~RM~s~-m~c~r~B~C~)-~~8~0~d7la-c-'Z~D~M715~------1 
UK ) partial llama bMONl4272 bacmid DlacX74 deoR recAl endAl araDl39 D(ara, 

RAG-l gene and a helper leu)7697 galU galK l -rpsL nupG/bMONl4272 
(section 2 . 5.2) plasmid to allow /pMON7124 

pFastBac (section 
APx) insert 

~ ______ -=~~~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~t~r~an~s~!p~(O~S~it~i~o~n~~~ ______________________________________ ~ 
Table AP . l Stra~ns of Bacter~a Used in This Thesis 

ii. Denaturing solution (plaque Lifting) 

Denaturing solution was used to prepare filters for pre-hybridisation after plaque 

lifting and was prepared as detailed in table AP.2 
Reage nt Conce ntra tion 

NaCl 105M 

NaOH O. 5M 

Sterilise by autoclaving . 

Table AP . 2 Components of denaturing solution 
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iii. Denhardt's Reagent (100 x) 

Denhardt's reagent was used as a component of prehybridisation and hybridisation 

buffers and made up as detailed in table AP.3 
Reagent Volume/Concentration 

Ficoll 400 Sigma-Aldrich , Poole , UK) 2g 

Polyvinyl pyrollidone (Sigma-Aldrich , Poole, UK) 2g 

Bovine serum albumin (Fraction V) (Sigma-Aldrich , Poole , UK) 2g 

Table AP.3 Components of Denhardt's Reagant 

iv. Hybridisation Solutions 

1 )Oligonuc1eotide prehybridisation solution was prepared as detailed in table AP.4a 
Reagent Concentration 

SSC (section APx) 6 x 

Denhardt ' s reagent (section APx) 10 x 

Denatured salmon sperm DNA 5O llg/ml 

Table AP . 4a Components of oligonucleot~de prehybr~disation solut~on 

2)Prehybridisation solution for use with PeR-derived probes was prepared as 

described in table APAb 
R.ag.nt Cono.ntration 

SSC (section APx) 6 x 

Denhardt ' s reagent (section APx) 5 x 

SDS 0 . 5% 

Denatured salmon sperm DNA 5O llg/ml 

Table AP.4b Components of PCR-probe prehybridisation solution 

v. Insect Media 

Insect media was made up under sterile conditions as detailed in Table AP.5 
Media Compon.nt I P.rc.nt&g. Compoaition 

TNM-FH (Gibco-BRL, Paisley, UK) supplemented with: 

Lipid Concentrate (100x) (Gibco-BRL, Paisley, UK) 11% 
Fetal Calf Serum (Gibco-BRL, Paisley, UK) 1 10% 
Table AP . 5 Components of supplemented insect cell media used for growth of Sf9 insect 
cells during baculovirus propagation. Note Serum-free media was used during Sf9 
transfection . 
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vi. Loading Dye - Agarose 

DNA loading dye was made up as a 5x stock as detailed in table AP.6 
Reagent Volume /Concentra t i on 

Tris- HCl pH7. 5 10mM 

EDTA (disodium, dihydrate ) 50mM 

Ficol1® 400 10 % 

Bromophenol Blue 0 . 25% 

Xylene Cyanol FF 0. 25% 

Table AP . 6 Composition of DNA loading dye for agarose gel load~ng 

vii. Loading Dye SDS PAGE 

Protein loading dye was made up as a 5x stock as detailed in table AP.7 
Reagant Conce ntrati on 

Tris-HCl (pH 6 . 8 ) 0 . 625M 

SDS 10% (w/v ) 

Sucrose 50 % (w/v ) 

Mercaptoethanol 10% (v/v) 

Bromophenol Blue 0 . 25 % 

AP . 7 Components of SDS PAGE loading dye 

viii. Neutralising solution (Plaque Lifting) 

Neutralising solution was used after denaturing solution prior to filter pre

hybridisation and prepared as detailed in table AP.8 
Reage nt Concentra tion 

NaCl 1 . 5M 

Tri. Cl (pH7 . 2) O.5M 

Na 2EOTA O.OOlM 

Ste rili •• by autoclaving 

Table AP . 8 Components of neutralising solution 

ix. Oligonucleotide Elution Buffer 

Oligonucleotide elution buffer was made up as detailed in table AP.9 
Reage nt Conce ntrati on 

Magnesium Acetate 10mM 

Sodium Acetate pH 7 . 0 500mM 

EDTA lmM 

Tabl e AP . 9 Composition of Oligonucleotide Elution Buffer for gel purification of 
recombinat i on substrate oligonucleotides 

( 
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x. Polyacylamide Gels 

Polyacrylamide gels were made up as detailed in table AP.10. Gels were 

poured immediately after addition of TEMED and allowed to set for 1 hour 

before pre-running. 
Reagent Volume 

( 

SequaGel Buffer 3ml 

SequaGel Concentrate (containing acrylamide mix) l4.4ml 

SequaGel Diluent l2 . 6ml 

10% Ammonium Persulphate Solution ) 0. 24ml 

TEMED 121-11 

Table AP.10 Component. o~ • 12' Sequencing Gel. Note: Quant1t1es can be varied to 
obtain othe r acrylamide percentages (for exampl e for oligonucleotide purification) . 

xi. Selective Plates 

Agar (15g) was added to 2xTY media (1 litre) and the solution autoclaved and cooled 

to 55°C. Antibiotic was then added to the specified concentration (see table AP.ll). 

Media was then poured into 90mm diameter petri dishes and allowed to harden. 

Antibiotic Final Conoentration 

Ampicillin 1001-lg/ml 

Tetracyclin l 2 . Sl-Ig/ml 

Kanamycin 3Ol-lg/ml 

Gentamycin 7l-1g / ml 

Table AP.ll. Ant1b10t1c Concentrat10ns w1thin selective plates 

xii. SM Phage Buffer 

8M Buffer was made up as described in Table AP.l2 
Reagent Volume 

NaCl S.8g 

MgSO.· 7H2O 2g 

Tris-HCI (pH 7.5) SOml 

Gelatin (2% (w/v) ) Sml 

dH20 to final volume I litre 

(Autoclave) 

Table AP.12 Composit1on of Phage SM Buffer 
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xiii. sse (20x) 

2xSSC and 6xSSC were made up from a 20xSSC stock the composition of which is 

described in table AP.13 
aeaqe nt Volume 

NaCl l7S . 3g ( 

Sodium Citrate BB . 2g 

dH20 BOOml 

NaOH (lON) to pH 7.0 

dH20 to final volume 1 litre 

Table AP . 13 Compo81t10n o f 20x SSC. Note stock solut~on was d~luted 1 in 10 prior to 
use. 6x SSC was used during hybridisation 

xiv. TBE lOx butTer 

TBE buffer was made up as detailed in table AP .14 
Reaqant Volume 

Tris Base 107.Bg 

Boric Acid ~SSg (to correct pH) 

EDTA (disodium, dhydrate) 7 . 44g 

dH20 To volume 1 litre 

Adjust pH to B. 3 . Dilute 1 in 10 for agar ose gel and running buffer concentration 

Table AP.14 Compos~t~on of lOx stock of TBE buffer. 

xv. TY Media and Agar (2x) 

Made up as specified in table AP.15 
aeaqant Volume 

Bactotryptone l6g 

Yeast Extract 109 

NaCl Sg 

dH20 to final volume 1 litre 

Add lSg of agar for 2xTY agar plates 

Table AP . 1S Compos~tion of 2xTY Media 
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Appendix II DNA Quantification 

The following fonnulae were used to calculate DNA concentrations 

dsDNA 100 unit at 260nm = 50,..,glml 

,..,gI,..,l = (00 260) X (40)X (Dilution factor) 

1000 

ssDNA (Le. oligonucleotides) 100 unit at 260nm = 40,..,glml 

,..,gI,..,1 = (00 260) X (40)X (Dilution factor) 

1000 
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Vector 

Lambda DASH II 
Stratagene , La Jolla , US) 

pCRII - TOPO· 
(Invitrogen , Carlsbad, US) 

pCR- Blunt II - TOPO 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, US) 

pFastBac 
(Gibco- BRL,Paisley UK) 

~ 

Bacteriophage Lamda 
replacement vector for 
cloning large fragments of 
genomic DNA 

Rapid Cloning of PCR 
products with 3' 
deoxythymidine (T) 
overhangs (for example 
those derived from Taq
based PCR) 

Rapid cloning of blunt 
ended PCR products (such as 
those derived from Pfu
based PCR) 

Expression vector for 
baculovirus/insect cell 
transfection system 

Purpose 

Genomic Library 
Construction 

PCR product cloning 
(table 2 .1 ) 

peR product cloning 
(table 2.1) 

Expression of truncated 
llama RAG- 1 protein 
(table 2 . 1 and section 2.7) 

Table AP.16 Tabla sua.arising characteristics of cloning vectors used in this thesis 

Vector Map (derived from manufacturers literature) 

! ~ 
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j 

1.,.,. AI> lOb 0 i 
f ! r qin of Bacteriophaq. Clon •• D.rived rom Library Scr •• ninq 

'I 'l'arq.t Gen. 
I: 

f Variable Gene Segment Joining Gene Segment Recombination-

Ii--
Activating Gene 

I Stratagene In-house Stratagene In-house Stratagene In-house 

! Library Library Library Library Library library 

1~1 
72 19 3 1 ' 1 1 

houna-2 28 8 2 0 1 1 

I~ 5 3 1 0 1 0 

nCn'duPl 
icated and sequencable 

~Ote: 
Stratagene Library Titre was -5xlO 6 

In-house constructed library was -1. 4xlO 
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Figure AP.l Sequence of llama heavy chain immunoglobulin D/J region clone showing translated regions (Genbank accession no AF305951J. 
that further sequencing from 5' - 3 ' was not possible due to poor sequencing signals . Heptamer and nonamer sequences in addition to spice 
'GT' consensi are depicted in red . 

60 120 
r . .... ... r . .... .. . . r .... ..... r . . .... ... r ... . ... .. r .. ....... r ......... r .... .... . r ...... . .. r ....... . . r . .... ... . r ........ . r 
CCCTGGGGTCAGCACTGGCCTGGGCCCCTGCCCGCTGCCCTGCGGGGGACACGACGCCAGTGCAGGTGGCCTCCAGACAGCCGGGAGGCACAGTCTGGAATTTGCTCCTATTTCTGAAAG 

180 240 
...... ... r . .•...... r ........ • r ........ . r .. . ...... r ... .. .. .. r ......... r .. ....... r . . ....... r ... .... . . r . .... . . .. r ......... r 
AAAAAGGCAGCCGTGCAGGCAGCCTTCAACGCTTTGAGGATTGTTAGCAGATGACTTGTAGCTGGCCCAGGAATGCCTGTGAGGGCGGGCAGGGAGAGGTCTCCCCTAGGCTCTGTAGCC 

300 360 
.... . •. .. r ........ . r . ....... . r . .. . . ... . r .. ....... r ... ...... r ......... r . . .... ... r ........ . r ......... r .. . .. ... . r ......... r 
CACCTGCCAGCCCTTGGGGTTTTGGCTGAGCTGGGAACCGCAGTGCTAACTGGAGCCACAGTGACTGACAACTCTACAAAAACTTCTGGCCAGAGCCGCCCCAGGGCAGCCAGGTCCCCG 

N W S 
* L E 

LTG 

420 480 
.•.... .. . r ......... r . ... .... . r .. .... ... r .. .. . .... r ......... r ......... r ...... . .. r . .. ..... . r .. . . .. . .. r ......... r ......... r 
CCCCAAGGGCTCACGGCCAGGTGCACAAGGGGGTCAGGTTTCCGGTGGACAAGAGATGGGTCACATCCCAGGCAAGGGACTAGGTCCCCGGGGCTGGGGGAAGGGGCCAGTGCAGCAGCC 

540 600 
....... . . r ......... r ......... r .. .... ... r ......... r ......... r ... .... .. r ......... r ....... .. r ........ . r . . .. .. .. . r ..... .. . . r 
TGGGCCCCAGGTCGTGGGGAGCCCAGCTGGGATCAGGGCTGTGGGGTCAGTGGCGCCGAGCCTTAGAGCAGCAGGGCGGCAGGGAAAGCGTGGTCTCGGGGGACCAAAGCAAGTCAGGTG 

660 720 
.... . .... r ..... . ... r ......... r ..... . .. . r .... . .. . . r .. ..... .. r . .... .. .. r .... .. ... r ...... ... r ......... r . . ....... r ...... . .. r 
TCAGGACGTCCGAATCCTTGGCCAGGAATGATGTAGGAGGGAGCCAGCGGGGCCTCTCCTCAAGCAGAGAGCAGGCTTCTGGTTCCGGGGGCTCCCGGGCCCCAGCTCCCTGCACCTGTG 

780 840 
..... ... . r ......... r ......... r ......... r .. . ...... r .. ... .... r ......... r ......... r ..... . . . . r . ... . . . . . r . . ....... r ......... r 
CTTCCCCCATTGCTGGGGCACCTGGGCACCTGGGCACCGTGTCCTCAGGTGAGCCCAGCGTCCAGTCTCCAGCCTGGGGGACTGTGGGACTGGAGTGGGCTGAGCCAAGCAGTCTGCTGC 

S p rAG A P G H L G T V S S 

900 960 
......... r ......... r . .... ... . r ......... r ......... r ........ . r . . . .. .. .. r . . ....... r .... .. . . . r .. ...... . r ... .. .... r . . .. . .... r 
CCCCAGACTTGGGACAGGAGGTCAGGGGCTGGCAGGAGGTGGGGGGACAGGAGAAGCAGCGGGGCAGAGGCCATGCTGCTGGAACCTCGATCACTGGGGCCAGGGCACCTGGCCACTGTG 

1020 1080 
.... ..... r .. . ...... r ......... r .. . ...... r ........ . r . ...... .. r ......... r ......... r .... .... . r ....... . . r ......... r ......... r 
TCCTCAGGTGAGCCTTCCCTGCGGCTGCTCTGCGTGGGCGTCCGGCCAGGTCCCTGGGCAGCTCCCCGAGCCTGCCTGCCCAAGGCCTGGATGAGGCTGCGGCCCCAGGGGACAGGCAGG 

1140 1200 
......... r . . ....... r . ........ r ......... r ... ...... r .. . . . .... r ......... r . . .. . . ... r . .. ... . .. r . . ..... .• r .... ... . . r . .... .... r 
CTTCTGGCCCCGTTAGGGGCAGTCCCTCGGGGCTCACAGAGCTCCTGGTGGTGAGCGAGCTCGTGAGAGCTGGAATGAGGGAAGCCTGGGGGACAGGTGCCGGCTGGAAAGGAGAAGTTG 

1260 1320 
....... .. r ...... ... r ......... r ....... .. r ........ . r ......... r ......... r . ....•.. . r .. ....... r . ........ r ......... r ..... .... r 
TGGGCAGAGCCCAGCCAGGGCCCAGCTGGGGGTTTGTGCACTGGGGGCCAGGCAGGCAGACCAGTGTGGCTACAGGTATCTCGAAGTTTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCCTC 

Y R Y LEV W G Q G T L V T V S 

Note 
donor 

..., > =- ~ ~ 
~ 
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1380 14 40 
......... I . . ...... . I ......... 1 ..... . . . . I ......... I .. .. . . ... I ....... .. I .. ... . ... I ......... 1 ......... 1 . . .... . .. 1 ......... 1 
AGGTAAGTACATCCTTTCCTTCCTCCCTCATCGCCCTGGGATCTGTGTGGCCATGGACAGTGAGGTCTGGCCCATCCAAGGGGCCCACGCAGGTTTATGTCTGGGGGAGAGCCGGGACTA 
S 

1500 1560 
...... .. . I . . .... .. . I . ... .. ... I ....... . . I .... . .... I ... .. .. .. I ... ... . .. I ...... . . . I . ........ I ... .. .... I ... . .. . .. I .... ..... 1 
TGTCCCTGTGCAATGCTTTGGACGCATGGGGCCAGGGGACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCATCAGGTAAGACAGCTCTCTGCCCTCGGTCCTGGGCTGGGAAGGACATTTCCAGAGATTCCTGGG 

A L D A W G Q G T L V T V S S 

1620 1680 
... ..... . 1 . .... .. . . I .. .. ..... I ....... .. I ......... 1 . . . .... .. 1 ..... .... I ......... I ...... ... 1 ... . .... . I . . ....... I ......... I 
TCTTTGCGGGGGCCCCAGGGGCTGCTTCTGAGGCCCTATGGCTGTTGGTCCTGGGAGATGGCGTCTCTCCAGTGGAGCGCGGGCTGGGCAGAGTGGGCCCGTGTCTGAGCCACAGAGACC 

1740 1800 
.... . .... 1 ...... .. . 1 ......... I ......... I ......... I ..... . ... I ....... .. 1 ... ...... 1 ......... 1 ......... 1 .... .. . .. I ... ... . .. I 
GGGGGCCAGGGCTTTGTGCGGCCAGGTTGCTGGGCAGGCGGCTCGGGTTTTTGCACAGCACCTAACGGGGCCCGTGGCGCTGTGATGAGTATGACTACTGGGGCCAGGGGACCCAGGTCA 

E Y D Y W G Q G T Q v 

1860 1920 
... . . .... I . . ....... I . ..... ... I ........ . I .. .. . . ... I . .... ... . 1 . . .. ..... I . . . .... .. I .... .... . I ... . ... . . I . .. . ..... 1 ..... .... 1 
CCGTCTCCTCAGGTGAGTCTTCTCAAGCCTCTCTCCTCGGTCTCTCCGAGGATTTTTGCTGCGTTTTAGGGGGGAAATTAGGGTGTATGGGTCTTGGCTCTAGAGGGCCTGGAGTCTTAG 

T V S S 

1980 2040 
... ..... . I . . .. .. ... I . . ...... . I ......... 1 .. .. . . ... I . . .... ... I . . . ...... 1 ......... I ......... 1 ......... I . .. . . . . .. 1 ... .. . . . . 1 
GAAGAGGGCCTGGGGGCCCCAGGCTCACACCAGCAAGGAGAGTCCAGGCGCCCTCCCTTCCTGGGCTCTGCAGCCAGGGCCTTCTCTGCTGGTCTCAGCCACACTTGGCCTCTGGGAGCC 

2100 2160 
. . ....... I . ........ 1 ......... I ......... I ..... .... I .. ....... 1 ......... I ........ . 1 . ........ 1 . ........ 1 . ....... . I ... . ..... 1 
CGAGGTCCCCAGCCCTGTAGGCCCCGCTAGGTGTCATATGAGGTGGTCCCAAGAGCTCAGCCGGCCACCAGCATTTGCCTGGGGTCTTGACACAGTTGTCACAATGTGACCCCCAGTTTG 

P Q F 

2220 2280 
... . ..... I . ... .. ... I ... .. ... . I .... .. ... I ........ . 1 .. .. ..... 1 . ..... . .. 1 ... .. .... 1 .... .. . .. 1 ... . ... . . 1 . .... .... I ... . ..... I 
AATACTGGGGCCAGGGCACCCTGGTCACTGTCTCAGGTAAGACAGCTCTCTGCCCTCAGTTCTGGGCTGAGAAAGAAATTTCCAGAGATTCCTTGGTTTTGTGGGAGCCGCGGGGAGGCT 

E Y W G Q G T L V T V S 

2340 2400 
.... ..... 1 ... . .... . I ... ...... I . ........ I ..... ... . 1 ..... . ... 1 ... ..... . 1 .. . . ..... 1 ..... . ... I ......... I .... ..... I ......... I 
GTTTCTGAGGCCGTTTGTCTGTCGGTCCTGAGGAGATGAGTCTCTGCCGGTGGAGCGCGGGCTGGGCAGAGTGGGCTCTGTAATTGAGCCACAGAGACCGAGGGCCAGGGCTTTGTGTGA 

2460 2509 
. . ....... I .... . ... . I ... .... . . 1 . ... ..... 1 ........ . I . .... .. .. I ........ . I . . ... .... 1 .. ....... 1 ......... I . ...... . 
CCAGGTCACTGGGAGGGGGCTCGGGTTTTTGCACACCACCTAACGGGGCCCGTGGCGTTGTGCTGACTTTGGTTCCTGGGGCCAGGGGACCCTGGTCACCGTCTCCTC 

D F G S W G Q G T L V T V S 
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Appendix V Comparison of Llama and Murine RAG Protein Activities. 

Unprocessed 
Substrate --------~.~ 

Hairpin 
f o rmati on 

Nicking 

Figure AP.2 

a) b) 

A second lower resolution gel demonstrating the similar activities of murine RAG-
1/ - 2 (lane a) and llama RAG-l/murine RAG-2 proteins (lane b) on a murine control 
12-RSS in the presence of Mn2+. 
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Appendix VI Origin of Bacteriophage Clones Derived from Library 

Screening 
Target Gene 

Variable Gene Segment Joining Gena Segment Cone tant Region Gene . 

Stratagene In- house Strata gene In-house Stratagene In- house 

Library Library Library Library Library library 

Rnd 1 72 19 3 1 4 3 

Rnd 2 28 8 2 0 3 1 

Rnd 3 5 3 1 0 3 1 
(includes (includes (incl udes 

(includes (includes 
VHH1, vHH2 vHH3 - VHH5 J region 

I gG1b , IgG1a) 
VIjI2 and and V1jl1) genes 

Igg2b and 
V.1) descr ibed 

IgG2c) in secti on 
3.17) 

non- duplicated and sequencable 

Note: Stratage ne Library Titre was -5xl06 

In-hous e constructed library wa s -1 . 4x l0 6 

Recombination-
Activating Gene 

Stratagene In house 

Library library 

1 1 

1 1 

1 0 
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Immunogenetics (1999) 50:98-101 

:enjamtn P. Woolven . Leon GJ. Frenken 
. aul van der Logt . Peter J. Nicholls 

Q Springer-Verlag 1999 : 

The structure of the llama heavy chain constant genes reveals a 
h1echanism for heavy-chain antibody formation 

R.eceived: 15 April 1999 I Revised: 1 July 1999 

~ey Words Llama . splice . CH1 . Antibody . 
'V1Ulation 

~eavY-~hain-onlY antibodies make up a considerable 
til °1~~rtl0n of class G immunoglobulin (IgG) within ca
ftre tl sera and are characterized by the absence of the 
b s constant heavy domain (CHI). a region encoded 
~ a I separate ex on within conventional antibody loci. 
b~ oss of this domain reduces the length of the anti
tak Y and prevents interactions that would normally 
tw e Place. between the heavy and light chains and be
an e~n vanable and constant domains. The analysis of 
bled nrearranged llama genomic DNA library has ena
the pus to confirm that different llama hinge types are 
eltonJ~oducts of separate constant region genes. The 
has b~tron arrangement of a llama classical IgG gene 
C/fI_Ii~n determined and, in addition, we show that 
exon i e sequence is present upstream of the hinge 
and shn tWO.l1ama JgG iSOtype5 representing the long
teptOt Ort~hlnge heavy-chain-only antibodies. The ac
ons at splIce sites adjacent to both hinge and CHI ex
as the edfound to adhere to established consensi, where
tated' °hor splice site flanking the CHI ex on is mu
Ptedi 1~ t e heavy chain but not classical CH genes. We 
the h~ that splicing of the CHI domain sequence to 
leadi~nge eXon is prohibited as a result of this mutation, 
eli} dg to. the production of antibodies lacking the 

omaIn. 

---~:G .J. Frenken . p 
"IOreco nitio .. van der Logt 
Sharnbr~ok ~ Udfrut, U~i1ever Research, Colworth House, 

• e ordsblre. MK44 lLQ. UK 
~J. Nicholls 

esearch Scho I f B' . 
Canterbury eao 

0 IOsclences, University of Kent at 
Il • nterbury, Kent, en 7NJ, UK 
Il:P, Woolven (B) 

lorecognition U' U' 
Sharnbrook B dfOlt , ~llever Research, Colworth House. 
e-mail: ben.cordshlre.MK44 lLQ, UK 
'reI.: + 44 ' I·f3~~en@unilever.com, 
Falt· + 44 086, . -1234-222552 

The discovery of functional heavy-chain antibodies ' 
lacking not only L chains but also the entire first con- · 
stant domain in Camelidae (Hamers-Casterman et a1. : 
1993) contradicted the notion that all antibodies within . 
the vertebrate phylum have a common fundamental : 
structure, consisting invariably of two identical Hand ' 
two identical L chains. The variable domains of heavy- : 
chain-only antibodies contain a number of consistent . 
amino acid substitutions that cause not only structural ' 
differences, but also provide an alternative method of · 
antibody-antigen binding (Davies and Riechmann : 
1996; Desmyter et al. 1996; Spinelli et a1. 1996). 

It is unclear how the different domains of the heavy- . 
chain antibody are encoded in the germline. Variable · 
domain sequences from both conventional and heavy- : 
chain camelid antibodies have similar 3' recombination · 
signal sequences (RSS), and both conform to the hu- · 
man consensus (Nguyen et a1. 1998). suggesting a · 
shared pathway of V(D)J recombination. A full under- · 
standing of the heavy-chain-only antibody formation . 
mechanism must await sequence data from regions · 
flanking D and J gene segments, but work thus far sup- . 
ports a model in which all products of V(D)J recombi- . 
nation are indiscriminately spliced onto the various . 
constant region genes. 

The absence of the CH1 domain is crucial to the ' 
overall structure of the heavy-chain antibody. No : 
mechanism has been proposed to explain the manner in . 
which a CH gene may be transcribed and expressed ' 
while lacking this region. cDNA sequences derived : 
from llama heavy-chain-only clones (unpublished data) 
indicate that unique hinge, CH2, and CH3 sequences · 
must be present within the germline. Possible explana- . 
tions for the absence of this domain may include the : 
presence of a CH gene within the llama genome con- . 
taining a partially or completely deleted CHI exon or · 
the specific removal of the CHI exon during the · 
mRNA splicing event (Vu et al. 1997). . 

A genomic library was constructed from llama 
(Lama glama) testicular DNA using the bacteriophage 
,\DASH II cloning vector (Stratagene Ltd., Cambridge, 



UK). This library was screened using a radioactive 
probe specific to the llama CH2 sequence (unpublished 
data). Three clones were isolated and sequenced with a 
ran~e of primers specific to CH2, hinge, and intronic 
regIons. The llama classical, long-hinge heavy-chain
only and short-hinge heavy-chain-only genes are repre
sented by these clones, referred to as Bl, B2, and B3 
respectively. 

Differences in both hinge and CH2 sequence have 
enabled identification of the three antibody types and 
confirm that each clone represents a separate gene and, 
consequently, isotype. The existence of separate iso
~ypes would suggest that the heavy-chain-only antibod
I~S arose either from duplication and subsequent muta
t~on of a complete classical CH gene, or independently, 
t . r~ugh duplications of a primordial single exon gene 
sundar to the human or mouse light ehain constant 
eXon (CL). This mechanism has previously been sug
f~ste~ to explain the evolution of other CH genes 

onJo and Matsuda 1995). 
h' Clones BI-3 include not only the CH2, CH3, and 

Inge exons of their respective genes but also sequence 
representative of CHI and CHI -like cxons (Fig. 1). The 
elttent of the CHI-like exons and therefore position of :h1ice site consensi was ascertained by comparison with 
de l1ama classical IgG eDNA sequence (unpublished 
d~t~) and by analysis of the sequence by splice site pre-

ICllon software (Brunak 1991). The apparent similari-

~F': Diagram to illustrate exonlintron arrangement of clones 
D -h' Scale shows length of exons and introns in base pairs. 

IU I'!d lines indicate uDsequenced fl anking regions 
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ty betwecn the CIII domain of the classical IgG (Bl) 
and that found in clones B2 and B3 suggest that a dou
ble duplica tion of a llama heavy chain gene may have 
been a relatively recent evolutionary event. Compari
son of exon sequences further supports this possibility. 
The three CH2 exons show 88-98% identity, while the 
CH3 regions are 93-96% identical. The CHI-like re
gion of B2 contains a stop codon (due to an Aff substi
tution at position 51) and a frame-shift mutation (posi
tion 124) preventing translation of a functional CHI 
domain (Fig. 2). By contrast B3 contains no stop co- " 
dons or frame-shifts, perhaps indicating that the long
hinge heavy-chain-only antibody evolved as a result of 
duplication and mutation of the short-hinge heavy
chain-only variant. 

The 3' flanking region of the CHI exon of all hu
man and mouse IgG constant genes is characterized by 
the presence of a donor splice site immediately adja
cent to the coding sequence. The GT dinucleotide 
splice consensus found in all known functional IgG 
gennline sequences is present in the classical llama 
clone sequence (B 1) but not in either heavy-chain 
clones (B2. B3) in which the GT motif is replaced with 
AT. Mutation of this dinucleotide at other mammalian 
exonlintron boundaries has been shown to inactivate 3' 
cleavage and cxon joining during in vitro splicing (Acbi 
et a!. 1987). It is probable, therefore, that splicing of the 
CHI ex on to the hinge exon is inhibited in vivo. We 
propose that donor splice sites adjacent to the rear
ranged V (D)J subunits show preference for acceptor 
splice sites flanking the hinge exon above those flank
ing the CHI-like exon. This would explain the absence 
of the CHi domain in the expressed protein. In vitro 
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1 CHl exon 90 
Bl ATA'l'-CTTGJ ~c TT CCACCAAGGCCCCAT COOTCTATCCTCTGA CTGCTAGATGCGGGG ACACGCCTGGC'l'CCA CAGTOOCCTTCGGCT 
B2 . C .. T ........ . . T .... T . ...... .. 
B3 .AT.T ..•• C.;..:. . •• ...... .. T ....... A ....... . ................. A ................ . 

91 180 
81 GCCTGGTCTGGGGCT ACATCCCTGAGCCOO TGACGGTGACTTGGA ACTCAGCCGCCCTGT CCAGCGGCGTCCACA CCTTCCCATCAGTCT 
B2 .... ... ... ........ ....... ......... - ..... C .. ..... ... . T ... G .. .. .. A .... A .......... .. .... TA.TC 
B3 . ... . .••.• • . ... . ....•. .. .• . •• •• . .• T .. . • . • . . . . . ..•.....•. G. .• . • •..•.•.. T •... •. ........ T . • TC 

181 270 
Bl TCATGTCCTCGGGGC TCTACTCCCTCAGCA GCTTGGTGACACTGC CCACAAGCAGCTCAA CCGGCAl.GACCTTCA TCTGCAACGTAGCCC 
B2 .... ..... T ..... .... .. .. ............. . A .. CA ..... G.C .... .. ..... T ... ........... .... . .. A ..... . 
83 .... ... . ...• .. ... •.•. ..•..... ... ..••..•. • .• .... G.C ...•.... GG ••..•..•.....•.•.......... 1. . . . 

211 
Bl ACCCGGCCAGCAGCA CCAAGGTGGACAAGC 
B2 " . T .. ... ........ .. •.. . . .. .. . . 

GTGTGC"'''' f"AGTGCA CAGGCCTCAGGGAGG 

::::: : ~:: ::: :~: :: ::: :.:.:: : ::::: 
'--

83 .... .. ....... .. 

361 

360 
GCGTCCACTCCCACA CAGGACCGAGGTCAG 
. . . •...••• • •• G ..• •. . ... .•• •..• 
T.A . ....••.. . G. 

450 
Bl CCCTCCTCCCGGCTC GAACCACATGCCAGT ATGGCGACCTCTGTC CAOOGTATCAGAOOA GGAGCOOTCTCCTCG CCTGGAGGCCTCCCA 
82 .. T .................. ................... ....................................... A ........ .. 
83 .. . A . ..... A .................. G .. .. T ....... AC .. .... . G . .. .. C ............. T ....... A ........ .. 

451 540 
Bl GGCTATGTTAGGGGT CCTCTGGAT-TTTCC ACCAOOTTCAAAGTG GGCACAGGCTGCACA ACGATACCGCACATA GCTOOTGCTGGAC--
B2 . . . . ... oo .. . .. A • .. .... G.G . .. . T . T ... .. C . ..• ..... ....... ... ...•.• .. . . ..••. . ••.. • •...•..•. . 1.. 
B3 ................................ . ....................... 0 .. . .. T ... A.C ...... A ..... T.C.AT . CG 

541 
Bl ---CTGACAAAATCT GTCCC-TGCCC-TAT GCCCGCCCCAACAOO CCTGCCTCCTCACCA AGAAACCTCCTGTCT 
B2 ...... C .... ... C ..... - ..... A ......... .... .... A ...... C ..... . TC .. ...... ... ... . 
B3 CAC .. TC .. C . . . .. . . G .. G . . A .. TA.A CT .. 1. ••• ---- ... G.CATT •.. A . C . AC .. T ... . C . . 1.- . . . ' ff GCTTTCTTT 

. .. C ... C .. ... a 

631 Hinge exon '720 
B1 CTCAAGACACCCCAA CCTCAATCCCAACCA --------------- ---------GAATQC CGGTGTCCCAAATGT C TCAGAC 
82 .C .. ....... AA . .. . 1. ... C . A .. . ... CAACCACAACCCAAT CCTACAACA •. .. C. AA .•••••••• •• • .. . ....• • • ..•• •• 

B3 . ------- ..• A . . a .GAAG.C .. .. GC-- --------------- ------------.C. AA •.•. • •....•. C ...... 1. •• OO • . C . 
'--

721 810 
Bl AAGCCACTCCCTCTT TAACAAAGAGGTGGC CACAGCCCTGGCA-- ---TGCTGGGA-ATA CGTGTGCCCTGGACA ACACTGGCCAOOTQC 
B2 .. .... A-- .. A.C .. TT ... G . G .. ............... T . -- ............ A . A ...... ... C . .. G ........... . 
83 .G .. T .. A ..... CA .TO ... G .. 1. .. . A .•. G.CA . . 1. . . . . CC GCC •. A . • 1. •• G.A •• 1. ...••..• AC •. O .oo. CC . T •.••.•• 

ell CH2 exon 900 
Bl TAACAGCCCACCCTG TCTTCCCTGCCAGCC CCTGAGCTCCTGGCiA G XCCCTCAGTCTTC ATCTTCCCCCCGAAA CCCAAGGACGTCCTC 
82 
83 

.. ... T ...... T .. .............. . ........................... .. 

.G.AC-.A. TT. T.. . T.C . . TCA •.. . G • •.•• • •• • •• • T . .• . .. . .. A .G ....•. 

'--

901 990 
81 TCCATATCTGGGAGG CCCGAOOTCACGTGC GTTCTGGTAGACGTO CGCCAGGAAGACCCC GAOOTCAGTTTCAAC TGGTACATTGTTGGC 
B2 ..... T ..... .. .. ........ ...... ............. ..... ..... .... .. ...... .......... ........... A .. .. 
B3 .. . .. CA . CC.A.AA .• T •.. ... .• ..• .••••••.• G •.••..•• TA •••.•... .• T •.• 1. .. GAG .•.• G .•. .. C.G.G.A •. A. 

991 1080 
81 GCTGAOOTGCQAACG GCCAACACGAGGCCA AAAGAGGAACAGTTC AACAGCACGTACCGC GTOOTCAGCGTCCTG CCCATCCAGCACCAG 
B2 ... . .. . . ....•. . ... . .•..••. • •.. .... .. .. ..........••... ... ••...•..•.. . •. . •............•.•. 
B3 A . A . .•. • A.AC . •. . • TG.G . . 1..1. ..•.•• G .••.•....• ...• .. .. .•.. •..•• • ..•.• ••• .•.•....•....••...... 



--
1081 1 10 

B1 GACTCGCTGACOOGG AAGGAATTCAAGTGC AAGGTCAACAATAAA GCTCTCCCAGCCCCC ATCGAGAGGACCATC TCCAAGGCCAAAC G'I 
B2 . . ... . •. . . .......... .• ...... • ... . . .. .. . . . C . .. ........ G .•......... .. 1. ... . . . ....•... . .. .. ... 
B3 • • ... ••• • •• •• • •• • •••••..• .•• .•..•.. ...•• . C .• ..•. . ...• . .••••• • • .. . . . •... ..•• • . . ... • . ••... .. 

-

1261 CH3 exon 1350 
81 GGGAGCCGCATGTGT ACACCCTGGCCCCAC ACCGGGAACAGCTGG CCAAGGACACCGTGA GTGTAACATGCCTGG TCAAAGACTTCTA-C 

:~ :: : :: •• •••••• •• GG •••••• •• ......... ... . ........................ .. ....... C . . . . ... . .. . . . ..... . G .... . . - • 
.. G ........... . .. ... ... ...... ... ............. . C .. ... C . .. .. . ...... . G .... • T-. 

-
1351 1440 

:; CCAccTGACATCAAC ATTGAGTGGCAGAGG AACGGGCAGCCAGAGT CAGAGGGCACCTACG CCACCACGCCGCCAC AGCT(;GACAACGAC 

B3 : :: ~: : : : ~: : : : :: ~:::: :: :::: :::: ::: ~: : : : : : : ~: : : : :: :: : :::::::: : : :::::::: : T ~: : ~ : ... . :::::::::: -1441 
81 CGG). 
82 CCTACTTCCTC 

83 ::: .. .. . ..... .. 
....... . .. . . 

-
1530 

TACAGCAAGCTCTCG GTGGGAAAGAACACG TGGCAGCGGGGAGAA ACCTTCACCTGTGTG GTGATGCACGAGGCC 

•...... . A ..•.. C .•. • ••.... . .• •. .. .• .. • J. • . •. ••• GT .• ..• . •..•••••••••.. •. • •. .. T 

1531 1620 
:; CTGCcCAACCACTAC ACCCAGAAATCTATC ACCCAGTCTTCGGGT AAATGAGCCTCACCC CGGCACCCCAGCGAA CCCCCCTCCCCGAGG 
113 '" . A ... ...... ............ C ... .. .... .. .. ..... ..... ............. ........ ...... .. .. A . ..... 1. . 

. . A . A . . . T .... C . . . .. . . ..... C • .• T ... . • .. . C ...•. .. •. • •. •. . . . . ••. .. •• . T . . . .. ... . .• ... . .... . ... 

1621 
81 C'I' 
82 C~TCCCGT GTGGAGGCCTGAGCC 
83 ·•· • · • •.. . .... C ... .• .. . ....•.. 

.... . 0 • • G . . ..• C . • . .. T .. ...... . 

poly A Signal 
CCACCCCTGTGTACA TACCTCCCGGGCCAG CATGAAATAAA 
•. ..•..• . . ... . . ....• . A . A .•. •. .•..• . . • •. .. 
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"Co 2 Nucl . 
nUtnber AF~~~lde sequence of classical (8 I, GenBank accession Brunak S, Engelbrecht J , Knudsen S (1991) Prediction of human 

mRNA donor and acceptor sites from the DNA sequence. J 
Mol BioI 220:49-65 

and shon_h ' 6(3),long-hinge heavy-chain-only (B2, AF1326(4) 
Constant re ~ge heavy-chain-only (B3, AF132605) germline llama 
Bensl and :on ~cnes. Box~s indicate dinucleotide splice site con
&lons, and Utabons. Bold lines represent exons, exon-Iike re
tal scquen:ladenYlation site. A dOl indicates identity to classi
Illent . dash indicates a gap introduced to improve align-

SPlicing ex . 
of the llaOl~rune~ts coupled with full characterization 
lion of this gennl~e JgG loci should enable conforma-

Olech,ulISOl. 
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